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My dissertation examines family, sexual reproduction, and community in 

Lucretius’ poem De Rerum Natura and reconsiders the importance of these topics in 

Lucretius’ formulation of Epicureanism for a Roman audience. I argue that Lucretius 

modifies Epicurus’ teachings about family and sex to render Epicureanism more palatable 

to a Roman audience.  

I explore the cultural resonance of the social metaphors Lucretius uses to explain 

atomic movement, particularly in Books 1-3, and I argue that Lucretius presents the atomic 

world as built on cooperative relationships. In light of my findings regarding Lucretian 

atomic movement, I propose a new reading of Lucretius’ views on love and sexual 

reproduction in Book 4. I argue that Book 4 presents love as a bivalent phenomenon and 

that Lucretius finds conjugal love as most natural and in line with the atomic universe. 

Building on my analysis of Lucretian theories of love and sexuality, I propose a new 

reading of Lucretius’ presentation of marriage in Book 5. I argue that family, rather than 

friendship, is presented in Lucretius’ anthropology as the foundational social relationship 

in society, and, in this respect, that Lucretius departs from Epicurus. Next, I propose that 

Lucretius considers religio to be the greatest harm to the family, and I offer a 

contextualization of Lucretian pietas in Roman culture. I conclude my project with an 
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analysis of the “Sacrifice of Iphigenia,” which I propose portrays Agamemnon as 

committing a crime against nature since he interferes with the cycle of generational renewal 

by killing his daughter. I contend that in this episode Lucretius formulates an Epicurean 

virtue of pietas, which aims, above all, at maintaining the integrity of the Roman family.  
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Introduction 
 

My project seeks to answer why sexual reproduction and family loom so large as 

topics of concern in Lucretius’ poem De Rerum Natura. This question is significant since 

extant texts from Epicurus shed little light on these topics. I find that Lucretius deliberately 

departs from Epicurus’ position on issues of love, sex, and marriage and that he does so to 

appeal to his Roman audience. My work enriches an understanding of Epicureanism at 

Rome, and more broadly, it enriches an understanding of how Romans appropriated Greek 

intellectual traditions into Roman literary culture. 

Lucretius opens his poem De Rerum Natura, an exposition of Epicureanism for his 

Roman compatriots, with the “Hymn to Venus,” an ode to the Roman goddess of sexual 

desire. He salutes Venus in the first hexameter of the poem as a mother who nourishes the 

Roman people: 

Aeneadum genetrix, hominum divomque voluptas,  
alma Venus     (1.1-2) 

Mother of Aeneas’ people, delight of humans and gods, nourishing Venus…1 
 

The hymn culminates in a prayer for generational renewal: 

 
denique, per maria ac montis fluviosque rapacis 
frondiferasque domos avium camposque virentis, 
omnibus incutiens blandum per pectora amorem, 

20 efficis ut cupide generatim saecla propagent. (1.17-20) 

                                                
1 All translations of Lucretius’ text are my own. Text is adapted from the Loeb edition (trans. Rouse [1924]; 
revised and updated by Smith [1992]). 
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In sum, throughout seas, mountains, racing rivers, and leaf-bearing homes of birds 
and the verdant plains, you make species reproduce desirously each after its kind as 
you strike sweet love into their hearts.  
 

On the one hand, Lucretius’ aesthetic choice for beginning his poem is understandable. Not 

only does it appeal to his Roman audience, who considered themselves the descendants of 

Venus’ son Aeneas, but it also praises the foremost principle of Epicureanism: pleasure 

(1.1). Voluptas (“pleasure”) is a translation of ἡδονὴ, which was the greatest good in 

Epicurean philosophy. For the Epicurean, all ethical teachings begin with an awareness of 

the pleasure that each action may produce or diminish in the psyche. However, Lucretius’ 

opening address to Venus challenges the fundamental Epicurean principle that gods play no 

part in the events of the world or in human activities in particular. Furthermore, sexual 

pleasure and reproduction, which Lucretius glorifies in the hymn, were issues that at least 

one strain of Epicureanism thought were best avoided.2  

Past scholarship has perennially explored why Lucretius begins his poem with a 

hymn to the goddess Venus.3 One line of interpretation has argued that over the course of 

the poem, Lucretius comes to identify Venus as a physical process.4 Clay argues that “the 

reader is capable of a retrograde reading of De Rerum Natura,” and that by the end of the 

poem, the reader is expected to reflect back on the poem’s beginning with a true 

                                                
2 As indicated by Epicurus’ Vatican Sayings 51, which is analyzed at the beginning of Chapter 2. 
3 For discussion of the integity of the proem’s text, see Bailey (ad loc.) who surveys and assesses modern 
attempts to rearrange the proem. Bailey describes the problem in the following way: “there is the general 
problem of the sequence, structure, and composition of the whole section, which in recent years and 
especially among German critiques has assumed the dimensions of a minor ‘Homeric question.’ ” 
4 For varied formulations of this interpretation, see Kleve (1966); Clay (1983b) 226-234; Gale (1994).  
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understanding of Venus.5 Another line of interpretation emphasizes the philosophical 

precedents for the utilization of the hymn format. This strain of interpretation is represented 

by the work of Sedley, who argues that Lucretius’ poem is modeled on Empedocles’ 

presentation of Aphrodite.6  

I propose that Lucretius identifies Venus with the tendency of biological atomic 

conglomerations to try to continue their movements into the future. Because this is the 

nature of things, this tendency takes on a certain kind of divinity, and, subsequently, the 

struggle against it is presented by Lucretius as impious. Lucretius fashions a more palatable 

version of Epicureanism for his Roman audience by bringing concern for successful 

reproduction and the future of the family into the ambit of Epicureanism. Therefore, I 

propose that the “Hymn to Venus” is a programmatic passage that announces Lucretius’ 

philosophical engagement with sexual pleasure and reproductive behavior as means toward 

achieving a more enduring kind of pleasure. 

 

THE PLEASURE OF EPICURUS’ GARDEN 

 

                                                
5 Clay (1983b) 231. 
6 Sedley (1998a) xv suggests that Lucretius expresses his debt to Empedocles by “writing a proem which 
emphasizes the nature and extent of his debt to Empedocles.” For discussions of Empedoclean influence, see 
also Furley (1970) 55-57; Garani (2007). Asmis (1992) argues that Lucretius’ proem is modelled on 
Cleanthes’ Hymn to Zeus. According to Asmis (1992) 458, Lucretius replaces Stoic Zeus with Venus, who 
represents pleasure and “offers a challenge to all religious and philosophical systems that would impose 
divine tyranny upon the world.” For an analysis that builds on the work of both Sedley (1998a) and Asmis 
(1982), see Campbell (2014). 
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In this section, I outline the basic tenants of Epicureanism, as preserved in the 

surviving testimony of Epicurus, particularly in respect to Epicurean theories of pleasure 

and friendship. Pleasure is both Epicureanism’s most defining and controversial feature. 

Evidence from Epicurus’ texts give pleasure a place of prominence in his philosophical 

system, as he is reported to have written that pleasure “is the beginning and end of the 

blessed life.”7 Epicurean theories of pleasure distinguish between two types of pleasure: 

katastematic and kinetic. Katastematic refers to pleasure that is the absence of pain, and 

kinetic pleasure refers to the varied pleasures associated with dynamic mental and physical 

activities. Some kinetic pleasures are “natural and necessary,” such as the pleasure of eating 

bread, while others are “unnecessary” or “empty,” such as the pleasure of eating caviar and 

truffles. Although a person integrates kinetic pleasures into their daily life, only 

katastematic pleasure, as the absence of pain, leads to ataraxia, or the state of inner stillness 

and tranquility.8 Ancient critics lambasted Epicurus’ precepts because they recommend a 

lifestyle that is marked by sedated consciousness. 9  

The avoidance of pain and the pursuit of pleasure emerge as the ultimate good for 

all human beings, and Epicurus’ view of pleasure is summed up neatly in the “fourfold 

remedy,” the Tetrapharmakos, which Philodemus reformulates as the following:  

God should not concern us. 
Death is not to be feared. 
What is good is easy to obtain 

                                                
7 Ep. Men. 128.2, as translated by Long and Sedley (1987) 144 vol. 1.  
8 For Cicero’s delineation of static and kinetic pleasure, see De Fin. 1.37. Philodemus also distinguishes 
between kinetic and katastematic pleasures: PHerc. 1251.5-6. Diogenes Oinoanda, a later Epicurean, makes 
this same distinction about empty desires: fr. Smith 31.4.11-13.  
9 For further analysis regarding critiques of Epicurean pleasure, see Rosenbaum (1990) 22. 
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What is bad is easily avoided.10  
  

The Tetrapharmakos focuses on the two main threats to pleasure, as Epicurus conceived 

them: the fear of the gods and the fear of death. The remedy to counteract such fears is the 

correct interpretation of the atomic principles at work in the world. Epicurus posits two 

main arguments to dispute the legitimacy of fearing death. First, he puts forth the “non-

perception argument,” which relied in part on his teachings about the physical world. 

Because death results in the dissolution of the soul and the soul atoms are responsible for 

sense perception, death cannot be painful or even perceived at all.11 Second, Epicurus 

employs the “non-identity argument,” which states that a person who does not exist cannot 

be harmed. Hence “death is nothing” to the living or to the dead,12 and as a therapeutic 

strategy, Epicurus counseled the rehearsal of this maxim for the recitation of it during one’s 

last moments in life.13  

Given the equation of pleasure with the removal of pain, the sayings of Epicurus 

recommend against amassing more and more pleasurable experiences.14 Rosenbaum 

observes the following about the extant texts attributed to Epicurus: “He [Epicurus] seems 

frequently to have associated pain with lacking, needing, or wanting something. Although 

it is clear in these passages that Epicurus was using this phrase in the contexts of eating 

and physical pleasure, there is no reason to think that it would not also apply to mental 

                                                
10 As translated by Warren (2004) 7. 
11 Epicurus Ep. Men. 10.124; RS 2. 
12 For further commentary, see Warren (2004) 21; Tsouna (2007) 248. 
13 As expressed by Epicurus in Ep. Men. 10.123. 
14 For example, as expressed by Epicurus in RS 18. 
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pleasure.”15 Therefore, for the Epicurean, a short life is no less desirable than a long life 

because pleasure is readily obtained in the moment, not over a long lifespan.16 

Consequently, even for the old, dying without a good reputation bears no significance for 

the dead since the attainment of a good reputation is irrelevant and also since it induces 

anxiety and fear when alive.17 A saying from Epicurus indicates the Epicurean conviction 

that, as long as an old man looks back on his life and sees that he has lived honorably, he 

will be at peace with his life.18 In this context, it is somewhat anomalous that Epicurus is 

said to have composed a will, though not inconceivable given his stated concern for his 

community of friends. Epicurus took a vested interest in shaping the future of the 

Epicurean community by writing a will that provided for the Garden’s continuation. 

Epicurus’ production of a will puzzled ancient commentators, including Cicero, who went 

so far as to suggest that Epicurus’ production of a will proved he harbored a secret belief 

in afterlife.19 The Epicurean focus on friendship may explain why Epicurus made 

provisions prior to death. 

                                                
15 Rosenbaum (1990) 25. Epicurus’ precepts suggest that the belief in the unlimited capacity to accrue 
pleasure leads to an unfounded desire to pursue more and more goals, which is, as Rosenbaum (1990) 36 
further summarizes, that an “abstract, unjustifiable, and anxiety-producing cultural imposition on human 
thriving.” 
16 Sent. Vat. 59. The soundness of this argument has been explored over time: Nagel (1971); Mitsis (1988) 
315-320; Striker (1988); Rosenbaum (1990) 27; Warren (2004) 14-15. Tsouna (2007) 266 argues that 
Philodemus strengthens this argument in On Death. 
17 RS 29. This is quite unlike Aristotelian notions of posthumous regard for one’s reputation, as expressed in 
NE 1100A. 
18 Sent. Vat. 17. 
19 Cicero Fin. 2.101; cf. Cic. Tusc. 1.31. Pliny Nat. 35.3 agrees with Cicero. See Clay 2009 22-23 for 
commentary. 
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Evidence suggests that Epicureans considered their circle of friends, rather than 

the greater Athenian community, to be their main social structure.20 The creation of a will 

indicates that one has considered the welfare of others, which is in line with Epicurus’ 

exhortation to fulfill the duties of friendships. However, ancient testimony indicates 

Epicureans thought that reliance on civic and political structures led to undue anxiety and 

fear21 and that freedom from fearing the “herd,” as suggested in a saying of Epicurus, was 

best achieved through the eschewal of politics.22 Although one might think political 

advancement would produce personal safety, Epicurus’ fragments express countercultural 

views on the safety provided by political engagement. In this context, Epicurean justice is 

not a moral absolute, but contractual and flexible depending on cultural context23 since 

justice aims at common safety.  Epicurean justice cannot be defined in itself since it is 

achieved through a series of compacts, which can arise in varying political contexts, 

aimed at safety.24 But justice is also “natural” in the sense that humans use their hedonistic 

calculus and intellect to construct what will help them to live in peace and to avoid fear in 

any circumstance. Furthermore, just conditions are not entirely self-interested; creating 

social conditions that advance personal ataraxia also promotes the ataraxia of others.25 

While the argument of De Rerum Natura does not appear to stray from these basic 

claims regarding pleasure, I propose that the poem reformulates Epicurus’ precepts and 

                                                
20 e.g. Diog. Laert. 10.10; Sent. Vat. 23; 28; 52; 61; 78; RS 27; Cic. Fin. 1.65-70; Sen. Ep. 9.1; 9.8;  
21 RS 14. 
22 RS 58. 
23 RS 31-34. 
24 For commentary on this aspect of Epicurean justice, see Sedley (1998b) 131. 
25 Ep. Moen 132; RS 5. 
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presents a different view of the social conditions that create pleasure. In the following 

section, I provide a brief overview of Epicureanism beyond the Garden, and I explore 

ways Philodemus pitched his treatises to a Roman audience.  

 

EPICUREANISM OUTSIDE GREECE AND IN ROME 

 
The precepts of Epicureanism spread outside the confines of the Garden, reaching 

a variety of political and cultural environments throughout the Greco-Roman world, 

including the city of Rome. Schiesaro observes insightfully that “Epicurean precepts 

possess transhistorical validity,”26 since Epicureans who lived under a variety of 

governing regimes could follow Epicurean doctrine. There are ancient reports that 

Epicurus wrote a treatise entitled On Kingship, which may indicate that Epicurus pitched 

this work to a royal audience.27 Evidence also suggests that Epicureans served as royal 

advisors; for example, the Epicurean Philonides taught Demetrius Soter and attempted to 

convert Antiochus IV to Epicureanism, while Plutarch records that Cineas the Epicurean 

tutored Pyrrus.28 Syria received Epicureanism favorably and was home to the philosopher 

Philodemus of Gadara, who was born in the late second century BCE. Philodemus moved 

West most likely during the 70’s, although it is not possible to pinpoint his arrival date 

                                                
26 Schiesaro (2007b) 41. 
27 For speculation on the contents of this work, see the discussion provided by Fish (2012) 91; Warren 
(2002) 156. 
28 Plut. Pyrrh. 14 and 20. For discussion of this phenomenon, see Warren (2002) 156-7. 
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first into Himera, and then into Southern Italy.29 There exists no conclusive evidence to 

suggest that Philodemus and Lucretius did or did not know one another.30   

The transhistorical nature of Epicureanism lent itself to Philodemus’ adaptation of 

it to suit the needs and social circumstances of his Roman audience. Philodemus’ works 

aim at what Sedley calls a “Roman patrician clientele” audience rather than at a Greek 

philosophically immersed one.31  Philodemus’ fragments feature interests in philosophical 

topics, such as theology and epistemology, that tend to coincide with topics of intellectual 

inquiry popular in first century BCE Rome, rather than Greece.32 

Philodemus’ fragments address politics and its connection to family life in ways 

that are unfamiliar to Epicurus’ extant texts, most apparent in Philodemus’ treatise On the 

Good King According to Homer. The treatise indicates a tolerant attitude toward office-

seeking, and Fish hypothesizes that the argument’s broadmindedness regarding political 

action indicates that the text’s audience consisted of aristocratic officeholders.33 Similarly, 

Philodemus’ treatise On Property Management aims at an audience of estate-holders, 

exemplified by the work’s dedicatee Piso, which speaks to aristocratic concerns. Tsouna 

hypothesizes that the treatise’s theme may have been informed in part by his intended 

audience: “The issue [of property management] becomes much more pressing for 

Philodemus (rather than Metrodorus), in part because of philosophical criticism, in part 

                                                
29 For discussion of Philodemus’ life, see Sider (1997). 
30 For varying views on the matter, see Kleve (1997) 50-51; Wigdosky (1995) 58; Sider (1997) 24; 
Montarese (2012). 
31 Sedley (2009) 33.  
32For extended discussion on the primary differences between interests in Greek and Roman philosophical 
discussions, see Tsouna (2007) 20; Sedley (2009) 34-35. 
33 Fish (2011) 74. 
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because of the socioeconomic conditions of his Roman audience. Piso and his friends, for 

instance, might wonder whether the philosophical life is compatible with the possession of 

estates as vast as their own.”34 In On Death, Philodemus addresses concerns not found in 

Epicurus’ extant writings, and these concerns center on the family. The treatise addresses 

the need to make provisions for the safety of family upon death and discusses the merits 

of commemoration. Philodemus says that there is something naturally unpleasant about 

dying in a foreign land far from one’s family, and he also concedes that there is something 

bitter about leaving one’s family orphaned and impoverished.35 

In another departure from the concerns expressed in Epicurus’ extant texts, 

Philodemus acknowledges that there are tangible gains to be made from the cultivation of 

a positive reputation during one’s life. In On Flattery, Philodemus observes that personal 

safety increases in correlation with the increase of one’s good reputation.36 

Commemoration, according to the treatise’s fragments, is not a good in itself but is an 

epiphenomenon of having cultivated a community of friends. Thus, I have summarized 

three ways in particular that Philodemus’ ethical philosophy differs from Epicurus: in 

reference to teachings about family, politics, and commemoration.   

 I would like to propose a connection between Philodemus’ philosophical 

adaptation of Epicureanism for a Roman audience and the second century historian 

Polybius’ explanation of Roman culture to his Greek audience. My point in drawing this 

                                                
34 Tsouna (2013) 96. 
35 Cols. 25-26; 34-45.  
36 Col. 4. 
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comparison is to show how Polybius’ emic analysis of Roman culture had already 

identified that aristocratic Romans employed idiosyncratic commemorative practices to 

honor and to further cultivate their familial reputation. In a larger discussion of 

constitutional theory, Polybius describes what he finds unique about Roman politics and 

social structures. He portrays how Romans pass on ethical norms, virtues, and beliefs 

about ancestral excellence through many rituals that include the display of imagines. In 

his analysis, Polybius explains that the funeral masks inspire youths to reach the great and 

noble deeds of their ancestors (οὗ κάλλιον οὐκ εὐμαρὲς ἰδεῖν θέαμα νέῳ φιλοδόξῳ 

καὶ φιλαγάθῳ 6.53.10). Flower has illuminated the many ways in which Polybius’ 

analysis proved true in Roman society.37 According to Flower, funeral masks do appear to 

have been idiosyncratic to Roman culture: “No other ancient culture we know of made 

realistic wax masks of office-holding family members and kept them in the home, or used 

them for actors to wear at funerals.”38 Her survey of funeral masks in Roman culture 

concludes that the theatrics associated with them upheld the celebrated preeminence and 

social dominance of the ruling class.39 The masks also performed a function outside 

funerary contexts. They sat in a visible place within the household’s atrium and served as 

backdrop for the paterfamilias’ performance of many social roles.40  

                                                
37 Flower (1996). 
38 Flower (1996) 2.  
39 Flower 1996 91-127.  
40 For discussion of the atrium, see Flower (1996) 186-222.  
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Over the course of my project, I argue that it is in this social context, one that 

connects familial excellence to Roman excellence, that Lucretius incorporates regard for 

the family into his formulation of Epicureanism.  

METHODOLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS AND CHAPTER OVERVIEWS 

 
Lucretius is an author who receives much attention for how he does or does not fit 

into the history of literature. On the one hand, interest has centered on Lucretius’ 

inheritance of Greek and Roman poetic traditions 41 and on his influence upon the 

subsequent generations of poets who write in Latin, such as Vergil, Ovid, and Lucan.42 On 

the other hand, Lucretius figures in the study of philosophical literary traditions. Scholars 

explore how Lucretius adapts and responds to philosophers such as Empedocles and, of 

course, Epicurus.43 Outside classical scholarship, Renaissance specialists show the 

enduring afterlife Lucretius’ poetry, text, and ideas had on important thinkers long after 

classical times.44 

I focus on the way De Rerum Natura adapts Greek philosophical teachings for a 

Roman audience. My work provides close readings of passages that relate to Lucretius’ 

formulation of Epicurean ethics, particularly in reference to his accommodation of 

                                                
41 I do not presume to present a full bibliography in the following footnotes, but several works of this nature 
include Kenney (1970); Donohue (1993); Edmunds (2002); Farrell (2008). 
42 Recent studies of this kind include Gale (2000); Giesecke (2000); Earnshaw (2013); O’Rourke (2014). 
Hardie (2009), which is a publication of collected essays regarding Lucretius, provides a good example of 
this type of study. In his introduction, Hardie warns against overstating the claims of intertexuality between 
Lucretius and later poets because of the nature of our evidence.  
43 Recent studies include Garani (2007); Montarese (2012). 
44 For instance, see the studies of Palmer (2014); Brown (2010); Passannante (2011).  
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Epicureanism to suit Roman ideologies of political consensus, sexuality, family, and 

pietas. I investigate the way Lucretius negotiates the difference between Epicurean 

philosophical teachings, as preserved in Epicurus’ texts, and Roman culture.   

In chapter 1, I examine how Lucretius uses distinctly Roman social metaphors to 

describe atomic movements in Latin. I discuss the presentation of the foedera naturae 

(“bonds of nature”) as the predominant social metaphor that recurs throughout De Rerum 

Natura. The foedera naturae are the relationships between atoms and atomic compounds 

that tie all of the world together, animate and inanimate. In his deployment of social 

metaphor, Lucretius shows that atoms have a natural inclination to form cooperative 

conglomerations among one another whether such conglomerations be rocks, birds, 

statues, or human bodies. I define foedus naturae as composite atomic material, and I 

define leges naturae as the constraints placed on atomic material in its union and 

disintegration.  

In Chapter 2, I explore human sexuality as it is presented in Book 4. Lucretius’ 

views on sex have been described as an “attack on love,” but my research finds that he 

presents love as a bivalent phenomenon. On the one hand, he describes unreciprocated 

love and frivolous courtship as negative and harmful to the lover. But on the other hand, 

he presents mutual love between men and women as a pleasurable arrangement. Lucretius 

looks to animals to provide paradigms for sexual reproduction since female and male 

animals both have equal stakes in sexual pleasure. In his account of conception at the very 

end of Book 4, Lucretius describes in some detail how prostitutes thwart the effective 
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entry of seed into the womb whereas beasts and wives do not. The implication is that a 

Roman male ought to couple with a wife rather than a prostitute.  

In Chapter 3, I propose a new reading of Lucretius’ presentation of marriage in 

Book 5. I describe how Lucretius’ positive view of conjugal union affects his exploration 

of the roots of civilization in Book 5’s anthropology. Lucretius presents the normalization 

of relations between men and women in quasi-marital arrangements, if not marriage itself, 

as foundational to the establishment of civil society. In place of friendship, Lucretius 

describes family as the most important social relationship in society. Over the course of 

the chapter, I compare Lucretius’ formulation of conjugal ideals to those of other Roman 

authors who explore the Roman past to understand the mos maiorum. 

In Chapter 4, I examine the negative portrayal of religio in De Rerum Natura and 

propose that Lucretius consistently presents religio as antithetical to his formulation of the 

Roman virtue pietas. I contextualize Lucretius’ arguments about Roman religion, and I 

show how Lucretius is able to define pietas in a way that avoids religious association. 

Lucretian pietas, I argue, involves guarding future generations from superstitious thinking.  

In light of my findings, I conclude with an analysis of the “Sacrifice of Iphigenia,” 

which is perhaps the most striking and aesthetically engaging episode of the whole poem. 

I argue that Agamemnon exemplifies the Lucretian vice of impietas in a hyperbolic 

display of disrespect for generational renewal.  
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Chapter 1: Social Metaphor and the Foedera Naturae  

 
In this chapter, I discuss Lucretius’ metaphor for atomic union, the foedera naturae, 

which translates into English as “the bonds of nature.” The phrase  foedus naturae and its 

plural form foedera naturae, as well as Lucretius’ archaic variant of the phrase, foedera 

naturai, repeat four times throughout DRN (1.585; 2.302; 5.310; 5.924; 6.906-7), and the 

phrase has been defined by scholars as significant in a variety of philosophical and socio-

political ways, as illuminated throughout this chapter. In this imagery, Lucretius shows that 

atoms have natural inclinations to form conglomerations among one another, whether such 

conglomerations be rocks, birds, statues, or human bodies, as will be proposed. The foedera 

naturae, I argue, refer to the relationships that exist between atoms and atomic compounds 

that tie all the world together, animate and inanimate. His theory of atomic foedera, I show, 

creates the philosophical architecture for Lucretius’ unique expression of Epicurean social 

theory and ethical precepts, which will be explored in the following chapters. 

The phrase foedera naturae seems to be a linguistic invention since there is no 

evidence that this metaphor existed in Latin literature prior to Lucretius’ poem.45 While the 

                                                
45 For studies analyzing Lucretian metaphors in great detail, see Deutsch (1939); Pope (1949); Waszink 
(1954); Frances (1963); Maguinness (1965); Snyder (1980); Cabisius (1985); Görler (1997). For metaphors 
inspired by Empedocles, see Garani (2007). For metaphors of weaving in particular, see Snyder (1983) 37-
43; West (1969) 80-82. For discussion of similes in Lucretius, see Hohler (1926). 
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phrase foedera naturae enjoyed a rich after life in later imperial46 and Christian47 Latin 

poetry, it is still a phrase that merits philological analysis given Lucretius’ unique Epicurean 

epistemological standpoint in comparison with later sources which are influenced by Stoic 

and Christian cosmologies. Furthermore, Lucretius’ idiomatic use of the word foedus, I 

propose, provides a strong reference point for his Roman audience to understand the nature 

of atomic combination and his philosophy’s compatibility with Roman social ideals. This 

point will be explored in reference to Lucretius’ recurring emphasis on the existence of 

metaphorical atomic consensus in the natural world. 

This chapter seeks to harmonize important scholarly work on the political and social 

resonance of the phrase foedera naturae in Roman society, expanding particularly on the 

work of Asmis. In her critical analysis of the phrase foedera naturae, which was published 

in a 2008 article entitled “Lucretius’ New World Order: Making a Pact with Nature,” Asmis 

hypothesizes that the phrase implies certain ethical obligations humans hold to nature, as 

the article’s title indicates. Though Asmis suggests humans have a unique ethical role to 

play in obeying these “bonds of nature,” she does not specify in great detail what this 

obedience entails. My argument seeks to clarify the way the laws of nature (leges naturae) 

                                                
46 The metaphorical use of foedus to refer to the limits imposed by nature is confined to poetry after 
Lucretius: e.g. Verg. G 1.60; Man. 1.252; 2.48; 2.62; Luc. 1.80. An exception is its appearance in the work 
of Columella: Col. 1. praef. 8. Another exception may be Cicero’s use of the word foedus in Scaur. 5: ut 
fugere vitam vetent atque id contra foedus fieri decant legemque naturae. For analysis see Courtney (1961) 
156; Lapidge (1980).  
47 In Christian poetry the metaphor of foedus refers generally to the power of god and the binding force of 
cosmic order. Orientus describes god as binding everything together in a foedus pacis, “bond of peace,” as a 
metaphor for cosmic stability: 1.606. The anonymous author of the poem De Providentia Divina, written in 
the fifth century, refers to cosmic order as the priscum foedus rerum: 730. Prudentius labels the breaking of 
cosmic order, foedus, resulting in sin: 236-246. The sixth century poet Alcimus Avitus describes the creation 
story in terms of foedera: 1.60; 1.188. For discussion of these authors, see Lapidge (1980).  
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work separately from the foedera naturae, rendering humans unable to make pacts with 

nature, though enabling them to make pacts with one another and thereby expanding the 

foedera naturae. I propose that the choice individual humans should make to align their 

movements within the natural inclination of atoms to form bonds with other atoms is the 

ethical imperative of nature. This chapter will proceed to establish a theory for how 

Lucretius imagines foedera come together, the difference between the foedera naturae and 

the leges naturae, and the social implications for the metaphor. 

TRADITION AND INNOVATION IN LUCRETIAN POLITICAL METAPHORS 

 
Early in Book 1, Lucretius announces his intention to describe Epicurean physics in 

Latin, which he characterizes as an innovative undertaking in the following passage: 

Nec me animi fallit Graiorum obscura reperta 
difficile inlustrare Latinis versibus esse, 
multa novis verbis praesertim cum sit agendum 
propter egestatem linguae et rerum novitatem (1.136-139) 
 
It does not escape my mind that it is difficult to illustrate the dark discoveries of the 
Greeks in Latin verses, especially since it is necessary to employ many new words 
because of the poverty of language and the novelty of the subject matter.    
 

Bailey (ad loc.), in reference to this passage, notes that “Lucretius preferred to express the 

ideas in words for the most part already in circulation,” and his reformulation of Latin words 

to describe atomic movement has garnered scholarly interest over time. As Sedley observes, 

“Lucretius’ constant practice is to render Greek technicality neither with Latin technicality 
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nor with mere translation, but with a range of his own live metaphors.”48 A rather prominent 

example of Lucretius’ innovative choice in vocabulary is his reference to atoms49 by way 

of a variety of metaphors rather than by way of an atomic vocabulary that would have been 

available to him at the time of composing his poem; for example, he does not refer to atoms 

as atomus, as Lucilius had,50 corpuscula as Amafianus had,51 nor as individuum.52 

Lucretius’ choice vocabulary for atoms as rerum primordia, materies, genitalia corpora, 

semina rerum, and corpora prima emphasizes their “primitive starting points,” as Sedley 

calls them, for atomic combinations. 53  

Lucretius’ emphasis on the primacy of atoms, rather than on their indivisibility 

(which would have been emphasized in the term atomus, which he does not use), is most 

apparent in the term primordia, which he uses 72 times throughout the poem. In another 

example of his own expansion on Epicurus’ atomic vocabulary, though Lucretius seems to 

translate corpora (body) from the word Greek word σῶμα, which Epicurus uses to refer to 

atomic matter that comprises compounds, Lucretius habitually modifies corpora either with 

the adjectives prima or genitalia, an apparent innovation given that there is no clear 

correspondence for these two epithets in Epicurus’ writing.54 Semina is another Latin word 

                                                
48 Sedley (1998a) 38.  
49 For the evidence of the range of atomic vocabulary that would have been available to Lucretius, see 
Reiley (1909) 35-66; cf. Sedley (1998a) 28. For discussion of Lucretius’ varied vocabulary to describe 
atomic conglomerations, see also Keen (1979). 
50 Lucil. 753; cf. Cic. Fin. 1.17: atomos id est corpora individua propter soliditatem.  
51 Cic. Ac. 1.6; cf. N.D. 1.66-67, 2.94; Tusc. 1.22. 
52 Cic. Tim. 21. 
53 Sedley (1998a) 38.  
54 For the possible correspondence between primordia and corpora prima/genitalia and Epicurus’ ἀρχή, 
see Keen (1979) 65 in reference to Ep. Hdt. 1.41.  
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that may have some correspondence to Epicurus’ use of the word σπέρμα, used only a 

handful of times by Epicurus to refer to seeds, but which Lucretius uses over 100 times in 

his poem to refer more generally to atoms.55  

Foedus,56 the primary word under consideration in this chapter, is also a word that 

does not seem to correspond to Epicurus’ use of the word “compact” (συνθήκη),57 which 

Epicurus used to refer to literal compacts or conventions held between people. In Latin, the 

term foedus has many meanings, but it generally refers to relationships between entities. 

Gladhill’s work has highlighted the ritual and political connotations of the word foedus in 

great detail, and in broad strokes he defines foedus as generally requiring “two parties who 

choose 1) to resolve a conflict, 2) to obviate a potential conflict, or 3) to unite in some 

common cause against a third party…”58  

                                                
55 Ep. Hdt. 38, 66; Ep. Pyth. 89, 108. For discussion of the difference between Epicurus’ reference to 
“seeds” and Lucretius’, see Sedley (1998a) 193-198.  
56 The word foedus has been analyzed for its metaphorical currency in elegy and hexameter poetry that 
came after Lucretius’ writing. For analysis of the word foedus as Catullus uses it metaphorically to refer to 
his relationship to Lesbia, see Copley (1949) 22-40; McGushin (1967) 85-93; Kroll (1959); Fordyce (1961).  
For the word foedus in elegy more generally see Konstan (1972) 102-106; Baker (1973) 286-289; Dyson 
(1973) 127-143; Reitzenstein (1975) 153-180; Freyburger (1980) 105-116; Minyard (1985); Racette-
Campbell (2013). For Vergil’s application of the word foedus, see Hickson-Hahn (1999) 22-38; Gladhill 
(2009), (2016) 119-167.  
57 RS 32, 33, 35. 
58 Gladhill (2016) 2. Gladhill’s thesis regarding the centrality of foedera in Roman diplomacy challenges 
the arguments of Rich (2008) and Gruen (1984). Rich (2008) adopts a conservative approach to analyzing 
the historical foedera, given that “relevant information is in very short supply,” pointing out that the 
historians, such as Livy, who narrated the development of Roman conquest wrote from a place of historical 
distance. Burton (2011) emphasizes the role of amicitia in Roman international relations. Gruen (1984) 
contends, in reference to Roman expansion in the East, that that though foedera-making “the diplomatic 
instrument par excellence,” (p. 13), Rome’s “policy, despite various vicissitudes, remained consistent: the 
evasion of commitments that would restrict or command her activities” (p. 53). For the role of alliance 
making in Roman society, see also Badian (1952); Heuss (1963); Toynbee (1965); Crawford (1973); 
Sherwin-White (1980); Salmon (1982); Wiedemann (1986); Penella (1987); Baronowski (1990); Watson 
(1993); Mitchell (2005). 
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Very formally, foedus can refer to arrangements that are agreed upon by states or 

groups of peoples; for example, it can refer to a contract that exists between Rome and 

another international entity. From what can be gleaned from evidence from the Middle 

Republic, the senate or commanders would draw up the terms of the international treaty and 

the popular assembly was tasked with ratifying it.59 The treaties would be written down on 

bronze or wax tablets prior to the treaty-making ceremony.60 The treaty-making ceremony 

itself was a highly religious affair, which was officiated by the fetial priests. Livy describes 

the ceremony as involving the killing of the piglet with a flintstone, representing the fate of 

Rome should she break the treaty.61 Gladhill speaks of the foedus as taking two paths after 

its initial creation: “Once the foedus is struck the narrative options become very restricted. 

Either the foedus holds in perpetuity or is ruptured.”62  

In the private realm, foedus could refer to an arrangement between two or more 

entities as part of a private pact.63 In a particularly illustrative example of this nuance, in De 

Finibus, Cicero uses the word foedus to refer to the contractarian notion of Epicurean 

friendship in the course of the interlocutor Torquatus’ identification of three theories for 

why Epicureans value friendship so highly, none of which Cicero attributes to Epicurus.64 

Cicero’s third theory is expressed by Torquatus in the following excerpt:  

                                                
59 For ancient evidence regarding this procedure, see Polyb. 6.14.10-11; Liv. 32.23.2; Sall. Iug. 39.3; 
Cic. Balb. 34–5.  
60 For discussion of the written media for the foedera, see Meyer (2004).  
61 Liv. 1.24.4–9. For greater analysis of the treaty-making ceremony see Gladhill (2016) 17-68; Watson 
(1993). 
62 Gladhill (2016) 2-3. 
63 E.g. Cic. Dom. 131; Ov. Met. 10.599; Liv. 1.9.13. 
64 For discussion of the three theories, see Frede (2015); Mitsis (1988) 98-128. 
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Sunt autem qui dicant foedus esse quoddam sapientium ut ne minus amicos quam 
se ipsos diligant. Quod et posse fieri intellegimus et saepe evenire videmus, et 
perspicuum est nihil ad iucunde vivendum reperiri posse quod coniunctione tali sit 
aptius. (Fin. 1.70) 
 
The third view is that wise men have made a sort of compact (foedus) to love their 
friends no less than themselves. We can understand the possibility of this, and we 
often see it happen. Clearly no more effective means to happiness could be found 
than such an alliance. 
 

The foedus stipulates mutual care and alliance that is supposed to result in an exceptional 

degree of pleasant living (iucunde vivendum), an important mention since it suggests that 

this foedus creates the conditions necessary for the best Epicurean life, which is pleasure. 

Another Epicurean example of this nuance of the word foedus appears in Lucretius Book 5 

when he discusses the foedera (5.1025) neighbors made with one another to protect 

families, and this passage will receive greater analysis in Chapter 3. As a subset of private 

arrangements, foedera can also refer to the marital bond, as will be discussed in detail in 

Chapter 3, as well. 

Lucretius’ choice to use political and social imagery to depict the operations of the 

universe is not out of step with his philosophical predecessors. Prior to Lucretius’ writing, 

legal metaphors were already used by Greek scientific and philosophical thinkers to explain 

the causal principles of the universe, as preserved in some of the earliest remaining Greek 

writing. Even prior to Greek philosophical writing, Mesopotamian scientific traditions 

employed legalistic forms and formulae to describe the processes of nature.65 The earliest 

example of this phenomenon in the Greek philosophical tradition appears in Anaximander’s 

                                                
65 For more discussion of this phenomenon in Mesopotamian science, as well as relevant bibliography, see 
Lehoux (2012) 47-48; Lehoux (2003). 
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metaphor of the material world making “payments” for “injustice”: διδόναι γὰρ αὐτα 

δίκην καὶ τίσιν ἀλλήλοις τῆς ἀδικίας κατὰ τὴν τοῦ χρόνου τάξιν66 (translated by Lloyd 

in the following way, “For they pay the penalty and recompense to one another for their 

injustice, according to the assessment of time.”)67 Lloyd labels this fragment as “the first 

instance of a cosmological doctrine expressed in social terms occurs in our earliest extant 

philosophical text,” and this quote attributed to Anaximander seems to refer to the rebalance 

of cosmological forces, though it is unclear what specifically these cosmological forces 

refer to. The significance of the passage rests in its reference to the interaction of 

cosmological forces in a way that is devoid of anthropomorphic divine forces. This notion, 

that natural processes conduct themselves without the interference from the traditional 

anthropomorphic deities, is a constant in all of the early Greek legal metaphors for nature 

mentioned below. In this fashion, political images were also invoked to describe a single 

supreme controlling force that was not associated with anthropomorphic deities. For 

example, Heraclitus theorized war to be king (βασιλεύς) of all68, and his theoretical basis 

for the unity of opposites relied on the notion of cosmic war (πόλεμος) and strife (ἔρις). In 

Fr. 94, Heraclitus expresses the idea that certain cosmological limits (μέτρα) exist and a 

justice (δίκη), which evidently represents the norms that govern behavior the world, keeps 

everything in order. 

                                                
66 Anaximander Fr. 1. 
67 Lloyd (1966) 212. For discussion of the tradition of legalistic rhetoric in Greek scientific writing more 
generally see also Lloyd (1979); Asper (2007). 
68 For similar expressions of the supremacy of a controlling principle that lacks anthropomorphic expression, 
see Xenophanes Fr. 25; Fr. 23; Anaxagoras Fr. 12; Diogenes of Apollonia Fr. 8; Fr. 5; Pl. Ti. 47ef ; Phlb. 48c; 
Leg. 896de. 
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Empedocles, one of Lucretius’ poetic forbears, and, according to Garani, 69  a 

possible source of inspiration for Lucretius’ deployment of the phrase foedera naturae, 

describes Love and Strife as bound in an “oath” (ὅρκου).70 In another case of legalistically 

charged metaphorical language, Empedocles describes the six cosmological principles of 

earth, air, fire, water, in addition to Love and Strife, as holding different domains (τιμή), 

though equal in power.71 Furthermore, Empedocles describes matter as coming together in 

the form of an assembly (σύνoδος) as part of the cosmic cycle.72 Epicurus, Lucretius’ 

philosophical source of inspiration, likewise described matter as coming together in an 

assembly on several occasions. In the Letter to Pythocles, Epicurus describes a possible 

explanation for the phenomenon of falling stars as the gathering of combustible material in 

the manner of an assembly (κατὰ σύνοδον).73 In another example, Epicurus describes dew 

as the assembling of particles from the air that are capable of creating moisture.74 In another 

social metaphor from the Letter to Herodotus, Epicurus identifies the body as ἄθροισμα, a 

noun indicating a throng, but which Epicurus uses to refer to the aggregation of soul 

                                                
69 Garani 2007 56-57. See also the hypothesis of Jobst (1907) who proposed that foedus naturae described 
Empedocles’ oath.  
70 Empedocles B30.3. 
71 Empedocles B30.2. 
72 Empedocles B17.4. cf. Leucippus A24.9; Democritus A49. 
73 Letter to Pythocles 115: καὶ κατὰ σύνοδον δὲ ἀτόμων πυρὸς ἀποτελεστικῶν, συμφυλίας γενομένης 
εἰς τὸ τοῦτο τελέσαι, καὶ κίνησιν οὗ ἂν ἡ ὁρμὴ ἐξ ἀρχῆς κατὰ τὴν σύνοδον γένηται…  trans. “or it 
may be due to the meeting of atoms capable of generating fire, which accord so well as to produce this 
result, and their subsequent motion wherever the impulse which brought them together at first leads them.”  
74 Letter to Pythocles 108: Δρόσος συντελεῖται καὶ κατὰ σύνοδον πρὸς ἄλληλα ἐκ τοῦ ἀέρος τῶν 
τοιούτων…trans. “Dew is formed when such particles as are capable of producing this sort of moisture 
meet each other from the air.” 
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particles in the body.75 In sum, there is rich precedent in Lucretius’ choice to use political 

and social imagery to describe atomistic theory. 

To return to Lucretius’ poem and the main political metaphor under consideration, 

the social nuance of the word foedus in Lucretius’ poem has been interpreted through two 

basic heuristic prisms. The two strains of interpretation are well represented by Bailey’s and 

Reich’s arguments. Bailey theorizes that the phrase foedera naturae indicates limits 

imposed on the world by nature, the word foedus meaning something nearly interchangeable 

with the word lex (law). Reich, however, argues that the foedera refer to the uniting of 

atoms, his point of view envisioning foedus as meaning Bündnis (alliance) rather than 

Gezetz (law) in DRN.76 In modern scholarship, neither of these points of view have been 

completely accepted, and most scholars have settled on a middle ground. Long critiqued 

Reich’s levelling of foedera naturae to Bündis to be overly simplistic given that foedera 

naturae do not refer to one physical constituent of the universe. However, Long stops short 

of siding with Bailey, suggesting instead that Lucretius may be “playing on the meaning of 

foedus both as something concrete –a bond or union of atoms with congruent shapes –and 

the more abstract notion of law.”77  Cabisius likewise sees aspects of both law and treaty as 

part of Lucretius’ foedera naturae, as Cabisus advises below: 

The way foedus was used in real political contexts clarifies the relationship between 
the metaphorical parties to the foedera in De Rerum Natura. Strictly speaking, the 
foedera are not pacts made among the atoms themselves; they apply only to atoms 

                                                
75 Cf. Eur. Orest. 874. For an argument for the difference between Epicurus’ use of ἄθροισμα to refer to 
animate matter and the use of σύνκρισις to refer to inanimate matter, because it exists in a more 
“harmonious” union, see Keen (1979) 66-67.  
76 Reich (1958) 125. 
77 Long (1977) 81.  
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when they have formed a concilium. Like men who have bonded together in a 
society, the atoms are bound to specific aims and interests that result from the 
identity of the group as a whole.78  

 

Cabisius further suggests that natura acts as a guarantor of sort to the atomic unions that 

are able to take place in nature,79 suggesting that “the relationship between atomic 

compounds and nature has points of similarity with those between Rome and her foederatae 

civitates.”80  

Inspired by Cabisius’ emphasis on the social implications of the phrase foedera 

naturae, researchers have attempted to make sense of the political and social resonance of 

the phrase in Roman culture in a variety of ways.81 For instance, Schiesaro connects 

Lucretius’ use of the metaphor to a larger rationalizing movement that took place in first 

century BCE Rome, hypothesizing that Lucretius uses familiar, political language out of a 

desire to describe the universe in a clear manner and eschew obfuscation.82 As another 

hypothesis, Fowler modifies Cabisius’ notion that the atoms are subordinate to natura, and 

he instead interprets the phrase as reflecting a politically Republican notion of the cosmos, 

in which atoms are party to pacts with one another.83 Garani, albeit in passing, asserts that 

the image of foedera naturae, inherited in part from Empedocles, represents a more 

democratic notion of the atomic world, where atoms act on their own accord without divine 

                                                
78 Cabisius (1985) 110–11. 
79 cf. Asmis (2008). 
80 Cabisius (1985) 113. 
81 For the social meaning embedded in the works of Greek philosophy mentioned at the beginning of this 
chapter, see Lloyd (1966) especially at 223-232 for his cautious analysis of the evidence.  
82 Schiesaro (2007a) 71. 
83 Fowler (2007) 428. 
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agency. Garani’s hypothesis suggests Lucretius’ portrayal of atoms serves as a foil to Stoic 

determinism and posits that this democratizing of the atoms would “tone down” any 

potential teleological implications that may result from Lucretius’ legal metaphors.84  

Gladhill looks past the identification of atoms to any one specific political regime, 

envisioning instead importance in the idea of foedus as the exchange of fides between social 

beings. In Gladhill’s opinion, the phrase foedera naturae is a simple metaphor meant to 

encapsulate an idea of order in the cosmos akin to everyday social interactions, represented 

outwardly in Roman culture by the joining of hands, which symbolized itself the Roman 

values amicitia and hospitium.85 

In these illuminating arguments regarding Lucretius’ deployment of social 

metaphor, the word foedus is generally seen to be used by Lucretius as interchangeable with 

lex, following Bailey’s lead, and thus foedera naturae and leges naturae have been 

conflated with one another.86 My argument seeks to clarify the difference between 

Lucretius’ leges and foedera. In the next section, I analyze Lucretius’ use of the word foedus 

in his poem to establish what it means in his text. In the following section, I explicitly raise 

the question of how the term foedus is differentiated from leges in the text since such an 

understanding has great implications for how Lucretius presents humans as capable to build 

constructive relationships with one another.  

                                                
84 Garani (2007) 59. 
85 Gladhill (2016) 78-79. 
86 e.g. Shearin (2015) 61, 82; Lehoux (2012) 50: “…it is clear from a key passage [DRN 5.55-58] in 
Lucretius (mid-first-century BC) that foedus (treaty, covenant, stipulation) is being used interchangeably 
with lex (law rule, regulation, but also like foedus, contract, covenant).” 
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FOEDERA NATURAE AND CONSENSUS 

 
A key contention of this chapter, which I will advance below, is that the foedera 

naturae refer to the unique make-up of atomic compounds for specific physical objects and 

that they refer to aspects of both animate and inanimate objects. These foedera are the ways 

in which certain types of atoms are arranged in time and space, each object possessing a 

different rate of decay according to its nature (1.322–8). The varying rates of decay create 

the different dispositional qualities of animate or inanimate atomic compounds, including 

how long an object will exist before its atoms leave the foedus, how big it will grow, where 

it can live, and other similar types of metaphorical terms that exist between the atoms. As 

Gladhill helpfully observes: “The foedera establish what is and is not possible and construct 

the terminus haerens, a naturally occurring boundary that demarcates temporal and spatial 

fines in all atomic compounds.”87  

Before addressing the metaphor, the meaning of natura itself ought to be addressed 

since it is a key component to the discussion at hand. For Lucretius, the phrases foedera 

naturae and leges naturae are personifications of natura’s rule. Natura is etymologically 

and semantically related to the verb nasci which means “to be born,” just as physis is 

etymologically related to the Greek verb phuó (“to produce, to create”). Natura has a strong 

association with the idea of birth in Lucretius’ poem.88 In Latin, as for the modern English 

word nature, natura could refer to the individual disposition of an individual person, of an 

                                                
87 Gladhill (2016) 89. 
88 For discussion see Clay (1983b) 83-95; Sedley (1998a) 25-26. 
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animal, of an inanimate object, or of other sorts of independent entities, 89 or to the universe 

as a whole, as indicated by the very title De Rerum Natura.90 Throughout his poem, 

Lucretius uses the word natura to note the observable process of growth and decay in 

everything, as demonstrated in the following passage:  

Quae bene cognita si teneas, natura videtur                
libera continuo, dominis privata superbis… (2.1090-91) 
 
If you learn these teachings and hold on to them, nature immediately appears to be 
free and separated from haughty overlords. 
 

The close placement of the adjectives libera (1090) and privata (1102) both suggest the 

central thesis put forth by Lucretius that natura is free from divine intervention in the 

physical world, as expected in an Epicurean account of the universe. However, the 

independence from the gods experienced by natura does not mean that the world is subject 

to no constraint at all; objects endowed with natura are subject to the forces of time: 

at quoniam fragili natura praedita constant, 
discrepat aeternum tempus potuisse manere 
innumerabilibus plagis vexata per aevom. (1.581-583) 
 
And since things are given an unstable nature, it is not possible that they are able to 
survive all time given that they are besieged by a countless number of blows through 
the ages.  

  
This passage encapsulates Lucretius’ dichotomized presentation of natura: as a process, it 

has autonomy, divorced from the gods, as specified in the passage above from Book 2 

(2.1090-91) above, but, when it is featured as a property of a specific object, it is vulnerable 

                                                
89 e.g. Lucr. 2.818; 4.110; Cato Agr. 157.1; Cic. Tusc. 1.19. 
90 cf. Lucr. 1.25, 950; Cic. N.D. 1.27, 2.35; Ac. 2.118. 
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to the process of death and decay, as specified in the passage from Book 1 above (1.581-

583). Because natura appears dichotomized, Lucretius develops vocabulary to describe 

how individual things can have both a self-contained natura while also belonging to the 

larger network of natura, and the foedera expresses a very important aspect of natura: the 

way atoms come together to form various objects.    

The first instance of the phrase foedera naturae from Lucretius’ poem to be analyzed 

in this section appears in the context of Lucretius’ argument that the gods did not create the 

world and they do not participate in it. The following excerpt is embedded in Lucretius’ 

argument that the earth and all the constituent parts of the earth are mortal (5.235-323). 

Lucretius invokes the example of the mortality of sacred buildings and holy objects to 

illustrate how the foedera naturae behave outside the reach of the gods, as quoted below:  

Denique non lapides quoque vinci cernis ab aevo, 
non altas turris ruere et putrescere saxa, 
non delubra deum simulacraque fessa fatisci, 
nec sanctum numen fati protollere finis 
posse neque adversus naturae foedera niti? (5.306-310) 
 
Do you not see that even stones are overtaken by time? Tall towers fall, rocks decay, 
and the temples of the gods and their statues in old age droop over? And do you not 
see that a divine nod is not able to prolong the limits of fate or to launch an effort 
against the foedera naturae? (5.306-310) 
 

In this passage, Lucretius chooses to highlight not any generic form of stone (lapides, 306), 

but specifically stones that serve as material for divine images and temples dedicated to the 

gods (delubra deum simulacraque, 5.308), which he argues are as perishable as any other 

thing.91 Gale calls Lucretius’ choice to highlight the decay of holy places and images tinged 

                                                
91 cf. 2.1101-2; 6.417-20 for similar depictions of the perishability of temples in Lucretius’ poem. 
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with derision, capturing Lucretius’ general disdain for the traditional belief, as I explore 

later in Chapter 4.92 Lucretius carefully juxtapositions the divine will of the gods (sanctum 

numen, 5.309) in direct opposition to the foedera natura, since no force, including divinity, 

is able to overcome them. The adverb adversus (5.310) implies this strong sense of 

opposition between the two, as the word can sometimes refer to legalistic opposition to a 

law, wish, command, or something said by another person.93 In a particularly brutal example 

of this adverb used elsewhere in Lucretius, an alternate form of this adverb, adversum, 

appears later in Book 5 in Lucretius’ depiction of lionesses mauling those approaching 

(inritata leae iaciebant corpora saltu/undique et adversum venientibus ora patebant, 

5.1318-1319). Furthermore, the alliterative fessa fatisci (5.308)… fati…finis 

(5.309)…foedera (5.310), with a strong emphasis on the “f” sound, draws a phonetic 

connection between all three words, which reinforce the temporal limits imposed on the 

foedera and its inevitable decay. 

While the example above emphasizes how foedera naturae refer to all the bonds of 

atoms that exists in the whole world, another aspect of word foedus as it appears in De 

Rerum Natura is its description of a specific arrangement of atoms that pertains to one kind 

of object. In the next passage I analyze, Lucretius talks about the specific foedus of a magnet 

(6.906-916), revealing how the rings of the magnet literally hang together and how the 

foedus of this particular physical objects is able to expand under the right conditions.94 This 

                                                
92 Gale (2009) 131. 
93 As defined by the OLD (ad loc.). 
94 For in depth discussion of the operations of the magnet as Lucretius presents them, see Wallace (1996); 
Gladhill (2006) 92-95. 
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passage comes in the context of Book 5, after Lucretius has analyzed various atmospheric 

phenomena, including, to name just a few, thunder (5.96-159), rainbows (5.495-526), 

volcanoes (5.639-702), and springs (5.848-905). Lucretius’ discussion of the magnet 

immediately precedes his discussion of plagues and his narration of the plague at Athens 

(5.1090-1286), which serves as his final denunciation of the belief in divine intervention 

within the world.95 The following passage is only a portion of his description of the magnet, 

but demonstrates well the nature of the word foedus in his text: 

Quod superest, agere incipiam quo foedere fiat 
naturae, lapis hic ut ferrum ducere possit, 
quem Magneta vocant patrio de nomine Grai, 
Magnetum quia fit patriis in finibus ortus. 

910 hunc homines lapidem mirantur; quippe catenam 
saepe ex anellis reddit pendentibus ex se. 
quinque etenim licet interdum pluresque videre 
ordine demisso levibus iactarier auris, 
unus ubi ex uno dependet subter adhaerens, 

915 ex alioque alius lapidis vim vinclaque noscit: 
usque adeo permananter vis pervalet eius. (6.906-916) 
 
Next, I will begin to explain in what foedus of nature it comes to happen that this 
rock is able to attract iron. The rock is that which the Greeks call “Magnet” after its 
namesake since its origins are found in the native regions of Magnesia. Humans 
marvel at this rock; certainly, very often it makes a chain out of rings that hang to 
the rock. For sometimes it is possible to see five or more rings jostling in the light 
breeze hanging down in a row, where it clings underneath the rock hanging onto 
another one. One ring after another feels the force and bind of the rock to such an 
extent that the force seeps through and is strong.  
 

 
This initial explanation of the magnet in terms of its foedus offers significant insight into 

the nature of Lucretius’ theory of foedera. For one, it suggests strongly that compound 

                                                
95 For analysis of Lucretius’ telling of the plague, see Commager (1957); Owen (1968); Stoddard (1996); 
Penwill (1996); Gale (2000) 18-57.  
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objects, in this case a magnet, possess their own foedus. For the magnet, the foedus exists 

between the rings and the rock on which it hangs (6.910-911). This passage seems to 

reinforce Long’s observation that the foedus is something physical and is also delimitating 

of the behavior and character of the object at hand.96 Second, foedera have a natural ability 

to expand when they comes into contact with compatible material, and, contrariwise, they 

have the ability to recoil from such expansion when exposed to incompatible material, as 

Lucretius describes happens when iron fillings are dropped in a bronze bowl, expressed 

over a hundred lines later (6.1044-47: exsultare etiam Samothracia ferrera vidi/et ramenta 

simul ferri furere intus aenis in scaphiis, lapis hic Magnes cum subditus/usque adeo fugere 

a saxo gestire videtur). Lucretius follows his analysis of the magnet’s foedus with an 

extended discussion about the principles of atomic compatibility in reference to other 

entities. For instance, Lucretius says gold is not able to combine with the magnet since it is 

heavier than iron and therefore will not adhere. There are other instances where the inability 

for two objects to bind is observable, according to Lucretius; for example, olive oil and 

pitch will not form a compound.97 Inversely, from empirical analysis, one can see that grape 

and water form a bond that results in wine.98 A final important principle to glean from this 

specific example of the magnet is that the binding agents for foedera are not always visible 

to the naked eye. Gladhill argues that there is a way in which the foedus of the magnet 

represents ordinary fides in Roman social and political life that could be felt in the context 

                                                
96 Long (1977) 81. 
97 6.1073. 
98 6.1072. 
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of various relationships, including the foedera that existed between Rome and her allies and 

more mundane every day contexts: “it [fides] could be felt in in the body as a visceral 

reaction experienced by all Romans in their day-to-day interpersonal engagements with 

their friends, superiors, inferiors, domestic, gods, patrons, clients, and eventually 

Caesars.”99  

Thus far, I have discussed how the metaphor of foedera naturae represents essential 

patterns related to inanimate objects, but the same principles for atomic combination apply 

to animate beings. References to the foedera naturae also appear in Lucretius’ discussions 

of the patterns and behaviors of animals, and the foedera have a strong determining role in 

how species reproduce themselves. The next passage I analyze from Lucretius’ poem occurs 

in the context of Book 1, in his foundational book outlining basic principles of atomism. 

After beginning to establish that atoms are indivisible (1.551-598), Lucretius argues in the 

following passage, quoted below, that species are not able to undergo changes to their 

atomic make-up over time: 

Denique iam quoniam generatim reddita finis 
585 crescendi rebus constat vitamque tenendi, 

et quid quaeque queant per foedera naturai, 
quid porro nequeant, sancitum quandoquidem extat, 
nec commutator quicquam, quin omnia constant100 
usque adeo variae volucres ut in ordine cunctae 

590 ostendant maculas generalis corpore inesse, 
inmutabili’ materiae quoque corpus habere 
debent nimirum; nam si primordia rerum 
commutari aliqua possent ratione revicta, 
incertum quoque iam constet quid possit oriri, 

595 quid nequeat, finita potestas denique cuique 

                                                
99 Gladhill (2016) 95. 
100 This line is corrupt in the MSS, though it does not seem to affect the meaning significantly. 
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quanam sit ratione atque alte terminus haerens, 
nec totiens possent generatim saecla referre 
naturam mores victum motusque parentum.  

 
Now, since an end for growth and living is set and established for things according 
to their kind and because it is sanctioned what each is and is not able to do by the 
foedera naturae, nor does anything change but everything stays constant to such an 
extent that all the various birds show spots distinct to their own species on their 
body, they must certainly have also a body of unchanging material. For if the atoms 
[primordia rerum] were able to be changed, having been conquered in some way 
there would be no reliability in what is able to be born, what is not, and in sum how 
each thing is limited in its capacity and bound to its deeply fixed boundary stone, 
and generations, according to their kind, would not be able so often to bear the 
nature, habits, livelihood, and movements of their parents. (1.584-598) 

 
In the beginning of the passage, words like generatim, literally meaning “kind by kind,” 

(1.584) and quaeque, “each” (1.586), paired with res (1.592), suggest that Lucretius is 

describing general principles regarding birth, growth, and death, that work in specific ways 

over time. In other words, Lucretius indicates that, although he is describing the mortality 

of all objects (rebus, 1.585), he is not lumping together all matter as growing, thriving, and 

dying at the same rate and time. Instead, he is careful to note that “each thing” (quaeque, 

1.586) grows and dies according to its individual composition. The foedera determine all 

aspects of the animals’ atomic composition that do not change across generations 

(inmutabili’ materiae, 1.591), and this fixity of species is evident to the naked eye since the 

distinct spots of the animal are preserved from parent bird to offspring. For this reason, 

Lucretius’ development of his theory of the foedera naturae has been cited in scholarship 

as essential to his theory of genetics, Bailey (ad loc.) saying “These lines are interesting as 

giving the first hint in Lucretius of the idea of heredity…”101 Camardese likewise identifies 

                                                
101 cf. 3.741. For a similar view to Bailey’s, see Schiesaro (2007a) 84. 
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the important role foedera naturae play in the reproduction of biological life, commenting 

that foedera give to each species its own configuration and nature (“configurazione e i 

propri caratteri tipici”).102  Campbell labels the foedera naturae as “the principles that keep 

each species separate,” in essence providing a reason itself for the fixity of species, which 

is the theory that atoms have limits to their compatibility and that atoms are not able to 

change over time, and as a result neither are biological species.103 In fact, Long notes that 

Lucretius’ observations regarding biological reproduction are one of Lucretius’ strongest 

arguments for the existence of atoms, saying “there must be changeless and indestructible 

bodies in order that the regularity of species may be maintained,”104 which is ultimately 

proof for the governing principles of the foedera naturae. 

Though the fixed nature of spots that is inherited from one generation to another is 

what is readily able to be seen, the foedera naturae affect far more than just outer 

appearances. The foedera enable the passing on of the natura, or core identity, of individual 

species. Lucretius specifies that the passing on of the nature from parent to offspring is all 

encompassing, as suggested on line 598 (naturam mores victum motusque parentum). The 

line in question asserts that species maintain three core aspects of their identity: their mores, 

a word that will be analyzed further in Chapter 3, victum (food), and motus (movements). 

The mention of victum, diet, is extremely important to Lucretius’ theory since it implies that 

animals must seek out more compatible atomic matter to join to it and thus survive. As 

                                                
102 Camardese (2010) 205. 
103 Campbell (2003) 178. 
104 Long (1977) 82.  
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Blundell comments, “in living things, these distinctive atoms are passed on from parent to 

child, and then they proceed to absorb compatible atoms from the nourishment that is 

consumed.”105 In fact, Lucretius’ development of the principles of foedera that he outlines 

in Book 1 (1.584-598), quoted in full above, builds a vital foundation for his theory of 

nourishment in Book 2. Lucretius’ theory of nourishment is part of his greater theory for 

the existence of limited compatibility of atomic shapes with one another. I provide a 

paraphrase of Lucretius’ theory of food consumption below to demonstrate how the foedera 

supply a blue print for atomic compatibility in animals.  

According to Lucretius, when animals eat food (nam sua cuique cibis ex omnibus 

intus in artus/corpora discedunt, 2.711-712), the ingestible parts of the food contribute to 

the operation of the body (conexaque convenientis/efficiunt motus, 2.712-713), the word 

motus representing the basic atomic movements that operate within the animal. 

Contrariwise, the incompatible particles (aliena) that are not able to connect to the body 

(quae neque conecti) are discharged from it, having been rejected by the nature of the body 

(aliena videmus/reicere in terras naturam, 2.713-714). Evidently, this foreign atomic 

matter lacks the ability to “join in feeling and imitate the vital movements” associated with 

the organism: vitalis motus consentire atque imitari, 2.717. This explanation for the 

digestibility of some of the atomic matter contained in food and the excretion of other parts 

of food yields a principle for atomic compatibility that is consistent with Lucretius’ theory 

of foedera as it is explained in the demonstration of the expansion of the magnet’s foedus 

                                                
105 Blundell (1986) 92-93. 
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(6.906-916). As mentioned above, the magnet was only able to expand if material of 

compatible charge was added.  

Though Lucretius does not express his theory for nutrition in terms of the expansion 

of the foedus, political metaphors of consensus and assimilation pervade Lucretius’ 

description of nutrition since the expanding of an organism relies on notions of cooperation 

with (consentire, 717) and imitation (imitari, 717) of the atoms already existent in the body. 

Imitari, a key word in Lucretius’ theory for food intake, is a rare word in Lucretius’ text, 

but, significantly, it is a word Lucretius uses to describe his own poetic task to imitate 

(imitari, 3.6) Epicurus in the proem to Book 3. Lucretius’ desire to imitate Epicurus is 

quoted below: 

te sequor, o Graiae gentis decus, inque tuis nunc 
ficta pedum pono pressis vestigia signis, 

5 non ita certandi cupidus quam propter amorem 
quod te imitari aveo: quid enim contendat hirundo 
cycnis, aut quidnam tremulis facere artubus haedi 
consimile in cursu possint et fortis equi vis? (3.3-8) 
  
I follow you, glory of the Greek race, and I now place footsteps in your treaded 
tracks, not eager to rival you but on behalf of love because I desire to imitate you: 
for how could swallow challenge a swan? Or how could a trembling kid match the 
strength of a strong horse in a race? 

 

In this passage, Lucretius expresses his desire to assimilate his own actions to Epicurus’ 

legacy. His metaphor of physically stepping into Epicurus’ footsteps (ficta pedum pono 

pressis vestigia signis, 3.4) is phrased in a similarly kinetic manner to his description of the 

food particulates which imitate the lively movements (vitalis motus, 3.713) already existent 

in the organism. In his own desire to imitate his master, Lucretius expresses an intention to 
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socialize himself to Epicurus’ blueprint of philosophy, represented in the idea of footsteps 

that have paved the way for his own philosophical activity. Even the mention of Epicurus’ 

Greek character (Graiae gentis decus, 3.3.) is important in identifying the philosophical 

lineage to which Lucretius is desiring to conform. For the alert reader who recalls Lucretius’ 

theory of nutrition and atomic expansion as expressed in Book 2, philosophical tradition 

itself emerges as able to expand by way of the linking up of converts to join its cause, yet 

some amount of distance is maintained in Lucretius’ declaration of his inferior acumen, 

symbolized in his reformulation of the trope of competing birds that typically indicates 

poetic deference.106 Epicureanism itself, then, emerges as able to expand by way of the 

linking up of compatible converts to its core precepts. 

To return to Lucretius’ description of nutrition, the verb consentire also is a word 

nuanced with implications of socialization. The verb consentire is glossed by Kenney as 

Lucretius’ translation of Epicurus’ συμπάσχειν,107 but it has greater cultural resonance as 

part of the language of social harmony, consensus, in Roman culture. For example, in the 

Philippics, Cicero uses the consentire to refer to the commitment people possess to act in 

the best interest of the community: omnes mortales una mente consentiunt (Phil. 4.7). The 

verb consentire can also denote a conspiracy, preserving its connotation of group 

cooperative behavior, though in a negative sense.108 In reference to human behavior more 

generally, Cicero uses the verb consentire to express the Stoic notion of living in accordance 

                                                
106 For more on the motif of poetic imitation and Lucretius’ modification of this trope, see Hough (1945); 
Donohue (1993) 1-34; Volk (2002) 105-116. 
107  Kenney (2014) 99; cf. N.D. 3.28. 
108 e.g. Cic. Rep. 1.52 Catal. 4.15; Caes. Civ. 2.20.2 
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with nature, suggesting that Lucretius was not alone in using the political metaphor of 

consent to refer to inclinations and patterns of nature.109   

Lucretius’ description of the animal body in Book 3 draws on similar metaphors of 

political consensus, the noun form of consentire that expresses social harmony, to refer to 

the harmonious relationship that exists between body and soul. His explicit description of 

the body’s consensus (3.740) comes in conjunction with his argument for the mortality of 

the soul, which is the central topic of Book 3. This specific reference to bodily consensus 

appears in a proof against metempsychosis, in which Lucretius hypothesizes that the 

consensus (3.740) between the body and soul prevents the body (corpora et artus, 3.737) 

from ever existing prior to the soul (animae, 3.737) due to their essential connectedness 

(connexae, 3.740). Throughout Book 3, the verb consentire appears three times at the 

beginning of lines that argue for the interconnectivity of the soul to the body. In this book, 

the verb consentire often accompanies adjectives that imply notions of compatibility, either 

in the com- prefix (e.g. commota, 3.152) or verbs that indicate mutuality (e.g. mutua, 3.801; 

una: 3.800, 168).  

The last passage I discuss in this section contains one of the most evocative images 

Lucretius creates to argue for the mortality of the body and soul. In it, Lucretius outlines 

the mortal relationship (foedus, 416) that exists between the mind (mens, animus) and the 

bodily soul (anima) in the limbs (membra) and it occurs about halfway through Book 3. 

Given the consistent use of the language of consensus to discuss the constitution of the soul 

                                                
109 e.g. Cic. Fin. 2.34; Sen. Ep. 66.41; for the opposite idea, see Cic. Tusc. 3.3. 
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that recurs throughout Book 3, it is natural that Lucretius uses the metaphor of foedus to 

describe the relationship of the body and the soul, the metaphor appearing at the very end 

of the following passage on line 416: 

 
at manet in vita cui mens animusque remansit; 
quamvis est circum caesis lacer undique membris 
truncus, adempta anima circum membrisque remota, 

405 vivit et aetherias vitalis suscipit auras. 
si non omnimodis, at magna parte animai 
privatus, tamen in vita cunctatur et haeret; 
ut, lacerato oculo circum si pupula mansit 
incolumis, stat cernundi vivata potestas, 

410 dummodo ne totum corrumpas luminis orbem 
et circum caedas aciem solamque relinquas; 
id quoque enim sine pernicie non fiet eorum. 
at si tantula pars oculi media illa peresa est, 
occidit extemplo lumen tenebraeque sequuntur, 

415 incolumis quamvis alioqui splendidus orbis. 
hoc anima atque animus vincti sunt foedere semper. (3.402-416) 
 
Whoever still has his mind and intelligent soul intact is alive. Although someone’s 
torso may be cut off and torn from his limbs, and the spirit in the limbs has now 
been removed and is dead, he lives and breathes in vital breath. If he has been 
stripped of a great part of his spirit, but not entirely, he still stays in life and clings 
to it; this happens just as if an eye has been injured all around, but the pupil remains 
intact. There is still the living ability for it to see, unless you destroy the whole 
roundness of the eye and leave the pupil cut off from what remains of the eye. Even 
if only a little bit of the eye in the middle has died, immediately the eye dies with it 
and darkness ensues, although the round shape of the eye is intact. In this way, mind 
and spirit are always bound in a foedus.  
 

The foedus here refers to the relationship that exists between the mind and the body that 

must be preserved for life to continue, and the analogy of this connection to the way an 

eyeball functions is meant by Lucretius to prove this. The foedus of the body, represented 

by the eye’s composition, stipulates that it can lose quite a bit of atomic material and still 

function. However, when this essential relationship ceases, the eyeball loses its function 
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(occidit extemplo lumen tenebraeque sequuntur, 3.413), symbolizing that when the essential 

connection of body and soul is severed, the body ceases to perform its vital functions. Just 

as a pupil needs to maintain a physical connection to some part of the ball of the eye for 

seeing to occur, as long as the mind maintains some sort of physical connection with the 

rest of the body, the human or animal stays alive. This analogy is an important addition to 

Lucretius’ theory of foedera since it specifies the importance of a critical threshold of 

cooperative behavior for foedera to operate. As will be analyzed more deeply in Chapter 3, 

Lucretius’ civic foedera that exist between people (3.1035) work this way as well, since 

humanity thrives as long as as a significant portion of the population stays socially engaged 

with one another.  

 This section has sought to explain how the implications of the foedera naturae are 

especially important in passages explaining the operations of animal reproduction and the 

relationship between body and soul that defines the living nature of the physical body. The 

implications of this argument in reference to Lucretius’ theory of conception, in which the 

language of mutuality is dominant on many levels, will be explored in Chapter 2.  

LEGES NATURAE 

 
In this final section, I specify what Lucretius means by leges naturae. As argued 

above, foedera refer to blueprints for growth and serve as genetic markers for animate and 

inanimate things. What I hope to accomplish in this section is to specify how the metaphor 

of foedus naturae is separate from leges naturae and to propose that there is significance in 
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this distinction of terminology, particularly in the difference in how humans themselves can 

relate to the foedera naturae versus the leges naturae. 

Leges refer to codified rules ratified and enforced by the machinery of the state. It 

is conventionally differentiated from ius, which refers to “unwritten customs, passed on 

orally from one generation to the next, which were regarded as part of their folk heritage as 

Romans,” as defined by Stein,110 since leges are statutes that have been passed by a 

legislative body. The first leges in Rome are said to have originated out of the struggle of 

the Patricians and Plebeians over the mutual understanding and interpretation of ius. Prior 

to the ratification of the Twelve Tables in 449 BC, Rome relied on the interpretation of ius 

by the College of Pontiffs, which was a body comprised exclusively by patricians. Upon 

the wishes of the plebeians, a commission of ten was tasked with writing down these 

customary laws in a declaration of what had been previously unwritten as ius.111 The Law 

of the Twelve Tables, lex duodecim tabularium, stipulated various details of procedure and 

civil laws, including rules of summoning to court, rules of court procedure, rules regulating 

debt, and so on.112  

Gellius defines lex as the general order (generale iussum) of the plebs and the people 

(populi aut plebis rogante magistratu, 10.20.2). The operative legislative assemblies at play 

during the Roman Republic were the comitia centuriata, comitia tributa and concilium 

                                                
110 Stein (1999) 3; see also Stein (1966) 9-25 for more discussion on the difference between ius and lex; cf. 
Rowe et. al (2000) 623. 
111 Stein (1999) 4. 
112 For ancient testimony regarding the text of Twelve Tables, see Liv. 6.1.10, 3. 34.6; Cic. Leg. 2.4.9, 2.9, 
2.23.59, 2.25.64; Rep. 2.63; Cyprianus Ad Donatum 10; Dion. Hal. Ant. Rom. 2.27.3; 10. 60.5; D. 38.6.1 
praef. For more on the modern reconstruction of the Twelve Tables and discussion see Crawford (1996) 
555-721; Schiller (1978) 142-158; Jolowicz and Nicholas (1972) 108-114; Watson (1975).  
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plebis (plebiscita).113 The third one, the concilium plebis, was given greater significance in 

287 BC, by the lex Hortensia de plebiscitis, which determined that laws passed in the 

concilium plebis applied to all Romans. In the last century of the republic, the senatus 

consulta went into force on unilateral consideration of the senate.114 Though Augustus 

passed several important pieces of legislation regarding marriage, adultery, corruption, 

procedure, and manumission, the ratification of leges became less relevant under the 

magistracy of the emperor, and the last known lex was passed under Nerva.115 

In addition to its meaning as statute, lex can also refer to specific terms of a contract, 

yet not necessarily to the actual relationship that exists between the entities who are party 

to the contract, as foedus does. For instance, lex can denote a kind of working arrangement; 

this nuance of the word lex is demonstrated in Cato’s De Agri Cultura, where lex indicates 

the agreed upon stipulation for the fair compensation of work rendered (cetera lex uti villa 

ex calce caementis. Pretium in tegulas singulas ns., Agr. 14.5).116 Leges can also refer to 

the terms of a particular foedus.117 In an example from Propertius, the elegist uses the 

contractual imagery of foedera and leges to describe his relationship to Cynthia (3.20). 

Propertius suggests that the foedera will be determined (ponenda) prior to the writing of the 

contract (scribenda…lex 3.20.16), and presumably he uses the words foedera and leges to 

mimic the legal measures taken to legitimize marital relationships. This Propertian example 

                                                
113 For this distinction, see Crook (1967) 19. 
114 Cic. Top. 5.28. 
115 D. 47.3.1. 
116 Cf. CIL 1.589.2.31; Cic. Ver. 1.143. 
117 E.g. Liv. 23.10.6; Vitr. De arch. 1.1.10 Juv. 7.102. For discussion, see Meyer (2004) 95-97. 
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suggests that there is a close relationship between the two, but that they are not necessarily 

the same. Lex, when paired with naturae, can refer to a “law of nature.” For example, Ovid 

refers to a law of nature that governs the movement of stars,118 and Pliny similarly discusses 

the regularity of winds as a result of lex naturae.119 Vergil, in Georgics, refers to Nature’s 

imposition (imposuit natura, 1.61) of laws and eternal treaties (has leges aeterno foedera, 

60) in different places (certis…locis, 1.61-62) as a way to explain variations on climate. In 

this example, Vergil clearly collapses leges and foedera into one idea, perhaps due to the 

semantic similarity identified above, to indicate the general idea of natural laws that govern 

the cosmos.  

Most of the time, Lucretius does not use lex to refer to natural law. For example, he 

says Athens was a place that was known for its laws (legesque rogarunt, 6.3), and he 

observes that politicians may dream that they are engaged in the law when asleep 

(componere leges, 4.66).120 In Book 5, Lucretius describes the use and development of the 

laws as part of the narrative of how humans came to develop civilization over time. In Book 

3, when Lucretius does use law metaphorically, he uses it to refer to the “law of death” (leti 

lege, 3.687) that governs the physical body and that is inescapable to all.121 The metaphor 

has a strong destructive force rather than the constructive emphasis of the more frequented 

metaphor of the foedera naturae, which possesses a creative connotation, as previously 

explored.   

                                                
118 Ov. Met. 15.1.68; cf. Ov. Trist. 1.8.5; Man. 1.670-71.  
119 Plin. Nat. 2.45.116; cf. Cic. Leg. 2.8. 
120 cf. 5.959, 1144, 1149. 
121 2.719 is an exception, the limit in this passage refers to the limits of atomic compatibility in nutrition. 
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The following passage from Book 5’s proem reveals how foedus and lex 

grammatically do different work to further specify Lucretius’ atomic theory: 

Cuius ego ingressus vestigia dum rationes 
persequor ac doceo dictis, quo quaeque creata 
foedere sint, in eo quam sit durare necessum 
nec validas valeant aevi rescindere leges  (5.55-58) 
 
I trace his footsteps and follow his reasoning while I teach his precepts on how 
objects are created in a foedus, and how in it [i.e. the foedus] each thing is able to 
survive and how it is not strong enough to rescind the strong laws [leges] of time.  

 
The genitive cuius refers to Epicurus, as the metaphor of footsteps encapsulates his 

philosophical legacy. Lucretius’ didactic point in this statement is both forward looking and 

backward looking, since it quickly summarizes the principle of growth and decay he has 

already spent books explaining while this passage also prefaces his proof for the mortality 

of the earth, which is expressed in the first part of Book 5. The word foedus here appears in 

a similar grammatical construction (quo quaeque create/foedere sint, 5.56-7) to the one 

Lucretius uses to talk about the magnet’s composition (agere incipiam quo foedere 

fiat/naturae, 6.906-907) though he uses the plural here because he is talking more generally 

about how every specific thing exists in a foedus. The foedus expresses how the composition 

stays together and is able to endure (durare, 5.57) over time. By contrast, the leges are what 

prevent all things (quaeque create, 5.56) from existing in a foedus forever, as these things 

have no metaphorical legal power to revoke the laws (leges). As Gale notes, the phrase 
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validas valeant, a powerful case of figura etymologica, “hammers home that natural 

processes are limited by unbreakable ‘laws’”122  

 Lucretius’ metaphorical use of lex, then, is used exclusively to indicate the laws of 

birth, growth, and death. There is no foedus of death, but every foedus possesses a 

“stipulation,” due to the leges naturae, that it will die.   

CONCLUSIONS 

 
This chapter has made several foundational claims that create the framework for the 

rest of this project: first, Lucretius envisions a world held together by treaties, emblematic 

of the cooperative forces of the universe, that exist between atoms; second, Lucretius sees 

laws of birth and death as what prevent these treaties, meaning the relationships that exist 

between atoms, from lasting forever. Though Lucretius only uses the phrase foedera 

naturae a handful of time, the imagery of consensus and mutual agreement is pervasive 

throughout Lucretius’ poem, evident especially in Lucretius’ theories for human sexuality, 

discussed in the next chapter, and the beginnings of human civilization, discussed in 

Chapter 3. The rest of this dissertation will present an argument that Lucretius envisions 

humans as able to direct their atoms for the constructive building of atomic relationships, 

particularly in the form of their offspring, thus enabling their atomic “blue print,” foedera, 

to live on in their family. 

  

                                                
122 Gale (2009) 116.  
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Chapter 2: Love and Sexual Reproduction 

 
This chapter analyzes further Lucretius’ view that the universe is guided by 

positive and cooperative forces, particularly as it pertains to his evaluation of human 

sexuality in Book 4. A key contention of this chapter is that Lucretius characterizes the 

male experience of sexual desire as a bivalent phenomenon: on the one hand, it is 

favorable and cooperative, and on the other, ill-fated and destructive. The nature of these 

two types of desire is distilled for the reader in the sonic similarity between muta/mutua, 

which guides the reader’s understanding of what are the essential qualities of each kind of 

desire. To give a synoptic view of this argument, muta cupido (4.1057) describes sexual 

desire that is unrequited, futile, and typical of the fraught amatory relationships described 

in Roman poetry, as exemplified in Catullus’ poetry. The adjective mutuus serves as the 

more favorable counterpart to muta cupido (4.1057), which describes desire that is 

reciprocated, fertile, and comes naturally to animals. The word mutuus (as well as forms 

of communis) is paired with gaudia (mutua gaudia, 4.1205), voluptas (mutua…voluptas, 

4.1201; communi’ voluptas, 1207), and ardor (ardor mutuus, 1216) and represents a 

positive manifestation of the cooperative forces in the universe, the foedera naturae, 

discussed in the last chapter.   

A Lucretian critique of the overtly violent strains of Roman hypersexuality has 

been uncovered by Pamela Gordon and other scholars.123 Gordon roots Lucretius’ critique 

                                                
123 Gordon (2002). For recent scholarship that has expressed agreement with Gordon see O’Rourke (2014); 
Pope (2018).  
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of romantic love in Roman discourses of the “Priapic model of sexuality.”124 However, 

Lucretius’ analysis of romantic love has yet to be harmonized with, what Brown calls, 

Lucretius’ recommendation of “sober copulation,” which the end of Book 4 implies ought 

to occur in marital contexts. My argument seeks to bridge the gap between Lucretius’ 

critical take on love and his endorsement of conventional marital relationships.  

EPICUREANS ON LOVE 

 
Though later polemicists maligned the Garden for its supposed licentiousness, the 

scant evidence that remains from Epicurus suggests he promoted a rather different ethical 

code regarding sexuality.125 It has been commonly assumed that Epicurus’ focus on 

ataraxia contraindicates both sex and marriage, but there is no sustained or rigorous 

discussion of sexuality that remains preserved in Epicurus’ fragments.  Diogenes Laertius 

lists On Love, presumably a work about love and sexual desire,126 at the top of Epicurus’ 

                                                
124 By Priapic sexuality, Gordon refers to the model developed by Richlin (1992) and developed further by 
Williams (1999). To specify her view of what she concludes Lucretius critiques about this model of 
sexuality, she quotes Oliensis (1997) 154 “Penetration is the prerogative of free men, penetrability the 
characteristic condition of slaves and women; sexual intercourse is an enactment and reflection of social 
hierarchy, and, conversely, social subordination always implies the possibility of sexual submission.” 
Models of sexuality through the prism of penetration was, in part, influenced by Dover (1978), whose main 
interest was in homosexuality and pederasty in Greek culture, and later Foucault (1985). For Foucauldian 
influenced scholarship on sexuality in Greek and Roman culture, see especially Halperin (1990); Halperin, 
Winkler, and Zeitlin (1990); Winkler (1990). Critiques of Foucauldian analyses include Richlin (1992); du 
Bois (1998); Foxhall (1998); Williams (1999); Davidson (2001); (2007). For other reformulations of the 
“passive” and “active” binary, see Parker (1997); Walters (1997); Langlands (2006); Ormand (2009); 
Kamen (2012); Kamen and Levin-Richardson (2015a); (2015b).  
125 For a complete analysis of the sources and evidence regarding the lived reality of the Garden, see 
Gordon (2012). 
126 Nussbaum (1994) 11: “A treatise On Love (Peri Erotos) is the third item in Diogenes Laertius' list of 
Epicurus' works -just after the magnum opus On Nature and another work that must have been of 
fundamental importance, On Atoms and the Void (Diog. Laert. 10. 27)” 
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treatises, third only to On Atoms and Void and On Nature. This prominent appearance of a 

work on eros at the top of Epicurus’ list leads Nussbaum to hypothesize that this treatise 

must have been one of his most significant. Nussbaum, however, remarks that it is 

regrettable that, “we are forced to reconstruct Epicurus’ views from a handful of 

sentences.”127  

Scholars seeking to understand Epicurean attitudes toward love have focused 

primarily on one passage in particular, Sent. Vat. 51:  

Πυνθάνομαί σου τὴν κατὰ σάρκα κίνησιν ἀφθονωτέραν διακεῖσθαι πρὸς 
τὴν ἀφροδισίων ἔντευξιν.  σὺ δὲ εἰ μὴ τοὺς νόμους καταλύεις μήτε τὰ 
καλῶς ἔθη κείμενα κινεῖς μήτε τῶν πλησίον τινα λυπεῖς μήτε τὴν σάρκα 
καταξαίνεις μήτε τὰ ἀναγκαία καταναλίσκεις, χρῶ ὥς βούλει τῇ σεαυτοῦ 
προαιρέσει. ἀμήχανον μέντοι γε τὸ οὐχ ἑνί γέ τινι τούτων συνέσθαι. 
ἀφροδίσια γὰρ οὐδέποτε ὤνησεν, ἀγαπητὸν δὲ εἰ μὴ ἔβλαψεν. (Sent. Vat. 51) 
 
You tell me that the movement of your flesh is too inclined towards sexual 
intercourse. So long as you do not break the laws or disturb proper and established 
conventions or distress any of your neighbors or ravage your body or squander the 
necessities of life, act upon your inclination in any way you like. Yet it is 
impossible not to be constrained by at least one of these. For sex is never 
advantageous and one should be content if it does not harm.128 

 

The passage indicates obvious skepticism regarding the essential pleasure associated with 

sexual desire, though scholars have disagreed over the translation of the last sentence. 

Purinton, for instance, translates the final sentence as “[They] say that sex never benefits, 

but it is desirable provided it does not harm.”129 Regardless of the specific translation, the 

text makes clear that Epicurus foresaw sex as potentially harmful to one’s psyche. There is 

                                                
127 Nussbaum (1994) 149.  
128 Translation and text of Sent. Vat. 51 is adapted from Long and Sedley (1987) vols. 1&2.  
129 Purinton (1993). For analysis of Sent. Vat. 51, see also Brennan (1996). 
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one extant recommendation for the cure of love from Epicurus, which Nussbaum calls 

“disappointingly superficial,” and in it Epicurus suggests that merely avoiding the object 

of one’s love will limit the side effects from erotic exposure (Sent. Vat. 18). The evidence 

for Philodemus’ take on love is likewise thin. Similar in spirit to Epicurus’ analysis, 

Philodemus classifies love as one pathos among many others that require therapeutic 

treatment, but his extant texts do not provide great detail.130 

While there are aspects of Lucretius’ argument that resemble Epicurus’, many of 

his arguments are not traceable to Epicurus, either because the evidence has not survived 

or because Epicurus had other views on the matter. My analysis seeks to root Lucretius’ 

views of sexuality in the context of his poem, letting his idiosyncratic metaphors for 

atomic motion guide the interpretation. 

VIOLENCE OF LOVE AND MUTA CUPIDO  

 
The main negative aspect of amor, love, that Lucretius critiques is its violent and 

destructive nature, and this section will explore the violent aspect of sexual desire that 

Lucretius finds abhorrent to his philosophical worldview, which envisions well-working 

atomic movement as based on the ideals of cooperation. This violent type of amor is what 

he labels muta cupido on line 4.1057 because it is one-sided and uncooperative, and he 

labels it muta, I propose, since it is metaphorically uncommunicative.  

                                                
130 Phil. On Anger 7. 
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Lucretius was in good company in his exploration of the violent associations with 

amor in Roman literature. Already in Latin, there existed the comparison of the 

experience of amor to wounding, evident in a fragment from Ennius and in the appearance 

of it in the works of the comic poets and Catullus.131 The focus on the militia amoris, 

present in Lucretius’ portrayal of love to be explored below, would become a motif in 

later Roman elegy.132 Vergil famously warned against love in a passage from Georgics 

modeled in part on Lucretius’ contentious portrayal of love in Book 4.133 

In Book 4, the violent aspects of amor are well illustrated in the following passage, 

which occurs at the beginning of Lucretius’ depiction of human sexuality: 

inritata tument loca semine, fitque voluntas 
1046 eicere id quo se contendit dira lubido, 
1048 idque petit corpus, mens unde est saucia amore; 

namque omnes plerumque cadunt in vulnus, et illam 
1050 emicat in partem sanguis unde icimur ictu, 

et si comminus est, hostem ruber occupat umor. 
sic igitur Veneris qui telis accipit ictus, 
sive puer membris muliebribus hunc iaculatur 
seu mulier toto iactans e corpore amorem, 

1055 unde feritur, eo tendit gestitque coire 
et iacere umorem in corpus de corpore ductum; 
namque voluptatem praesagit muta cupido. (4.1045-1057) 

 
The excited groin is swollen with seed, and there is an impulse to send it out 
wherever the hard desire aims, and the body seeks whatever has wounded the mind 
with love; for almost everyone falls on their wound and blood leaps into the direction 

                                                
131 Enn. scen. 254: Medea animo aegro amore saevo saucia. cf. Eur. Med. 8; for the motif of love’s wounds 
see Eur. Med. 8; Ter. Eu. 59-61; Pl. Per. 24-25; Trin. 242; Catul. 64.250. 
132 The militia amoris motif is exemplified in Prop. 1.6 and Ovid Am. 1.9. For discussion of this motif, see 
Lilja (1965) 64-66; Lyne (1980) 67-78; Conte (1994); Gale (1997) 78-85; Wyke (2002) 34. 
133 Verg. G. 3.209–83. The destructive force of amor is a theme that recurs throughout all three of Vergil’s 
works, e.g. A. 1.657-60; 4.31-53, 395; E.2; 6.45; 10.69. Vergil construes love with furor at 4.101. His 
underworld in Book 6 has a section for lovers: A 6.440-44. cf. Lucr. 3.912-1075. Amor is a word that also 
indicates greed, e.g. A. 1.349; 9.197. The connection between Vergil and Lucretius, particularly in their 
depiction of amor, has been explored particularly by Gale (2000).  
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from where we were wounded by the blow. If the enemy is close at hand, scarlet 
moisture covers him. In this way, one who receives the blows from the arrows of 
Venus, whether a boy with feminine limbs is assailing him or a woman is throwing 
love out from all her body, wherever he is struck, he tries and strives to join himself 
to it and to throw out moisture drawn from his body into the body of his beloved; a 
silent desire (muta cupido) predicts pleasure.  

 

This passage is significant since it suggests that this negative experience of amor disorients 

the lover whether his object of desire is a boy or a woman, suggesting the universal potential 

for this emotion to pose psychological harm (sive puer membris muliebribus hunc 

iaculatur/seu mulier toto iactans e corpore amorem, 4.1053-1054). Its disorienting nature 

is represented by the predominating image of love’s wounding of the mind on line 1048 

(mens unde est saucia amore). The wound imagery is also present in what Brown calls the 

quasi-military language of aiming and attacking (eicire, 4.1046; contendit, 4.1046; petit, 

4.1048), battle-wounding (cadunt in vulnus, 4.1049),134 close range battle (comminus, 

4.1051), and military occupation (hostem…occupant, 4.1050). The pleonastic phrase icimur 

ictu on line 4.1050 is particularly evocative for its suggestion of blunt harm, and the word 

ictus reappears on line 4.1052 in the commonplace metaphor of the “darts of eros,” 

reformulated by Lucretius as the “darts of Venus” (sic igitur Veneris qui telis accipit ictus, 

4.1052).135 Lucretius continues the violent imagery in his description of ejaculation: the 

ejaculatory fluid, which he specifies as sanguis, conventionally meaning blood, is said to 

spurt in the manner of blood (emicat in partem sanguis, 4.1050).136 

                                                
134 Cf. Luc. 7.603 Verg. A 10.488; Liv. 1.58.11. This metaphor appears in later amatory contexts: Hor. 
Epod. 11.17; Carm. 1.27.12; Verg. A 4.2. 
135 Cf. Eur. Hipp. 530; Med. 632; Pi. Pyth. 4.213; Theoc. 11.16; AP 5.98; 189; 12.89, 161. 
136 Cf. Lucr. 2.194; Ov. Met. 4.121. 
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The summative line of this particular section, namque voluptatem praesagit muta 

cupido (4.1057), puts a label to this kind of desire: muta cupido. The designation of this 

desire as muta, which is an adjective that, at least in part, can indicate silence is striking 

given his prior description of desire. Lucretius saturates what comes before with words that 

indicate noisy acts, such as striking (eicire, 4.1046; contendit, 4.1046; petit, 4.1048) and 

darting (telis…ictus, 4.1052). Sonically, lines 1052-1054 all begin with sibilant consonants 

(sic…sive…seu), which create a bristling effect when read around. The line that precedes 

1051 generates the same kind of hissing: et si comminus est (1051).137 Lucretius’ 

identification of this kind of desire as muta is surprising in this boisterous context.   

In the past, weight has been placed on the aspect of muta which literally means 

“silent,” an attractive possibility given that in the very next line Lucretius seems to give an 

etymology for the name of amor (haec Venus est nobis; hinc autemst nomen amoris, 

4.1057). However, there is no conclusive evidence for the meaning of this potential 

wordplay.138 FitzGerald proposes that Lucretius is signifying the importance of defining 

amor in words, using language, as a way to understand it and mitigate its destruction.139 

                                                
137 In Lucretius, noise-making accompanies the violent revelries of the Magna Mater worshippers, who are 
described as an “armed band” (armata manus, 2.629). Lucretius says that the devotees brandish weapons 
(telas, 2.621), which serve as “signs of violent madness” (violenti signa furoris, 2.621). The militant 
devotees strike tambourines (tympana tenta tonant palmis, 2.618) and cymbals (cymbala, 617). Their 
trumpets are said to “menace with a harsh-sounding song,” and a pipe “goads” them (stimulat…tibia 2.619). 
138 See Brown (1987) 201-202 for an explanation of the complex nature of interpreting this line. Munro (ad 
loc.) sees line 1057 (haec Venus est nobis; hinc autemst nomen amoris) as a definition for the preceding line 
namque voluptatem praesagit muta cupido (1057). Friedländer (1941) 18 argues the derivation of this not 
from line 1057, but rather from umor, rendering amor as nothing more than the collocation of seed, rather 
than of divine origin. For more on Lucretian wordplay more generally, see Friedländer (1941); West (1969) 
95-96; Snyder (1980) 19, 80, 90-180, 94-95. 
139 FitzGerald (1984) 82-83.  
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Brown proposes that muta refers to “the animal inarticulacy of desire,” yet does not press 

the enigmatic phrase muta cupido any further.140  

I propose that mutus encapsulates the isolating experience of these violent processes 

enumerated in the passage above. In DRN mutus often describes the speechless presence of 

animals, though it does not usually refer to silence. For example, when describing the 

development of language in Book 5, Lucretius argues that even animals (animalia, 5.1087), 

who are inherently muta (muta tamen cum sint, 5.1088), make sounds to indicate various 

emotions (varii sensus…cogunt…varias emittere voces, 5.1087-1088).141 Muta also has a 

disorienting quality to it, as it appears in Lucretius’ damning portrayal of the worship of the 

Magna Mater. Even though the worshipers are noisy, the goddess is described as muta when 

she blesses people with “unspoken health” (munificat tacita mortalis muta salute, 2.625). 

In Book 1, Iphigenia is described as muta metu (1.92), “dumbstruck with fear,” and the 

phrase aptly describes her psychological state since she suffers from the unfair and violent 

intentions of the community that waits to slaughter her (1.80-101). Her speechlessness 

symbolizes her social isolation as she awaits her own bodily sacrifice, which is to be 

officiated by none other than her own father in front of the greater community. This phrase 

muta metu expresses her dehumanized position in her relegation to the status of slaughter 

victim.  

                                                
140 Brown (1987) 197. 
141 The other occurrences of the word used in reference to animals appear at 2.342 and 5.1059. It also 
describes the inarticulacy of malformed humans at 5.841. In the context of Book 4, Lucretius pokes fun at 
the man who euphemizes his girlfriend, who is muta, as pudens (4.1164), suggesting that the word muta 
means unattractive reticence in this context. 
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To return to Book 4, the theme of dehumanization continues after Lucretius 

introduces the idea of muta cupido. He further specifies the alienating and dehumanizing 

aspect of this form of desire by using the imagery of trapping and hunting. The following 

passage casts the lover, addressed by Lucretius in the second person, as potential prey to 

this destructive force: 

….ut melius vigilare sit ante, 
1145 qua docui ratione, cavereque ne inliciaris. 

nam vitare, plagas in amoris ne laciamur,142 
non ita difficile est quam captum retibus ipsis 
exire et validos Veneris perrumpere nodos. 
et tamen implicitus quoque possis inque peditus 

1150 effugere infestum, nisi tute tibi obvius obstes 
et praetermittas animi vitia omnia primum 
aut quae corpori’ sunt eius, quam praepetis ac vis. (4.1144-1152) 
 
…it is much better to be on the lookout beforehand [i.e. before love even starts], in 
the way I have outlined, and beware that you are not ensnared. For it is not as 
difficult to avoid being lured into the traps of love than to leave and break free from 
the strong ties of Venus once captured in the nets themselves. Even if you are tied 
up in it, you can also walk away from the trap unless you stand in your own way 
and overlook all of the bodily and intellectual faults of her whom you want and seek. 
  

The word choice in this passage transforms the dominant metaphor from one of warfare to 

one of animal hunting and trapping (retibus, 4.1147; nodos, 4.1148), and the reader, 

addressed by the poet in the second person, is placed in the nightmare position of being 

captured (captum, 4.1047; implicitus…inque peditus, 4.1049).143 What had been expressed 

in social metaphor, indicative of the military language used in the previous passage 

                                                
142 Believed by Brown (1987) 274 to be iaciamur; Lambinus (ad loc.) favors laciamur, as followed by 
Smith (ad loc.). 
143 cf. Cic. Cael. 44.  
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discussed (namque voluptatem praesagit muta cupido, 4.1057), now has turned to 

something bestial, represented first in the phrase muta cupido.  

 After describing the traps of love, Lucretius broaches the subject of how to mitigate 

the extremely unpleasant side effects associated with this kind of emotional experience. He 

speaks about the possibility of cultivating a purer pleasure (purast sanis magis inde 

voluptas/quam miseris, 4.1075-4.1076), presumably as a way to reach the pleasure he 

imagines the lover anticipates, described on line 1057. Yet he phrases this apparent solution 

still in the language of wounding (volnera), trapping (plagis), and disorientation (conturbes) 

in the following passage: 

ulcus enim vivescit et inveterascit alendo, 
inque dies gliscit furor atque aerumna gravescit, 

1070 si non prima novis conturbes volnera plagis 
volgivagaque vagus Venere144  ante recentia cures 
aut alio possis animi traducere motus.   

 
For the ulcer quickens and takes root through feeding, and each day the madness 
swells and the hardship grows worse, unless you confuse the first wounds with new 
blows and, wandering, you cure fresh wounds beforehand with meandering Venus, 
or you are able to conduct the movements of your mind elsewhere.  

 
The image here seems to be that the lover is “confusing” (conturbes, 4.1070) his wound by 

constantly inviting new opportunities for wounding, i.e. visiting prostitutes (volgivagaque 

vagus Venere, 4.1071). FitzGerald interprets this, the application of new wounds, as 

Lucretius’ cure for love. He interprets the recommendation as being that, in applying new 

bludgeons (novis…plagis, 4.1070), the new disturbances will atomically disperse the ulcer 

                                                
144 Brown (1987) 215 says the following about the translations of the words vagus and volgivaga: “[vagus] 
applies to the promiscuous lover while volgivaga…Venere refers to his sexually available partners.” 
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that festers (ulcus…vicescit et inveterascit alendo, 4.1068) while at the same time 

constraining the furor (4.1069) and pain (aerumna, 1069) that burgeon day by day (inque 

dies gliscit…gravescit, 4.1069). FitzGerald draws attention to the strangeness of this 

counsel: “This is curious advice coming from a philosopher who is supposed to uphold the 

supreme value of ataraxia, but we should remember that the universe is held together, 

interconnected and even generated by plagae.”145 The problem with romantic love, 

according to FitzGerald, is its pent-up nature, expressed in the imagery of love as a festering 

wound (4.1068-1069) and also, expressed lines earlier, in the dripping of Venus’ sweetness 

into the heart (stillavit gutta et successit frigida cura, 4.1058-1060). The solution, 

FitzGerald proposes, is the “promiscuous ejaculation in corpora quaeque” (4.1065).146  

FitzGerald’s argument is helpful in its emphasis on atomic motion, but his 

conclusion, that one should apply new harms to old wounds, fits awkwardly into Lucretius’ 

portrayal of atoms as seeking cooperation, embodied in the imagery of foedera naturae and 

of atomic consensus he develops in Books 1, 2, and 3, as discussed in the previous chapter. 

However, his argument is helpful since it analyzes Lucretius’ account of love through the 

prism of conturbatio, based on the appearance of the verb conturbes in the following line: 

si non prima novis conturbes volnera plagis (4.1070). FitzGerald’s instinct that there is 

significance in the metaphor of conturbatio, a word which indicates disorientation and 

confusion, is one that will be developed in a different way in the following paragraphs. 

                                                
145 FitzGerald (1984) 77. 
146 FitzGerald (1984) 77. 
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The verb conturbo is a compound verb from the prefix con- and the verb turbo, 

which is related to the noun turba. Turba can indicate general disorder, or more specifically 

civic upheaval or a crowd itself.147 The verb conturbo and the noun turba are associated 

with physical disturbances of bodies elsewhere in the poem, particular in Book 3, which 

focuses on the nature of the soul. For instance, the verb turbo appears in one of the most 

striking images representing the fear of death in Lucretius’ poem. He uses it to refer to the 

disturbance of the soul in the proem to Book 3:  

et metus ille foras praeceps Acheruntis agendus, 
funditus humanam qui vitam turbat ab imo 
omnia suffundens mortis nigrore neque ullam 
esse voluptatem liquidam puramque relinquit. (3.37-40) 
 
That fear of Acheron ought to be driven headlong, which deeply disturbs human 
life suffusing everything with the darkness of death and leaves no pleasure smooth 
and pure. 
 

In this setting, the verb turbat is what prevents pure pleasure from taking place, an 

inversion of the interpretation of Book 4 that sees him as recommending conturbatio. The 

verb conturbo also works its way into Lucretius’ idiom for sickness and death; death is 

described as the ultimate disturbance (turba) of body: maior enim turba et disiectus 

materiai/consequitur leto (“for a disturbance and dispersal of matter follows death,” 

4.928-929).  

Cabisius observes that in Lucretius’ portrayal of sleep in Book 4, the atoms of the 

body (principiorum/corporis atque animi, 4943-944) are imagined to be disturbed 

(conturbantur 4.943), and subsequently the parts of the soul are said to be split into what 

                                                
147 For Lucretius’ play on the varying definitions of turba, see Cabisius (1985) 114-115; Gale (2009) 195.  
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appears to be factions of the soul itself (pars, 944…pars abdita, 945…pars distracta, 

945). Cabisius detects a political subtext in this imagery of factions (partes), since partes 

in Latin could indicate political partisans: “In Lucretius’ metaphor, the partes of the soul 

are not necessarily political, but they are involved in a small drama, where one group 

hides abjectly, another is lured from its proper place, and another, with its members 

distracted and separated, cannot function as it should.”148 A similar political subtext is 

possible for Book 2’s comparison of sunlight atoms, suspiciously invisible, according to 

Lucretius, to a conspiracy (turbare videntur…turbae motus…clandestinos caecosque 

subesse, 2.126-127).149 In the context of the foedus that exists between the body and soul, 

the promotion of conturbia, in the form of adding blows to a wound, seems as if it would 

threaten the metaphorical harmony of the body. While FitzGerald may be on to something 

in his observation that “contrasting forms of motion” have curative properties, I am not 

convinced that Lucretius promotes intentional self-wounding. The confusion of atoms 

may temporarily mitigate the hardening of the wound, but the social metaphor of 

upheaval, which is highly evident in the imagery of warfare, explored earlier in this 

section, does not have a positive connotation elsewhere in the poem. 

I propose that Lucretius does not follow up with what his vision for pura voluptas 

(4.1075) is until he contrasts muta cupido (4.1057), by way of wordplay, with mutua 

voluptas (4.1201), and this is because the emphasis changes from a sexual encounter 

                                                
148 Cabisius (1985) 115. 
149 Cabisius (1985) 111: “The atoms should not make up an aimless crowd in which all are unrelated and 
even strange to each other, but must act with purpose and agreement, if they are to create concilia.” cf. the 
observation of Gladhill (2016) 89: “By surpassing these fines an object disintegrates into the atomic turba 
(throng).” 
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based on isolated pleasure to one based on mutuality, which is how the greater atomic 

universe naturally seeks to form cooperative relationships. 

MUTUA VOLUPTAS  
 

In this section, I will begin to propose what Lucretius hopes his critique of love 

will inspire for the Roman male reader, and I will explore what exactly Lucretius finds 

attractive about mutua voluptas (4.1201). The emphasis on mutuality, I continue to argue, 

coheres much better with Lucretius’ vision of the cooperative workings of the universe, as 

suggested in the last section, and points to a vision for the ideal cooperative workings of 

human behavior. 

An interpretation that focuses on Lucretius’ portrayal of the uncooperative nature 

of Romantic love-making fits better into Lucretius’ broader critique of violence from the 

vantage point of Epicurean philosophy. As Brown says, “for a peace-loving Epicurean, the 

experience of sex is presumably too turbulent and overwhelming to be welcomed without 

reservation.”150 Gordon advances Brown’s hypothesis further in that she that finds 

Lucretius intentionally paints a picture of sexual intercourse that is “violent and ugly” in 

order to critique Roman hypermasculinity. Gordon argues that Lucretius’ violent imagery 

is part of a greater critique of the “Priapic model of sexuality” that glorified sexual 

domination and the act of penetration. Gordon explains, “The competition, violence, and 

dehumanization implied in such a paradigm leads me to suspect that a Roman Epicurean 

                                                
150  Brown (1987) 67.  
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would indeed find sexual intercourse ‘hateful and terrible,’ ” (Gordon responding to 

Nussbaum’s critique of Lucretius’ argument).151 Gordon points to the contrast Lucretius 

sustains throughout Book 4 between the depiction of men, who grit their teeth (inspirant 

pressantes dentibus ora, 4.1109), squeeze (premunt, 4.1079), and bite (dentis inlidunt 

saepe labellis/ oscula adfligunt, 4.1080-108), and women whose lovemaking is never 

described in such violent language. Gordon proposes that Lucretius is making a truly 

counter-cultural argument in his “valorization of female sexuality,” and I agree that she 

correctly identifies that there is a distinct tonal change when Lucretius describes female 

sexuality.152 The following passage reflects this tonal change and the way Lucretius 

describes mutually gratifying sexual experiences (communia…gaudia, 4.1195-1196): 

Nec mulier semper ficto suspirat amore 
quae conplexa viri corpus cum corpore iungit 
et tenet adsuctis umectans oscula labris; 

1195 nam facit ex animo saepe et, communia quaerens 
gaudia, sollicitat spatium decurrere amoris. 
nec ratione alia volucres armenta feraeque 
et pecudes et equae maribus subsidere possent, 
si non, ipsa quod illarum subat ardet abundans 

1200 natura et Venerem salientum laeta retractat. (4.1192-1200) 
 
And women do not always sigh in fake love when they join the embraces of men, 
body to body as she holds him and lubricates his kisses by drinking in his lips; for 
often she does this from her heart and, seeking common sexual pleasure, she stirs 
him on to run the race of love. Nor in any other way can birds and beasts of burden 
alongside wild animals, flocks, and mares subject themselves to their male 

                                                
151 Gordon (2002) 93 is commenting on Nussbaum’s opinion that Lucretius went too far in his harsh 
critique of “erotic excitement.” See Nussbaum (1994) 191. Nussbaum (1994) 190 ends her analysis of Book 
4 with an analysis of his argument’s quality: “And yet there remains something disturbing about Lucretius’ 
account. The poem insists that with the removal of illusion all the mystery, wonder and more than daily 
excitement of eros must go.” In Nussbaum’s opinion, Lucretius’ endorsement of the cultivation of a 
“godlike” persona fails to see the “beauty” and “erotic joy” of romantic love: 190-191. 
152 Pope (2018) 210 takes Gordon’s argument about Lucretius’ cultural critique further, referring to 
Lucretius’ rhetorical shift in tone as “aiming at gratuitous shock value in subverting Roman masculinity.”  
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counterparts if their nature itself is not in heat and burning fiercely and happily deals 
with the Venus (i.e. male genitalia) of the mounting males.  
 

Gordon points to this positive portrayal of female sexuality as an embrace of the “godlike 

love, gentleness, and tranquility” exhibited by women in contrast to the “the grotesque 

nightmare of sex” Lucretius has spent hundreds of lines criticizing.153 In this respect, 

Gordon’s analysis of the passage has something in common with Nussbaum’s, who likewise 

advocates for a reading of Lucretius’ views on sexuality that endorses “a new understanding 

of intercourse, one that makes its aim the giving and receiving of pleasure on both sides.”154 

The language of cooperation (communia…gaudia, 4.1195; conplexa, 4.1193) and union 

(corpus cum corpore iungit, 4.1192) is a refreshing reprise from the imagery of wounds, 

bludgeons, and disorientation, outlined earlier. Gordon is right to suggest that this mulier is 

portrayed as “godlike,” and, in fact, his positive comparison of her to an animal has this 

effect. As Betensky remarks, “the comparison to animals may sound like traditional 

misogyny. On the contrary, here it is based on one of Epicureanism’s most enlightened 

doctrines, that people and animals’ function according to the same processes of nature.”155 

In fact, there is even a way in which animals were seen to be more in tune with nature than 

humans, and in this regard, Lucretius’ leveling of this kind of woman to an animal is not an 

insult but a valorization. 

                                                
153 Gordon (2002) 105. 
154 Nussbaum (1994) 183.  
155 Betensky (1980) 293.  
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Lucretius further refers to the exemplary model of animal copulation by way of dogs 

when he finally uses the term mutua voluptas (4.1201) to describe dogs who are in the midst 

of a mutually gratifying experience, evident in the fact that they seem to be stuck together:  

nonne vides etiam quos mutua saepe voluptas 
vinxit, ut in vinclis communibus excrucientur  
in triviis cum saepe canes, discedere aventes,  

1210 divorsi cupide summis ex viribu’ tendunt,   
1204 quom interea validis Veneris compagibus haerent.   
1205 quod facerent numquam, nisi mutua gaudia nossent  
1206 quae lacere in fraudem possent vinctosque tenere.  

quare etiam atque etiam, ut dico, est communi’ vo- 
luptas. (4.1201-1206) 
 
Do you not see that often those whom mutual pleasure has bound, as often when 
dogs are tortured by common bonds in the street, though they desire to leave, they 
eagerly pull apart in opposite directions and use as much strength as they can while 
they are clinging together in the strong ties of Venus? They would never do that if 
they did not experience shared sexual pleasure which is able to lure them into a trap. 
Therefore, the pleasure [of animals], as I say, is mutual.  
 

There is a crescendo of words and phrases that indicate mutual desire and pleasure: mutua 

voluptas (4.1201), mutua (4.1205) communis voluptas (4.1207), and communia (4.1195-

96). Animal desire is described here as inherently reciprocal, demonstrated, paradoxically, 

in the shared inability of female and male dogs to break the strong binding agents of Venus 

(validis Veneris compagibus, 4.1224). The dogs wish to uncouple from intercourse, but they 

cannot. The binding imagery occurs outside the context of wounding imagery, I would 

argue, and though he does borrow from the language of hunting and trapping, as explored 

earlier, this model of animal union follows in the manner of the Hymn to Venus.  

The Hymn to Venus furnishes the most evidence for Lucretius’ positive portrayal of 

animal sexuality in Book 4. Gale notes, in reference to Epicureans in general, that animals 
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act in a way untainted by “false beliefs and unnecessary desires inculcated in human beings 

by their society” since animals know the “summum bonum.”156  The opening lines of 

Lucretius’ poem bear witness to Epicurean ideas about the pure experience of pleasure in 

animals. The Hymn to Venus is a lush panegyric to the goddess of sexuality, as he labels 

her “nourishing Venus” (alma Venus, 1.2) and “pleasure” itself (voluptas, 1.1). Lucretius 

details how animals (genus omne animantum, 1.4). interact with the environment in spring 

(species…verna diei, 1.10):157 birds are present (volucris, 12), flocks frolic in search of food 

(pecudes persultant pabula laeta, 1.15), and amphibious creatures cross aquatic ways 

(rapidos tranant amnis, 1.14). 

 All of this happens because Venus has captured them with her charm (ita capta 

lepore, 1.14) and they automatically follow where she leads. Although Lucretius labels her 

beneficiaries as the generic “whole race of beings” (genus omne animantum, 1.4) there is a 

conspicuous lack of human engagement in the world of the proem. Lucretius describes 

water-ways as “navigable,” but there is no mention of ships; likewise, the earth is “teeming 

with fruit” (terras frugiferentis, 1.3), but wild flocks rather than farmers inhabit the fields. 

Lucretius describes a world in which humans live, yet from which humans are absent for 

the bulk of the proem’s opening lines.  

                                                
156 Gale (2000) 90. For discussions of animal exemplarity, particularly as they are presented in the Hymn to 
Venus, see Betensky (1980); Gale (2000) 89-94.  
157 The Golden Age is presented as perpetual springtime by Vergil (G. 2.338-9) and Ovid (Met. 1.107-108). 
For the Golden Age motif in Greek poetry, the iconic account is Hesiod’s: Op. 109-126; cf. Aratus Phaen. 
100-114; Verg. E. 4. Sedley (1998a) 15 hypothesizes Lucretius models the imagery of the world’s youth on 
Empedocles.  
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Mating is an unproblematic, and even glorified, process that is performed by animals 

regularly, in due season:  

denique, per maria ac montis fluviosque rapacis 
frondiferasque domos avium camposque virentis, 
omnibus incutiens blandum per pectora amorem, 

20 efficis ut cupide generatim saecla propagent. (1.17-20) 
 

In sum, throughout seas, mountains, racing rivers, and leaf-bearing homes of birds 
and the verdant plains, you make (efficis) species reproduce desirously each after its 
kind as you strike sweet love into their hearts.  
 

Humans, however seem to have a harder time following Venus’ peaceful lead, evident in 

the fact that Lucretius is compelled to pray for peace, indicated in his command effice ut 

(1.29) when he asks her to intervene: “Make it so that the wild works of war will be subdued 

and quiet through all the seas and lands” (Effice ut interea fera moenera militia/per maria 

ac terras omnis sopita quiescent… 1.21-22). The prayer continues in Lucretius’ request that 

Venus promote peace for the Romans (funde petens placidam Romanis, incluta, pacem, 

1.40), and Lucretius suggests that his poetry will be helpful for this promotion of peace 

(suavis ex ore loquellas, 1.39). Lucretius’ plea implies humans, in his opinion, have 

difficulty following nature’s lead in their obedience to Venus. Even the imagery of 

compulsion is cast positively in the proem whereas it is cast problematically in Book 4, as 

explored in the last section. In the Hymn to Venus, animals are said to be struck by Venus’ 

force (perculsae…vi, 1.13) and they are captured by her charm (capta...lepore, 1.14). Her 

presence provides regularity to the world in place of the chaos associated with human 

sexuality.  
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Atomic variability seems to account for the difference between humans and animals 

in the reference to sexual desire. Lucretius argues throughout DRN that animals and humans 

vary with respect to the atomic composition of their souls. Lucretius accounts for atomic 

variability by describing what material composes each kind of animal soul. For example, a 

disproportionate number of atomic compounds that are prone to heat in the souls of lions 

account for their violent behavior (iracundaque mens facile effervescit in ira/ quo genere in 

primis vis est violenta leonum, 3.294-295). On the contrary, deer tremble (tremulum 

faciunt…motum, 3.302) because their minds are formed from compounds prone to chill and 

wind (ventosa magis cervorum frigida mens est, 3.299). This general principle of varying 

atomic composition holds true for the human soul, but there is a difference. The human 

species has more atomic variability than other species,  and their souls are not primarily 

composed of any one sort of atomic composition, like the souls of all lions. Some humans 

are quicker to anger (proclivius hic iras…ad acris, 3.311), some are a bit more fearful (ille 

metu…temptetur, 3.311) and others are meeker (tertius accipiat quaedam clementius aequo, 

3.311).158 Humans are all prone toward different dispositions, and this disjunction implies 

that human behavior tends toward unpredictability. In the Hymn to Venus, animals have no 

choice but to follow Venus; in Book 4, humans have choice. If human sexuality were 

straightforwardly good or bad, there would be no opportunity for Lucretius’ didactic 

                                                
158 Kenney (2014) 117-118 observes the complexity of human character and the relative simplicity of 
animal character, as described by Lucretius. Gale (2000) 90 reviews many sources that express the 
superiority of human beings as a species over others: Cicero N.D. 2.130-153; Met. 1.76-86; Cic. Off 1.105; 
Sen. Ep. 124.20. 
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intervention. The didactic task of Book 4, then, is to remind humans what Lucretius revealed 

in the proem: animal exemplarity in their connection to the erotic rhythms of the universe. 

Lucretius’ main point in his comparison of women to beasts, I believe, is to 

introduce a sustained contrast between the sexual mores of the socially acceptable uxor, a 

word indicating a childbearing female in Latin,159 and that of prostitutes (scorta), whose 

lovemaking will be analyzed below. With the context of animal exemplarity in mind, I turn 

to another passage from Book 4 that depicts female sexuality as, at least in part, comparable 

to animal sexuality. In the following passage, which follows Lucretius’ proof for the 

existence of female pleasure by about fifty lines, as discussed above, Lucretius develops 

more fully the atomistic principles behind love-making for the sake of procreation: 

Et quibus ipsa modis tractetur blanda voluptas, 
id quoque permagni refert; nam more ferarum 
quadrupedumque magis ritu plerumque putantur 

1266 concipere uxores, quia sic loca sumere possunt, 
pectoribus positis, sublatis semina lumbis. 
nec molles opu’ sunt motus uxoribus hilum; 
nam mulier prohibet se concipere atque repugnat, 

1270 clunibus ipsa viri Venerem si laeta retractat 
atque exossato ciet omni corpore fluctus; 
eicit enim sulcum recta regione viaque 
vomeris atque locis avertit seminis ictum. (4.1256-1273) 
 
And how lovers achieve alluring pleasure is very important. When adopting the 
habit of animals and the mode of quadrupeds, wives are generally thought to 
conceive more, since their wombs160 are able to take the seed when their chests are 
lowered down and their hips are lifted up, and there is no need at all for wives to 
make soft movements. For a woman prevents herself from conceiving and fights 
against it if she herself joyfully engages the man’s Venus (i.e. genitalia) with her 

                                                
159 I specify the distinction below. The introductory chapter in Treggiari (1991) 3-37 contains important 
discussion about Roman vocabulary pertaining to marriage.  
160 This is Brown’s interpretation of loca: Brown (1987) 364. His justification relies on the meaning of 
sumere, which means “to take.” He compares the idea of the womb “taking the seed” to the Greek 
expression συλλαμβάνω: e.g. Hipp. Genit. 5.1; Aer. 21.2. 
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buttocks and stirs up a flood by means of her slackened body.161 She then throws 
the furrow off the correct course and path of the plough and drives the striking of 
the seed away from the womb.  
 

In this passage, Lucretius specifies the difference between uxores whose sexual 

temperament is marked by receptivity (concipere, 1266) and devoid of soft movements 

(molles…motus, 1268) and the mulier whose movements thwart conception, as will be 

analyzed below. In other words, in this passage, he begins to develop his two-dimensional 

take on female sexuality.  

The word uxor indicates a woman who bears children, as Treggiari specifies in her 

thorough study of Roman marriage. Uxor comes from the Sanskrit word “to sprinkle with 

seed,” and it is a word that “is used in connection with a husband” in the Latin language. It 

is a word that is used rarely in funeral inscriptions that commemorate late wives, but 

frequently appears in poetic contexts.162 In Lucretius’ text, the uxor’s receptivity is indicated 

by her prone position (pectoribus positis, 1267), with her hips raised (sublatis…lumbis, 

1267), which creates the conditions for the seed’s downward movement toward her womb 

(loca sumere possunt…semina, 1266-1267). If the goal of sexual activity is child-bearing, 

as it is for these uxores, then, as FitzGerald says, “all forms of dispersion during intercourse 

must be avoided, because they will hinder conception,” which explains her lack of need for 

soft movements (nec molles opu’ sunt motus uxoribus hilum, 1268). 

                                                
161 Leonard & Smith and Bailey interpret the fluctus as referring to the ejaculation, and this seems possible. 
But Brown (1987) 367 provides convincing evidence to suggest that fluctus does not imply moisture but 
refers to the “soft movements” the woman makes: cf. Juv. 6.322; Priap. 19.4. 
162 This is an observation made by Treggiari (1991) 6-7. 
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This mulier, however, is said to divert the seed, evident in the agricultural metaphor 

of ploughing (sulcum recta regione viaque 4.1272; vomeris…seminis ictum, 4.1273). In 

Latin, mulier is used as the generic word for the sexually experienced woman, as opposed 

to a virgin, and as Treggiari observes, it does not usually indicate a “wife” when it appears 

by itself,163 though the pairing together of vir and mulier does.164 Her movements are 

antithetical to any reproductive goal, as Lucretius says that she, as the subject of the sentence 

(mulier, 4.1269), actively works to prevent herself from conceiving (prohibet se concipere, 

4.1269). In fact, she is said to “fight back” (repugnant, 4.1269) which returns, very briefly, 

to the adversarial tone associated with hyper-aggressive male sexuality. As part of her fight 

against conception, the mulier evidently wards off (retractat, 4.1270) the male’s genitalia 

(venerem, 4.1270) with their buttocks (clunibus, 4.1270), and “stirs up a flood with her 

whole body,” her body described as exossato, meaning slackened (exossato ciet omni 

corpore fluctus, 4.1271).  

Lucretius continues the distinction between uxores and mulieres in the passage that 

immediately follows the passage analyzed above. In the following brief passage, which 

appears only lines from the very ending of the book, Lucretius is even more explicit in his 

classification of two types of women:  

idque sua causa consuerunt scorta moveri, 
1275 ne complerentur crebro gravidaeque iacerent, 

et simul ipsa viris Venus ut concinnior esset; 
coniugibus quod nil nostris opus esse videtur. (4.1274-1277) 
 

                                                
163 Cf. Quint. Inst. 6.3.75; D. 21.1.14.7. 
164 Treggiari (1991) 6-7. 
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For their own purposes are prostitutes in the habit of moving themselves so that they 
will not so often be filled up [i.e. with seed] and lie pregnant and also so that sex 
will be more refined for men; this is something for which our wives have no need.  
 

Brown notes that scortum is a “blunter word for ‘prostitute’ than the somewhat euphemistic 

meretrix” whereas coniunx is a more dignified word for wife than uxor.165 While Lucretius 

continues to explore the difference between two types of women, the gulf between them has 

widened even more in this, perhaps, cumulative take on female sexuality: the division of 

women between those who thwart conception and those who do not. There has been some 

interest in the third party designated in the passage, suggested in the adjective nostris, “our,” 

used to modify coniugibus, “wives.” Smith, in his introduction to the Loeb translation, says 

the poem “is more likely to have been written by a married man than by a bachelor.” Brown 

dismisses this historical interpretation of the adjective: “nostris cannot be pressed for an 

autobiographical implication and might simply mean ‘wives in our society.’ ”166 The first-

person plural pronoun, however, is an important way in which Lucretius postures himself 

as a part of his readership’s community.  

Kamen and Levin-Richardson present an inciteful analysis of the passage, arguing 

that these scorta are revealed by Lucretius to be both “active” and “penetrated,” meaning 

that they exist somewhere outside the conventional heuristic of Roman sexuality that has 

emphasized the essential passivity associated with penetrated females.167 They classify 

                                                
165 While Brown (1987) 217 comments that scortum is not in itself a taboo word, at Ter. Heaut. 1041 the 
speaker refuses to use the word scortum in the presence of a woman, calling it a verbum turpe. Coniunx is 
used only once in comedy: Pl. Am. 475. For discussion, see Adams (1982) 217.  
166 Brown (1988) 371. 
167 Kamen and Levin-Richardson (2015a) 234 critique Foucault’s “role or polarity specific” definition of 
sexuality, which they summarize in the following way: “those who penetrate are active, masculine, 
dominant, superior sexual subjects, whereas those who are penetrated are passive, feminized, dominated, 
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Lucretius’ scorta as members of the underappreciated group of fututrices, women who, 

Kamen and Levin-Richardson believe, are described as agents of their sexuality in the 

portrayal of their sexual movements.168 Kamen and Levin-Richardson’s observation is 

astute. In literature, Martial twice alludes to prostitutes who are “waggle bottom” (quae 

crisat, 10.68.9-12; tam tremulum crisat, 24.203) for the purpose of making their lover’s 

experience of sex more pleasing,169 and the Priapic corpus also mentions a prostitute who 

is “learned in shaking her buttocks” (vibratas docta movere nates, 27.2). Kamen and Levin-

Richardson include Lucretius’ description on lines (4.1274-1277) as a part of this 

discourse.170 

Kamen and Levin-Richardson’s thesis is helpful in further distinguishing Lucretius’ 

two types of women: “Redefining ‘active’ and ‘passive’ along the lines of the Romans’ use 

of grammatical voice—that is, to indicate agency (or lack thereof)—illuminates a facet of 

sexual behavior independent from penetration, allowing for a more nuanced understanding 

of Roman sexuality.”171 Indeed, mulieres and scorta are grammatically phrased as agents in 

love-making in Lucretius’ text: they are in the habit of moving (consuerunt scorta moveri, 

                                                
subordinate objects.” See the beginning of this chapter for bibliography specific to penetration models of 
sexuality. 
168 The evidence for the word fututrix is quite limited: CIL 4.2237; 4.2203; Mart. 11.22.1-6; 11.6. Kamen 
and Levn-Richardson base their evidence in part on a graffito from Pompeii that describes the prostitute 
Mola as a φουτοῦτρις (CIL 4.2204), a transliterated form of fututrix. It is glossed by Adams (1982) 112 as 
ea quae futuitur: “she who is fucked.” However, Kamen and Levin-Richardson (2015a) give a strong 
overview of other words that cast women as agents of sexuality, such as fellat and tribiades. Challenging 
Adams (1982), they demonstrate that fututa was available to someone who wanted to speak of a woman’s 
passive role in sexual intercourse. They argue that a translation that does not consider the agentive aspect of 
fututrix assumes “that a woman cannot simultaneously be active and penetrated. If she is active, she must 
penetrate, or if she is penetrated, she must be the passive partner.” 
169 Mart. 10.68.9-12; 14.203. 
170 Kamen and Levin-Richardson (2015a) 247-248. 
171 Kamen and Levin-Richardson (2015a) 237. 
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4.1274); they fight back against conception (prohibet se concipere… repugnant, 4.1269); 

they throw desire at men (seu mulier toto iactans e corpore amorem, 4.1054); and they even 

seek out pleasure (communia quaerens…gaudia, 4.1195). The only time scorta is the 

subject of a passive construction is a secondary clause stating what they deliberately work 

against, which is conception (ne complerentur crebro gravidaeque iacerent, 4.1275). 

However, uxores and coniuges are, with one exception,172 always subjects of passive verbs: 

they are thought to conceive in the manner of animals (quadrupedumque magis ritu 

plerumque putantur/concipere uxores, 1265-1266); past participles describe their sexual 

position prior to conception (pectoribus positis, sublatis semina lumbis, 4.1265). In fact, 

when Lucretius uses an active modal verb to describe wives, they are not agents, but their 

uteruses are (quia sic loca sumere possunt, 4.1266). Twice wives are placed in the dative 

case within an impersonal construction to express how there is “no need for” them to make 

movements (nec molles opu’ sunt motus uxoribus hilum, 4.1268; coniugibus quod nil 

nostris opus esse videtur, 4.1272).   

Consequently, as I have suggested, women with a reproductive agenda are the only 

types of women who are able to follow through on the ideal vision of female sexuality. The 

agenda of the scortum lacks a cooperative ethos, which is in alignment with the greater 

cooperative forces of the universe.  

                                                
172 The exception appears when Lucretius describes under what conditions wives will not conceive: 
nequissent/uxores parere, 4.1254-1255. 
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FERTILITY, CHILDREN, AND CONSUETUDO 
 

In this section, I show how Lucretius’ concluding image of Book 4, the comparison 

of conjugal arrangements to the hollowing of rocks (saxa, 1286) over time (in longo spatio, 

1285; longo in spatio,1287) due to the dripping of water (guttas…cadentis, 1286), accords 

with his vision of the universe and is in line with Roman ideals regarding childrearing.  

The image, which I quote in full below, has been read as sober, if not ironic, support 

for marriage. This passage, as well as Lucretius’ emphasis on fertility and uxorious 

sexuality, has been greeted as a surprise by several predominant interpreters of Book 4. 

Bailey (ad loc.) expresses shock at the extent to which Lucretius sounds like a good 

paterfamilias in his distinction between wives and prostitutes, as analyzed in the previous 

section. This amazement comes in part, because, as Nussbaum says, Lucretius’ procreative 

message “leads Lucretius to defend as valuable a way of life that does not seem to be the 

one best suited for individual ataraxia…”173 The problem, for Nussbaum, is that Lucretius’ 

endorsement of marriage is really a recommendation for the male lover to widen his 

dependence on other people, a topic that will be addressed in greater detail in the following 

chapter. Brown finds the possible departure from Epicurus nearly unimaginable: “it would 

be unlike Lucretius to contradict his master on such an important point,” and Brown finds 

the end of the book, with its focus on the merits of procreation and fertility, as insufficient 

                                                
173 Nussbaum (1994) 187. 
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evidence to support an interpretation of Book 4 that envisions Lucretius’ endorsement of 

marriage.174 

Despite his skepticism regarding Lucretius’ pro-marriage message, Brown makes a 

very good point that I would like to develop here. He eloquently observes that Lucretius’ 

embrace of Roman marriage may stem from the result of a deep appreciation for the analogy 

between “genital semina and the invisible semina rerum” that are constantly fluctuating. 

Brown elaborates this hypothesis in the following way: 

Indeed, when he speaks of the ‘many primary particles mixed in many ways’ (multa 
modis primordia multis/mixta, 4.1220-1221), from which Venus brings forth 
various forms (inde Venus varia producit, sorte figuras, 1223), each determined by 
a ‘definite seed’ (<de> demine certo, 1225), the theme of animal procreation 
momentarily fuses with that of atomic generation and becomes its microcosm.   
 

Brown is correct to note that Lucretius takes a scientific interest in the production of 

children. Lucretius’ articulation of the principle of prevalence, that is to say, the idea that 

seed from both parents competes for resemblance in newborns, was perhaps influenced by 

Democritus. According to Aristotle, Democritus believed gender was determined by 

whether the maternal seed or the paternal seed prevailed over the seed of the other.175 This 

                                                
174 Brown (1987) 91. 
175 Evidence from Republican Rome has not survived regarding embryological theory. For this reason, 
focus has centered on theories of conception from imperial Roman and Greek theorists. For imperial Rome, 
see Flemming (2000); Nutton (2013). For Greece, see Dean-Jones (1994); King (1998). More generally, 
medical language in Republican Rome is not well understood, though there are medical jokes present in 
Plautus’ comedies: Mil. 147-9; Asin. 422-23; Curc. 101-2; Mos. 309; Men. 946-56; cf. Lucil. 764M; Agr. 
102. Asclepiades was said to have been the first Greek physician to arrive in Rome in 209 BCE, according 
to Pliny Nat. 29.12-13. For detailed discussion on the many different possible philosophical sources for 
Lucretius’ embryological theory, see Brown (1987) 320-323. Langslow (1999) outlines three possibilities 
for how Lucretius fits into the history and development of medical discourse in Rome: A) Lucretius borrows 
from an inherited scientific discourse, i.e. medicinal folklore; B) the permeation of medical vocabulary is a 
coincidence since medical vocabulary borrows from natural speech to begin with and vice-versa; C) there 
was little to no medical idiom in Latin before Lucretius. As Langslow notes, Brown’s (1987) reading of 
Lucretius implies allegiance to option A.  
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is unsurprising since it seems Epicurus followed Democritus in the conviction that the 

female contributed seminal fluid to the formation of the fetus,176 though this is only what 

we can reconstruct from the four fragments that sketch his point of view.177  

But Lucretius’ endorsement of the theory of pangenesis is developed in a way that 

demonstrates his vested interest in illuminating the favorable conditions under which males 

can produce heirs. In the midst of explaining pangenesis, he embellishes his account with 

descriptions of the “sweetness” associated with children (partu…dulci, 1253; 

gnatis…dulcibus, 4.1234) and he speaks of “growing rich with offspring” (partu 

…ditescere dulci, 4.1253). Children are said to serve an ideal use as well. Lucretius 

explicitly specifies that uxores conceive in order to “fortify old age with children” (uxores 

parere…ut possent gnatis munire senectam, 4.1255-1256).  

Acknowledging that not everyone experiences fertility with ease, Lucretius explains 

that others have successfully switched partners to find a good match: “for those whose 

wives, though fertile, have not been able to produce children, a compatible nature has been 

found for them” (quibus ante domi fecundae saepe nequissent/uxores parere, inventast illis 

quoque compar/natura, 4.1254-1256). Disparate pieces of evidence suggest that respectable 

Romans could switch partners so as to produce offspring. Lucretius’ remarks on partner-

switching for the sake of reproduction perhaps recalls the famous story regarding Hortensius 

and Cato’s wife. Though Hortensius wanted to have a child, he had a childless wife (παίδων 

τε ἐπιθυμοῦντι καὶ τεκνοποιοῦ γυναικὸς οὐ τυγχάνοντι, B Civ. 2.14.99). According to 

                                                
176 Us. 330. 
177 Us. 329-32. 
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Appian, Cato offered his exceptionally fertile wife Marcia to his friend.178 Strabo identifies 

this practice as a custom of the Romans (11.9.1). While Hortensius and Cato’s specific 

arrangement may have been exceptional,179 Cantarella ties it to broader trends in Roman 

culture.180 She connects the tale to an enigmatic part of the Laudatia Turiae, a monument 

constructed by a man in memory of his late wife Turia. In his enumeration of his late wife’s 

many wifely virtues, the widowed husband recounts how Turia offered her him the 

opportunity to search for a spouse who would be more fertile, and Turia is said to have 

promised to have treated his children as her own.181 Perhaps Lucretius has such sort of 

arrangements in mind when he speaks of finding seed more compatible for the purposes of 

procreation. 

Aside from matters of seed compatibility, Lucretius also says that diet matters in 

sexual procreation, which is perhaps meant as a reference back to his theory for nutrition 

outlined in Book 2, investigated in Chapter 1. As explored in the last chapter, the theory of 

nutrition relied on the body’s assimilation of particles that could reproduce its own 

movements. Diet was something that the foedera naturae specified for animals as part of 

their genetic blueprint.182 To summarize Lucretius’ presentation of his embryological 

theory, his views are rooted both in his own rendering of atomism, evident in his mention 

                                                
178 For other references to Hortensius’ situation, see Quint. Inst. 3.5.11; Luc. 2.330-331; Plut. Cat. Min. 
25.5. 
179 As suggested by Hug (2014). 
180 Cantarella (2002). 
181 CIL 6.41062 col. 31.  
182 Lucr. 1.598. 
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of nutrition and seed mingling, as well as Roman cultural ideas about childbearing, which 

will be further explored in the next chapter. 

Finally, I turn to the concluding passage of the book to analyze how the image fits 

into the context of Lucretius theory of amor. The passage, paraphrased above, follows: 

Quod superset, consuetudo concinnat amorem: 
nam leviter quamvis quod crebro tunditur ictu, 

1285 vincitur in longo spatio tamen atque labascit. 
nonne vides etiam guttas in saxa cadentis 
umoris longo in spatio pertundere saxa? (4.1283-1287) 
 
As to what remains, familiarity creates love. For whatever is struck, however lightly, 
by frequent blows over a long period of time is overcome and gives way. Do you 
not see how drops falling on a rock rub it down over time?183  

 

FitzGerald argues that this portrayal of amor occurs in an “emotionally diminished context,” 

and sees it as an ironic portrayal of “the rather severe Roman view of marriage.” He 

interprets “the dripping water [as] recalling with “delicious irony” the dripping of Venus’ 

sweetness through the heart.”184 Brown sees the image of the comparison of conjugal love 

to striking (tunditur ictu, 1284) and perforating (pertundere, 1287) as continuing the violent 

imagery from the preceding destructive presentation of amor. However, Betensky sees the 

key word in this passage as consuetudo, which she defines as “a gradual, conscious, and 

realistic process of learning to live with another,” and she emphasizes the calmness of 

dripping water as an indication of marriage’s peaceful effect on the couple.  

                                                
183 Brown (1987) 378 calls the rock/water imagery a “proverbial statement.” cf. Choerilus fr. 10; Bion fr. 
4.10.5; Tib. 1.4.18; Prop. 2.25.15; Ov. Ars 1.375. 
184 FitzGerald (1984) 80. 
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Betensky correctly places emphasis on consuetudo,  and there are several points I 

would like to add to Betensky’s argument to bolster this line of interpretation. Lucretius is 

here reformulating several images that he has used previously in Book 4. In the final image 

of water striking the rocks, Lucretius uses the verb concinnat as the main verb, and the 

comparative adjectival form of this word (concinnior, 4.1276) appeared in the passage in 

which Lucretius said prostitutes aimed to make their male patron’s sexual experience more 

pleasing.185 But in a marital context, consuetudo manufactures (concinnat, 1283) a love that 

is less dramatic, and presumably mutually felt, as the con- prefix may indicate. Furthermore, 

this type of amor is one that is marked by the returning metaphor of the missile (ictus, 

4.1284) of love, but it is now applied gently (leviter 4.1284) over time (longo spatio, 1287). 

The language of conturbatio has returned, but the ictus (4.1284) appears in a modulated 

context. It would seem that marital love is ideal in its mutual focus, fitting with the vision 

of the universe as cooperative, and in its production of heirs, which will be explored in the 

next chapter. 

CONCLUSIONS 

 
The end of Book 4, I conclude, is presented in a way that gives agency to Lucretius’ 

Roman reader to take control of his own sexuality and divert his atomic movements toward 

constructive ends. Lucretius’ reader is summoned to guide his body back to balance by 

seeking a solution to amor, and the solution is to seek out forms of pleasure that are 

                                                
185 Brown (1987) 370 interprets concinnior in this way, observing that it is a word uncommon in Latin 
poetry: cf. Hor. S. 1.3.49; Ep. 1.11.2.  
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cooperative. He is encouraged to avoid the experience of muta cupido and instead to 

embrace the principle of mutuality in sexual congress, represented by the phrases mutua 

gaudia, mutua voluptas, and mutua ardor.  

While Lucretius may concede that all mulieres are capable of receiving sexual 

pleasure, he presents his argument in such a way that ultimately sees female pleasure as 

subordinated to reproductive potential. Furthermore, Lucretius’ continuation of social 

metaphor illustrates the constructive act of procreation, and I believe that Lucretius sees 

sexual reproduction as a way humans participate in the rhythms of the universe by passing 

their own atomic material to their own children. In this respect, men are able to reproduce 

their own atomic material by way of aligning their own atomic movements with the foedera 

naturae.  
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Chapter 3: Family and Conjugal Relations 

 
This chapter continues to analyze male/female relationships in De Rerum Natura 

in respect to Lucretius’ depiction of primitive domestic life in Book 5. Lucretius’ focus on 

early family life in his anthropology is unusual given family receives no extant sustained 

discussion in Philodemus’ or Epicurus’ writings. I hypothesize that Lucretius’ depiction of 

the importance of male/female relationships in Book 5 departs from Greek Epicurean 

values and are traceable to Roman ideals of conjugal relationships.  

The primary Lucretian passages under consideration (5.958-965; 5.1011-1027) 

each make explicit references to male/female relations. As Holmes says in her analysis of 

Lucretius’ depiction of early society, particularly in respect to the development of nascent 

social arrangements, including friendship, “it is easy to see here that Lucretius is 

describing the beginnings of something. It is much harder to say what this something 

is.”186 She synthesizes how scholars have interpreted the passage: “The excursus is 

sometimes said to describe the origins of justice, sometimes the origin of friendship, 

sometimes the origin of altruism or sympathy or pity.” I intend to shed light on how 

Lucretius describes family life itself as the inspiration for friendship and justice. I argue 

that Lucretius brings something unique to fit his Roman audience: an Epicurean etiology 

for marriage customs, or, if not technically marriage, for stable sexual relationships. My 

contribution may solve some of the difficulties interpreters, such as Holmes, have 

identified as problematic features of Book 5.  

                                                
186 Holmes (2013) 171.  
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EPICUREAN VIEWS ON MARRIAGE 

 
In this section, I outline evidence for and interpretations of Epicurus’ views on 

marriage. It is indisputable that Epicurus insisted friendships, rather than families per se, 

were the centerpiece of social and ethical life. There are two main reasons for why 

friendship is so important in Epicureanism. First, friendship provides happiness in and of 

itself; Epicurus himself was reported as having said the following:  

Ὧν ἡ σοφία παρασκευάζεται εἰς τὴν τοῦ ὅλου βίου μακαριότητα, πολὺ 
μέγιστόν ἐστιν ἡ τῆς φιλίας κτῆσις. (Diog. Laert. 10.27=RS 27) 
 
Of all the means which are procured by wisdom to ensure happiness throughout the 
whole of life, by far the most important is the acquisition of friends.187 
 

For the Epicurean, friendship ideally ensures feelings of security, the implication being that 

friends provide the promise of support to one another in times of hardship.188 The place for 

family in this hierarchy is by far less well understood. 

 Extant Epicurean texts (other than DRN) express ambiguous or context-dependent 

opinions about whether Epicureans should or did marry. There are major indications that 

Epicurus did not present the maintenance of a family as a sine qua non for achieving a 

good Epicurean life, nonetheless for a good society. In the last chapter, I explored 

Epicurus’ stated denial of the benefits of sexual love, and Epicurus’ comments on 

marriage and family follow directly after that denial. Epicurus says:  

                                                
187 Translation and text of Diogenes Laertius’ Lives of Eminent Philosophers are adapted from the Loeb 
edition (trans. Hicks [1925]). 
188 Diog. Laert. 10.28. 
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καὶ μὴν καὶ γαμήσειν καὶ τεκνοποιήσειν τὸν σοφόν, ὡς Ἐπίκουρος ἐν ταῖς 
Διαπορίαις καὶ ἐν τοῖς Περὶ φύσεως. κατὰ περίστασιν δέ ποτε βίου 
γαμήσειν. καὶ διατραπήσεσθαί τινας. (Diog. Laert. 10.119) 
 
And indeed, the wise man will marry and produce children: so, Epicurus says in 
the Problems and in the De Natura. Occasionally he may marry owing to special 
circumstances in his life. Some too will turn aside from their purpose.189  

 
This passage has inspired much textual criticism and debate.190 The manuscript version of 

the text above suggests that Epicurus does, in fact, think a wise man will marry. There are 

several reasons to doubt the integrity of the text. The first reason involves ancient 

testimony; later ancient interpreters of Epicureanism provide evidence that Epicureans did 

not endorse marriage in this manner. Furthermore, the emphasis on ataraxia and self-

sufficiency appears to render marriage as antithetical to these bedrock Epicurean 

values.191 In light of this evidence, some commentators change the text of the first 

sentence to state exactly the opposite of what Epicurus says in the first sentence:  

καὶ μηδὲ καὶ γαμήσειν καὶ τεκνοποιήσειν τὸν σοφόν… 
 
Nor will the wise man marry and produce children… 

 
Advocates for the emendation of the text also argue that changing the text may make the 

second sentence cohere better to the first sentence. Brennan gives the following translation 

                                                
189 I have adapted the translation of Hicks (1925) to reflect the manuscript’s version of text.  
190 For varying descriptions of the textual problems presented here and for different solutions, see Chilton 
(1960); Brown (1987) 119-120; Nussbaum (1994) 152-53; Brennan (1996). None of these interpreters see 
the text as unproblematic, and all suggest caution is warranted in accepting the manuscript’s integrity. 
Brown (1987) proposes the possibility that the text may be correct, but that Diogenes Laertius himself may 
have misrepresented Epicurus’ true feelings on marriage in order to combat the protestations of other 
philosophers who claimed Epicurus was hostile toward marriage. Frischer (1982) 62, however, takes the text 
as correct and hypothesized that the Garden must have welcomed women and child-rearing. 
191 See Chilton (1960). Chilton summarizes the ancient testimony (discussed below) of Epicurean values 
that would lead one to challenge the text’s integrity. This evidence is summarized in the following 
paragraphs. 
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for the second sentence and points to its muddled meaning if appended to the manuscript 

reading as it is: “ ‘But sometimes, in an exceptional circumstance in life, the wise man 

will marry’; this exception proves to us what the rule must have been. If there were not a 

general prohibition, there would be no need to make allowances for the odd case.”192 In 

summarizing his conclusion of what Epicurus recommended, Brennan says: “All of these 

passages support the view that Epicurus was on record as advising, in general, against 

marriage and childrearing. But he also clearly thought that there were exceptions that 

justified both institutions, at least for certain Epicureans.”193 Frustratingly, what the text 

does not do is specify under what circumstances childrearing would be appropriate.  

The evidence, primarily in the form of ancient testimony, maneuvered by 

proponents of the emendation of text above, neither confirms nor denies for certain 

whether the text needs emendation. In Vatican Sayings 62, Epicurus recommends 

strategies for how to deal with angry parents in another circumstantial piece of evidence 

that points to the existence of Epicurean families:  

εἰ γὰρ κατὰ τὸ δέον ὀργαὶ γίνονται τοῖς γεννήσασι πρὸς τὰ ἔκγονα, μάταιον 
δήπουθέν ἐστι τὸ ἀντιτείνειν καὶ μὴ παραιτεῖσθαι συγγνώμης τυχεῖν, εἰ δὲ 
μὴ κατὰ τὸ δέον, ἀλλὰ ἀλογώτερον, γελοῖον πᾶν τὸ πρὸς ἔκκλησιν 
<ἐκκαλεῖν> τὴν ἀλογίαν θυμῷ κατέχοντα, καὶ μὴ ζητεῖν μεταθεῖναι κατʼ 
ἄλλους τρόπους εὐγνωμονοῦντα. (Sent. Vat. 62) 
 
For if parents are justifiably angered at their children, it is surely pointless to resist 
and not ask to be forgiven; but if [their anger] is not justifiable but somewhat 
irrational, it is ridiculous for someone with irrationality in his heart to appeal to 
someone set against appeals and not to seek in a spirit of good will to win him over 
by other means.194 

                                                
192 Brennan (1996) 349. 
193 Brennan (1996) 352. 
194 Translation is from Inwood and Gerson (1994). Text is from Arr. 
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 This maxim suggests Epicurus presumed at least some followers would need advice for 

dealing with relatives. Furthermore, he advises his reader to discern and assess their 

parents’ anger rather than to accept blindly the dictates of paternal authority. This 

recommendation symbolizes, perhaps, Epicurean distrust in traditional familial 

hierarchies, and this is certainly how later critics of Epicureanism portrayed them.195 For 

example, Epictetus said Epicureans would grow extinct given the lack of regard for family 

Epicurus espoused.196  

Philodemus’ writings reflect therapeutic concerns for how to manage a family and 

the concomitant emotions associated with childrearing. Philodemus presents various ideas 

about family depending on his audience; for example, he suggests men consider the future 

of their own children several times in On Death. Philodemus is explicit and consistent in 

several of his treatises that he does not believe marriage is necessary for happiness.197  This 

is not to say Philodemus anticipates his audience will not be married; in On Property 

Management, Philodemus acknowledges that Epicureans may have children to whom to 

leave inheritances.198  If an Epicurean does not have a family, though, he suggests giving 

bequests to friends. Philodemus even expresses sympathy for his readers who fear that they 

may leave their children in poverty should they meet an unexpected and untimely death.199  

                                                
195 Epictetus, as preserved in Arrian Epict. diss. 2.20.20; 2.23; Seneca fr. 45 Haase; Clement of Alexandria 
Stromata 2.23; Theodoret Graecarum Affectionum Curatio 12. 176. 
196 Brown (2009) 181 hypothesizes that if there were a pandemic of infertility, Epicureans may be 
persuaded to repopulate. 
197 On Household Management col. 8; col. 5.27-37. 
198 On Household Management col.27.5-12. 
199 On Death cols. 15-17. 
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In acknowledgement of such anxiety, he recommends keeping an active will to mitigate 

potential harm toward the family.200  Philodemus implies that family may be a part of a 

person’s cohort of loved ones, but they are no more or less emotionally close to their family 

than to their friends.201  

 On the whole, Epicurus’ and Philodemus’ works feature occasional nuggets of 

wisdom regarding the navigation of family life, but neither philosopher sustains a coherent 

argument about the inherent value of family, at least in our extant sources. This observation 

supports the interpretation of that in Epicureanism there was an understanding that family 

was neither good nor bad in and of itself, but it had a context-dependent value. Valid 

scenarios are imaginable for situations that may prompt the Epicurean to marry. For 

example, someone may need to marry to inherit money or  as a mechanism to alleviate an 

uncontrollable sexual appetite.202 Furthermore, Epicureans may have understood there to be 

potential self-interest in producing children, and Plutarch suggests that this may have been 

the case; without the security of a group of friends, children could help mitigate the hard 

fortunes of old age. 203 Lucretius himself makes an argument like this in his passing 

comment that children can “fortify old age” (4.1255-1256), as explored in the last chapter. 

It is untenable to suppose historical Epicureans never married, though it is also hard to 

                                                
200 Tsouna (2007) 262 interprets Philodemus’ remarks on death in this way. Specifically, in On Death 
Philodemus address the fear that one’s own property will go to someone outside the family. Philodemus 
suggests that the wise man should leave his property to noble men: On Death col. 23. 
201 Col. 15.2-10. 
202 This is an interpretation favored by Arkins (1984) 141.  
203 De Amore Prolis 465A: Plutarch critiques Epicureans for allegedly loving their children out of 
egotistical concern. See Hershbell (1992) 101 for more on Plutarch’s criticism of Epicurus and his possible 
critique of Democritus.  
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believe Epicurus endorsed starting a family since Epicureans should already, presumably, 

have enough friends to support old age. Furthermore, there may have been a place for 

adoption in the Epicurean community. Epicurus himself commented that there would be 

times when the Epicurean community at large would need to care for orphaned children of 

friends in a letter that instructs followers to care for Metrodorus’ newly orphaned 

children.204  

While it is inconclusive what Epicurus advocated in reference to marriage and 

children, Lucretius’ view of marriage and children, is, I argue, a prominent topic in Book 4 

and Book 5. Consequently, there is good reason to think Lucretius’ favorable opinion of 

marriage is different from Epicurus’ and Philodemus’ and that this is an important way in 

which Lucretius’ romanitas manifests itself in the poem.   

 

 

PRIMITIVE SEXUALITY IN BOOK 5 
 

 In this section, I turn to Lucretius’ portrait of primitive sexuality in lines 5.958-965, 

after some contextualization of Book 5, to launch an analysis of the significance of 

male/female norms in Lucretius’ anthropology. The setting of this passage in the greater 

constellation of Book 5 is essential to keep in mind, and below I briefly summarize what 

                                                
204 Diog. Laert. 10.23; for further discussion, see Brennan (1996) 349. 
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precedes this passage and what questions scholars have asked of Lucretius’ anthropology 

more generally.  

 Lucretius’ presentation of primitive human sexuality occurs within the context of 

Lucretius’ description of the creation of the universe in Book 5. The beginning of Book 5 

commences with argumentation regarding the mortality of the earth (5.81-145), followed 

by argumentation regarding the world’s indifference to human habitation (5.156-234). 

Lucretius then proceeds to describe how the world was formed (5.416-508) after he presents 

how the elements continue to interact with one another (5.380-414). After describing the 

behavior of astronomical phenomena, he begins his etiology for organic life and 

anthropology midway through the book (5.772). Lucretius discusses the first forms of 

vegetable and animal life in conjunction with a description of the earth’s maternity. After 

putting forth an evolutionary period of animal life, in which some animals were born 

deformed and then perished forever (837-854), he describes the living, dietary, and social 

habits of the first humans. At this point, Lucretius discusses human sexuality. 

The description of primitive male/female relationships is part of Lucretius’ greater 

description of the constitution, behavior, strengths, and weaknesses primitive human beings 

exhibited. His account incorporates tropes from Greek rationalizing traditions about the 

nature of humans in early history and how they came to live in society with one another. 

One of the most noted facets of the passage is the correspondence between this passage of 

Lucretius and a fragment of Dicaearchus (Fragment 45 W), suggesting the extent to which 

Lucretius knew he was working within a greater tradition that went beyond Epicurus’ views 

on the matter, as will become evident in the course of this section.  
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In describing primitive humans, Lucretius says they had larger and sturdier bodies 

(genus humanum…/durius, ut decuit, tellus quod dura creasset,/ et maioribus et solidus 

magis ossibus intus fundatum, 5.925-927), rendering them affected by neither heat nor cold 

(nec facile ex aestu nec frigore, 5.929). The idea that early humans were tougher in their 

bodies was a trope employed by Homer, Hesiod, Herodotus, and later by Roman poets, such 

as Vergil.205 Lucretius also focuses on their dietetic habits, noting that they ate acorns 

(glandiferas inter curabant corpora quercus/plerumque, 5.939-940) and berries 

(arbuta…matura, 941). This detail connects to earlier accounts, including Dicaearchus’, as 

well as Hesiod and Herodotus, that also placed emphaseis on acorn-eating.206  In Greco-

Roman literature, acorn-eating presumably set humans apart from their descendants since 

wine-drinking and bread-eating were indicators of humanity.207 Along these same lines, 

instead of wine, emphasis is placed by Lucretius on how easy it was for primitive humans 

to satisfy their thirst with water from natural sources in the manner of mountain-dwelling 

animals (at sedare sitim fluvii fontesque vocabant,/ut nunc montibus e magnis decursus 

acquai /claru’ cictat late sitientia saecla ferarum, 945-947). Water-drinking was something 

of a trope in Epicurean literature, used to express the ease with which one could slake thirst 

when necessary, as opposed to the decadence of wine-drinking.208 These primitive humans 

                                                
205 Hom. Il. 1.260; 5.303, 12.381-83; Hes. Op. 143; Hdt. 1.68; Verg. G. 1.63; A. 12.899-900; Ov. Met. 
1.414-15; Ars. 2.414-15. They are also described as healthier: Hes. Op. 90; Pind. Fr. 143 Snell; Pyth. 10.29; 
Dicaearchus fr. 49 Wehlri; Plin. Nat. 4.89. 
206 Dicaearchus fr. 49; cf. Hes. Op. 233; Hd. 1.66; Paus. 8.4; Diod. Sic. 19.19.3. 
207 For the thematic binary of “raw vs. cooked” see, Segal (1974) who draws on the structural modes of 
analysis put forth by Levi-Strauss. 
208 cf. Epicurus Us. 181; Diog. Laert. 10.11; Sen. Ep. 21.10. This theme in Epicurean writing also has 
parallels in Stoicism and Cyncism; for analysis, see Perelli (1967) 160; Cole (1990) 150; Boys-Stones 
(2001) 18-27. 
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also lacked fire (necdum res igni scibant, 5.953), clothing (neque uti/ pellibus et spoliis 

corpus vestire ferarum, 5.953-954),209 and lived outside and in caves (sed nemora atque 

cavos montis silvasque colebant, 5.955), rendering them even more comparable to 

animals.210 The idea that early humans behaved comparably to animals was a common trope 

in Greek historiography, in particular. I return to the trope of bestial living to discuss its 

implications after a brief survey of the critical treatment of Lucretius’ depiction of early 

history. 

In the past, scholars have approached the beginning of Lucretius’ anthropology, 

which has been outlined above, in a variety of ways. For one, scholars have attempted to 

identify a unifying structure for the anthropology as a whole, seeking to unearth a logic and 

organizing principle behind Lucretius’ account. There is evidence that a correspondence 

exists between Lucretius’ text and Epicurus’ Letter to Herodotus (10.75-76).211 In his own 

brief description, Epicurus divides the development of human civilization into two periods: 

1) when humans were taught living by necessity of survival, which appears to correspond 

to Lucretius 5.925-1104; 2) when humans exercised reason, which corresponds to Lucretius 

                                                
209 cf. Diod. Sic. 1.8; Diogenes of Oenoanda fr. 12 Smith. 
210 cf. Var. R. 2.1.3; Ov. Fast. 2.298. For the theme of caves in discussions of prehistory in earlier Greek 
traditions see Hom Hymn Heph. 3-4; Od. 9.113-14; Aesch. PV 447; Moschion TrFG 1.97 fr. 6. For later 
accounts, thos which are near contemporary to and come after Lucretius’ writing, cf. Diod. Sic. 1.8.7; Cic. 
Rep. 1.25.40; Vitruv. De Arch. 2.1; Ov. Met. 1.121; Sen. Ep. 90.7; Phaed. 540; Juv. 6.2-3; 8.3. 
211 Lucretius’ description of the development of language at 5.1028-1090 is a passage that has received 
great attention in the past, as observed by Campbell (2003) 284, but about which I will not discuss in any 
detail. Its interest in scholarship stems from the fact that we actually have evidence for what Epicurus 
hypothesized on the issue of language in Ep. Hdt. 75-76. For earlier ancient accounts of the development of 
language, see DK 88 B26 for the view of Democritus; Pl. Prt. 320c; Cra. 388e-390e. For scholarship on 
Lucretius’ description of language in conjunction with Epicurus’ and in comparison to other philosophers 
and philosophical systems, see Friedländer (1941) 16-33; Vlastos (1946); Chilton (1962); Long (1971); 
Sedley (1973); Konstan (1973) 44-45; Blickman (1989) 166-178; Cole (1990) 60-69; Schrijvers (1999) 55-
80; (1974) Asmis (1996) 763-778; Holmes (2005); Reinhardt (2008). 
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5.1105-1457. In addition to these two periods of time, some scholars argue for a third age 

(5.1105-1160), prompting further arguments over which age Lucretius favored as the 

“golden age.”212  

This quest to find Lucretius’ “Golden Age” of history, inspired in part by the prior 

poetic notion of it,213 relates to the question of whether Lucretius was a “primitivist,” 

favoring a return to a pristine animal-like state of simple wants and needs, or a 

“progressivist,” favoring his current age which could, among several things, guard against 

wild animal attacks and starvation.214 Those favoring Lucretian primitivism argued 

Lucretius emphasizes the fact that early in his anthropology needs are met simply and 

human desires are low.215 This point of view, which is now considered overly simplistic, 

saw Lucretius as embracing the idea of the “noble savage,” one scholar calling Lucretius’ 

depiction of early human life, “such a delightful portrait.”216 Those favoring Lucretian 

progressivism, which again is a defunct interpretive prism for DRN, argued that Lucretius 

positively presents his own age, depicted at the very end of the anthropology (lines 5.1448-

167).217 As Farrell explains, the truth of the matter probably falls somewhere in between; 

                                                
212 For the view that Lucretius depicts a steady decline over the course of the stages Lucretius describes, see 
Ernout and Robin (1925); Green (1942); Farrington (1953); Blickman (1989); Beye (1963).   
213 e.g. Hes. Op. 109-26; Aratus Phaen.100-114; Ov. Met. 1. 89–112. 
214 For an outline of this now dated debate, see Farrell (1994). He suggests that there are many intentional 
ambiguities in Lucretius’ account; he also points to both synchronic and diachronic elements that comprise 
the narrative.  
215  As Blickman (1989) 164 proposed: “Here the comparison to beasts betokens simplicity more than 
savagery.” For similar arguments regarding simplicity in early stages of human development, see Russell 
(1974) 91-93; Boys Stones (2001) 18-27, 45-49. For other accounts from Latin literature that emphasize the 
moral advantages held by primitive people see Cic. Tusc. 5.32.90; Hor. Carm. 3.24. 
216 Gillis (1967) 357; cf. Coleman (1977) 6. 
217 For such proponents, see Guyau (1886); Reinhard (1912); Taylor (1947). 
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Lucretius recognizes strengths and weaknesses posed to humans at every stage in human 

development.218 In the following passage, Lucretius enumerates the many threats posed to 

humans in both the present and past: 

tum penuria deinde cibi languentia leto 
membra dabat, contra nunc rerum copia mersat. 
illi inprudentes ipsi sibi saepe venenum 

1010 vergebant, nunc se perdunt sollertius ipsi. (5.1007-1010) 
 

In those days again, it was lack of food that drove fainting bodies to death; now, 
contrariwise, abundance of food drowns them. In those days men often unwittingly 
poured poison for themselves, now they make away with themselves more skillfully. 
 

This passage presents views that are unsentimental about the past or the present. Similarly, 

Lucretius describes travails of death as having been existent in the past and present: 

Nec nimio tum plus quam nunc mortalia saecla 
dulcia linquebant lamentis lumina vitae. 

990 unus enim tum quisque magis deprensus eorum 
pabula viva feris praebebat, dentibus haustus, 
et nemora ac montis gemitu silvasque replebat, 
viva videns vivo sepeliri viscera busto. (5.988-993) 

 
At that time humans did not leave, lamenting, the sweet light of life any more than 
we do; for at that time they would be caught and offered up as living food for beasts. 
They were chewed up in the jaws of their predator, and they would fill up the forests, 
groves, and mountains with their laments, seeing their living body buried in a living 
tomb.  
 

The passage above, though, sustains an important distinction between the past and present: 

social isolation was a mark of human life in the past. His word choice of unus (990) and 

quisque (990),  indicates the “every man for himself” reality of the past.  

                                                
218 Farrell (1994). 
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It is in this context that I analyze the passage in which Lucretius describes primitive 

male/female relations, quoted below. The following passage presents another way in which 

Lucretius stresses the atomized nature of early human life: 

Nec commune bonum poterant spectare, neque 
ullis 

moribus inter se scibant nec legibus uti. 
960 quod cuique obtulerat praedae fortuna, ferebat 

sponte sua sibi quisque valere et vivere doctus. 
Et Venus in silvis iungebat corpora amantum; 
Conciliabat enim vel mutua quamque cupido 
vel violenta viri vis atque inpensa libido 

965 vel pretium, glandes atque arbita vel pira lecta. (5.958-965) 
 
They [the first humans] had no ability to attend to the common good, and they did 
not know how to use customs or laws among one another. Whatever reward 
fortune brought them came to each, and, learned, instinctively, they survived and 
lived alone. And Venus was bringing the bodies of lovers together in forests: either 
mutual desire connected them, or the violent force of a man and his unbearable 
desire, or the market exchange for choice pears, berries, and nuts.  

 
Campbell says that they “have been to ‘the University of Life, and have majored in the 

‘School of Hard Knocks,’ ” Campbell’s intention in these quips being to note the ironic 

tone with which Lucretius says each human was doctus. 219 As Campbell further asserts, 

these humans are entirely lacking in effective evolutionary strategies. Humans are shown 

to be isolated from one another, and the grammatical constructions that Lucretius chooses 

emphasize this: fortune’s rewards come to each (cuique, 5.960) one separately; they each 

(quisque, 5.961) use their own instincts220 (sponte sua, 5.961) to survive. All of this is part 

                                                
219 Campbell (2003) 222. 
220 As pointed out by Gale (2009) 179 is the meaning of sponte sua in this passage. 
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of Lucretius’ specification that there was no common good (commune bonum, 5.958) that 

was conceived by these people.  

In this context, Venus unites lovers in ways that fit into Lucretius’ analysis of 

sexuality in Book 4. This passage invites the reader to recall the outline of human sexual 

psychology from Book 4, discussed in Chapter 2. As discussed in detail in Chapter 2, at 

the end of Book 4 mutua cupido is associated with procreative sexual intercourse while 

prostitution is associated with non-procreative sexual intercourse. In this context, the 

destructive kind of male-centered sexuality is explicitly violent, emphasized by the 

repetition of the “v” sound (violenta viri vis, 5.965).  

Scholars have tended to emphasize two aspects of Lucretius’ presentation of 

sexuality in this episode. One is the idea that primitive humans are able easily to procure 

sex, which is a natural need in the hierarchy of Epicurean desires, thus leading Bailey to 

propose that this portrait of male/female relations is the presentation of a “natural 

sexuality” for humans.221 Schiesaro modifies this point of view to argue that positive 

elements in this depiction of human sexuality existed since the problematic passion 

Lucretius outlines in Book 4 is avoided.222 Another emphasis scholars have stressed is on 

the presence of pastoral elements in the passage that are interpreted as a comic relief from 

the violence of the passage itself (vel violenta viri vis atque inpensa libido, 964). 

                                                
221 Bailey (ad loc.); cf. Beye (1963) 166. This point of view was rejected by Furley (1978) 15. 
222 Schiesaro (1990) 129; cf. Campbell (2003) who responds sensibly: “the primitive men are urged to 
violence by lust itself, without the need for the urgings of love. In this way their emotional response is more 
primitive, and the seeming Epicurean approval of passionless sex is undercut: there is passion here but it is 
the violence of lust rather than milder madness of love.”   
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Campbell connects Lucretius’ mention of primitive prostitution to the pastoral tradition,223 

in which modest gift-giving was a trope. In his opinion, Lucretius includes such details as 

the presence of berries and acorns (glandes atque arbita vel pira lecta, 5.965) to give the 

passage “charm,” and consequently undercut the violence of sexual aggression.224 Gale 

perceives this depiction of primitive prostitution as a refreshing contrast to the depiction 

of courtship in Book 4 that is marked by extravagant gift-giving.225  

Yet, less emphasized is the placement of the description of primitive sexuality 

right after Lucretius’ declaration that there were no laws (leges, 5.959) or customs (mores, 

959). I argue that there exists a thematic relationship between lines 5.958-61 on justice 

and lines 5.962-965 on sexuality. Typically, lines 5.959-661 are interpreted as 

emphasizing the simple lack of justice in prehistory. I propose that Lucretius may also 

mean that, at this stage of time, humans do not have access to the mos maiorum of his day, 

meaning ancestral tradition, both in society at large and in one’s own family, that provide 

models of decent behavior for later generations to follow.226 Before expanding on the 

                                                
223 There is no question that certain elements of Book 5 contain pastoral elements. See for instance 2.29-33, 
which contains Lucretius’ ideal of simple pleasure. A similar tableau is provided in Lucretius’ description of 
the invention of music: 5.1379-411. 
224 Campbell (2003) 223. 
225 Gale (1994) 171. 
226 Mos maiorum could be used in varying ways to refer to the traditions of the ancestors. As Hölkeskamp 
(2010) 17 says, “any modern attempt to narrow it down must fail to grasp its true constitutive importance.” 
They could refer to habits of the community: e.g. Cic. Catil. 1.2; de Or. 2.200; Nepos praef. 1; Sal. Cat. 52. 
Frequently, the idea of the mos maiorum appears without mos: e.g. Cic. Man. 60; Tul. 49; Inv. 1.101; de 
Orat. 2.335; Part. 117; Leg. 2.27; Rab Post 2 (for an instance without maiorum, see Cic. Balb. 2). Mos 
maiorum may also indicate the habits of individual families: e.g. Cic. Planc. 51; Brut. 282; Flac. 25. Mos 
could also refer to habits of individuals: e.g. Pl. Cur. 146; Cic. N.D. 343; Ver. 3.23 (applied in a pejorative 
sense); Att.16.16a.6. For discussion of the complexities regarding the definition of mos maiorum, see Rech 
(1936); Roloff (1967); Bleicken (1975) 354-96; Bettini (2011). 87-130; Van der Blom (2010) 1-26; 
Hölkeskamp (2010). 
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ethical implications of this argument, I contextualize the meaning of mos within 

Lucretius’ greater argument.  

Lucretius uses mores generally to refer to the habits and idiosyncratic behaviors of 

animals, including humans that are passed from one generation to the next. For example, 

in Book 1, mores relate to the foedera naturae, since it is through the foedera naturae that 

parents pass mores on to their progeny, which he mentions at the very end of the 

following passage (1.598): 

Denique iam quoniam generatim reddita finis 
585 crescendi rebus constat vitamque tenendi, 

et quid quaeque queant per foedera naturai, 
quid porro nequeant, sancitum quandoquidem extat, 
nec commutatur quicquam, quin omnia constant 
usque adeo variae volucres ut in ordine cunctae 

590 ostendant maculas generalis corpore inesse, 
inmutabili’ materiae quoque corpus habere 
debent nimirum; nam si primordia rerum 
commutari aliqua possent ratione revicta, 
incertum quoque iam constet quid possit oriri, 

595 quid nequeat, finita potestas denique cuique 
quanam sit ratione atque alte terminus haerens, 
nec totiens possent generatim saecla referre 
naturam mores victum motusque parentum. (1.584-598) 
 
Now, since an end for growth and living is set and established for things according 
to their kind and because it is sanctioned what each is and is not able to do by their 
foedera naturae, nor does anything change but everything stays constant to such an 
extent that all the various birds show spots distinct to their own species on their 
body, they must certainly have also a body of unchanging material. For if the atoms 
[primordia rerum] were able to be changed, having been conquered in some way 
there would be no reliability in what is able to be born, what is not, and in sum how 
each thing is limited in its capacity and bound to its deeply fixed boundary stone, 
and generations, according to their kind, would not be able so often to bear the 
nature, habits, livelihood, and movements of their parents. 
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Mores are not exclusively a matter of biological inheritance in Lucretius; for instance, in 

Book 1, Lucretius describes religious worship as a sollemni more when describing rites 

performed at the sacrifice of Iphigenia (1.96). The classification of worship as mos 

suggests not all customs are a matter of biological acquisition since humans can choose to 

worship, an act that is neither natural nor necessary.  

In Book 5, the only other appearance of the word mos is in respect to sexuality. In a 

prolonged discussion concerning whether humans and horses can mate and give birth to 

centaurs, Lucretius concludes they cannot couple because their bodies would never align 

sexually in the same way, and Lucretius uses the word moribus to indicate their distinct 

habits as animals: “nor do they burn with the same Venus nor do they come together in the 

same mores” (nec simili Venere ardescunt nec moribus unis/convenient, 5.897-898). This 

passage’s focus on Venus and the metaphor of erotic burning clearly has echoes from Book 

4, in which he dedicates a great deal of argumentation to the ways of Venus, as explored in 

the last chapter. In Book 4 as well, Lucretius describes various mores that specifically relate 

to sexuality, both in reference to humans. Human women, as presented in the last chapter, 

have mores pertaining to how they perform sexual activity: uxores (1265) utilize “the 

custom of beasts” (more ferarum, 1264): nam more ferarum/ quadrupedumque magis ritu 

plerumque putantur/concipere uxores (4.1264-1265).  

Given that the only other appearances of the word mos in Books 4 and 5 pertain to 

description of sexual habits, perhaps something similar is at play on line 5.959 (moribus 

inter se scibant nec legibus uti). One can compare Lucretius’ association of marriage and 

sexuality with mores in his anthropology to Valerius Maximus’ choice to open his book on 
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Roman mores with an extended commentary on sexual mores “present mores” (2. praef.). 

Although Valerius’s focus is quite different than Lucretius’, he nevertheless gives his 

interpretation of decent sexuality a prime place in his discussion of ancient mores.227  

Lucretius’ account of vis in primitive male/female relations is also reminiscent of 

Rome’s legendary foundation stories. Livy describes Romulus’ in terms of the violence 

committed against his mother, the Vestal Rhea Silvia (vi compressa Vestalis, Liv. 3.11). 

Romulus’ reign is also characterized by words associated with violence, both in his 

militaristic exploits and specifically in his idea to kidnap the Sabine women. In reference 

to the Rape of the Sabine Women, Ovid casts Romulus as a friend to vis (vis tibi [i.e., to 

Romulus] grata fuit, Fast. 2.141), as opposed to Augustus, under whose reign laws have 

flourished (florent sub Caesare leges, Fast. 2.142). A similar kind of interplay between vis 

and leges occurs at lines 5.658-665; instead of abiding by laws, which are not yet in use 

according to Lucretius, vis prevails, at least in part. Another nod to legend Lucretius may 

make in his mention of primitive male vis is to the Rape of Lucretia. Perhaps the most 

famous story involving uncontrollable male vis, aside from Romulus’ kidnapping, was the 

story of Lucretia’s rape by Sextus Tarquinius, the youngest son of the last Roman King 

                                                
227 Val. Max. 2 praef.-1.7: Valerius imagines a golden age of sexual mores in contrast to Lucretius. He 
writes about the nature of the wedding event, how men and women dined, and how women did not drink 
wine. He also imagines a glorious golden age when women were married once and there was no divorce. 
For the presentation of human sexuality in Valerius, see Langlands (2006) 123-191; on page 126, she 
comments on the structure of Book 2, saying “To begin with, the organization of material in the work places 
emphasis on the central importance of marital relations and sexual ethics to Roman society: Valerius 
chooses to begin his evocation of the ways of the ancestors precisely there, with the wedding and the 
subsequent management of the relationship between husband and wife.”  
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Tarquin the Proud. There is certainly thematic and verbal resonance between Lucretius’ 

description of primitive sexuality and the rape of Lucretia as told by Livy, quoted below: 

Ibi Sex. Tarquinium mala libido Lucretiae per vim stuprandae capit; cum forma 
tum spectata castitas incitat... (Liv. 1.57.10-11) Quo terrore cum vicisset 
obstinatam pudicitiam velut vi victrix libido… (Liv. 1.58.5) 
 
It was there that Sextus Tarquinius was seized with a wicked desire (mala libido) 
to debauch Lucretia by force; not only her beauty, but her proved chastity as well, 
provoked him… At this dreadful prospect her resolute modesty was overcome, as 
if with force, by his victorious lust (victrix libido)…228 

 
The theme of vis occurs in various forms, as the repetition of words relating to vinco (“to 

conquer”) and vis (per vim; vicisset; vi victrix libido) and the pleonasm inherent in the 

phrase vicisset…vi victrix libido (1.58.5) indicate. Lucretius also plays with the “v” sound; 

Lucretius likewise casts libido as connected to vis (vel violenta viri vis atque inpensa 

libido, 964).  

Beyond Livy, who gives the only remaining sustained commentary on Tarquin’s 

act, the myth of Lucretia’s rape was maneuvered in a variety of contexts that sought to 

demonstrate the importance of pudicitia for the functioning of the Roman community. For 

Valerius Maximus, for instance, the raped Lucretia represents the essential quality of 

pudicitia.229 Cicero maneuvers the tale to demonstrate how the kingship had become 

corrupted by Tarquin’s reign since he could not control the destructive libidinal urges of 

his son.230 Interestingly for my argument that Lucretius taps into traditional Roman 

legendary thinking about early history, Cicero argues Lucretia’s virtuous suicide of herself 

                                                
228 Translation and text of Livy’s Ab Urbe Condita are from the Loeb edition (trans. Foster [1919]). 
229 Val. Max. 4.1. 
230 Cic. Rep. 2.46-47. 
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proves, counter to what the Epicureans supposedly think, living virtuously is better than 

living with an eye to pleasure, as the Epicureans do.231 The outcome of Sextus’ legendary 

crime results in social upheaval due to his disregard of other people. As Langlands says of 

Verginia, another victim of coarse male aggression, “Like Lucretia, Verginia is a symbol 

of the body politic; her pudicitia is a precious communal possession, and when it is taken 

from them Roman citizens turn out to fight.”232  

In Lucretius’ telling of prehistory, there is no communally shared notion of 

pudicitia, demonstrated in the variety of ways men and women couple in order to 

procreate. Furthermore, this passage advances Lucretius’ argument about the ethical 

repercussions that result from the one-sided love that Lucretius enumerates in Book 4. On 

the one hand, there is one favorable aspect in their procreative habits in that some have 

sex out of mutual desire (mutua cupido, 5.963), which, as Lucretius theorizes in Book 4, 

results in conception. But the other two forms, as taught in Book 4, are very problematic.  

The attentive reader, then, may come to associate these forms of sexuality, 

critiqued in Book 4, with primitive, unrefined society, and thus further understand the 

ethical implications of a lack of proper sexual mores. These implications are the fact that 

humans could not bear enough offspring and therefore survive into the next generation, as 

explored in the next section.  

 

                                                
231 Cic. Fin. 2.20. 
232 Langlands (2006) 102. 
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THE INVENTION OF FAMILY 

 
The next passage (5.1011-1027) analyzed in this chapter describes the dawn of 

what appears to be quasi-marital arrangements (5.1011-1018), followed immediately by 

the creation of friendly arrangements between neighboring households (5.1019-1023), and 

then followed by a statement that these conditions enabled the survival of the human race. 

A key line, which I analyze at the end of this section, is Lucretius’ declaration that at this 

time in history humans began to keep the foedera loyally (sed bona magnaque pars 

servabat foedera caste, 1025), which I take to indicate a belief that these humans lived 

according to the greater cooperative forces of the universe, envisioned as the foedera 

naturae. 

Before offering my own analysis of the text and meaning of this passage, it will be 

helpful to understand previous interpretations of it. In analyzing this passages, scholars 

have questioned whether the social arrangements forged are the result of utilitarian 

motives,233 as one might expect out of an Epicurean account of justice.234 This question is 

a complicated one, however, since it results from a broader question of whether Epicurus 

himself was able to present a consistent account of justice, compatible with his declared 

                                                
233 For example, Mitsis (1988) argued that the passage depicted the emergence of coordinated behavior to 
protect mutually shared interests in the community. 
234 For ancient testimony on Epicurean ideas of justice, see RS 31-37, 17; Sent. Vat. 7, 70; Plut. Adv. Col. 
1127d; 1127d-e; Diogenes of Oenoanda fr. 21.1.4-14, 2.10-14. Scholarly interpretations of Epicurean 
teachings about justice are varied; see Philippson (1910) 289-33; Strauss (1953) 109-115; Chroust (1953) 
Clay (1972); Voelke (1982); Long and Sedley (1987) 114, 125, 134-135; Alberti (1995); Seel (1996); 
Besnier (2001); Van den Steen (2009). 
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hedonistic calculus, especially in the realm of friendship.235 O’Connor puts it well in his 

own argument that aims to reconcile the altruistic maxims of Epicurus with Epicurean 

hedonism: “So the critics view Epicurus either as consistent philosopher and bad friend, or 

as inconsistent philosopher and good friend.”236  

A corollary question is, if Lucretius has chosen to depict other-regarding 

relationships, what drives his motivation for crafting such an account. Bailey hypothesizes 

Lucretius wishes to humanize Epicureanism in his poetry, and in this passage he does so 

by showing successful appeals to pity.237 Algra argues the account depicts an Epicurean 

version of oikeiosis; while Stoic oikeiosis clearly results from an innate sense of human 

relatedness, he sees the Epicurean version as relying on physical proximity that led people 

to familiarize with one another as neighbors. In Algra’s opinion, this process falls outside 

the paradigm for friendship that is based purely on utility.238 I think there is enough 

evidence in the passage to suggest that they maintained these relationships, at least in part, 

for protection, as the final lines suggest (aut genus humanum iam tum foret omne 

peremptum/nec potuisset adhuc perducere saecla propago, 5.1025-1027.).239 Inspired by 

the final lines of the passage, in which Lucretius says that these cooperative relations 

                                                
235 For the argument that Epicurus’ presentation of friendship conflicts with hedonism, see Mitsis (1988) 
Chapter 3 and Annas (1993) Chapter 11. For the argument that his presentation is consistent, see O’Keefe 
(2001); O’Connor (1989). For interpretations of altruism more broadly in Greek philosophy, see Gill (1998). 
236 O’Connor (1989) 165. 
237 Bailey (ad loc.). For the emphasis on pity as a Lucretian invention in Epicurean social teachings, see the 
passing accounts of Ernout and Robin (1925) 139 (vol. 3); Goldshmidt (1982) 315; Costa (1984) 118.  
238 For other interpretations that emphasize Lucretius’ depiction of relationships that are forged outside the 
paradigm of utilitarianism, see Farrington (1954) 13; Long (1986b) 310; Nussbaum (1994) 266 fn. 33; 
Konstan (1996) 392-93; (1997) 11; (1973) 90-93. 
239 For interpretations that see Lucretius as adhering to a utilitarian view of friendship, see Mitsis (1988) 
106; Müller (1969) 312-315; Konstan (1973) 43; Grilli (1995) 31 fn. 3; Armstrong (1997): 327 fn. 8. 
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resulted in human survival, Campbell suggests this passage reveals Lucretius’ belief that 

human nature possesses an evolutionary drive for survival that leads them to create 

beneficial social relations: “The special characteristic that has enabled humans to survive 

is their ability to cooperate.”240 What Campbell does not detail are the cultural 

assumptions about Roman society that may have led Lucretius to draw such a conclusion, 

as I will explore near the end of the chapter.  

To return to Holmes’ eloquent analysis of Book 5, she advances Campbell’s 

theory, remarking “What we are witnessing is the initial process through which humans 

exit the state of nature for the enhanced security of social institutions: families and 

communities.”241 In this argument, she emphasizes that Lucretius includes this account in 

order to preclude the possibility that there was a providential reason for why humans 

survived in nature. Unlike previous analyses of this passage, Holmes focuses on the care 

of women and the young as pivotal in the survival of humanity; in the act of recognizing 

their young, she suggests, men are able to understand their own vulnerability, which leads 

them to search for social compacts. My interpretation builds on Holmes’ analysis, though 

I stress the primary importance of protecting the family, which will be defined below.  

Now I turn to the passage in question. The passage follows below: 

Inde casas postquam ac pellis ignemque pararunt, 
et mulier coniuncta viro concessit in unum 
. . . . . 
cognita sunt, prolemque ex se videre creatam, 
tum genus humanum primum mollescere coepit. 

                                                
240 Campbell (2003) 261. For inciteful analysis of this passage in conjunction to modern evolutionary 
theories about altruism, see Campbell (2003) 252-261. 
241 Holmes (2013) 189. 
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1015 ignis enim curavit ut alsia corpora frigus 
non ita iam possent caeli sub tegmine ferre, 
et Venus inminuit viris, puerique parentum 
blanditiis facile ingenium fregere superbum. 
tunc et amicitiem coeperunt iungere aventes 

1020 finitimi inter se nec laedere nec violari, 
et pueros commendarunt muliebreque saeclum, 
vocibus et gestu cum balbe significarent 
imbecillorum esse aequum misererier omnis. 
 nec tamen omnimodis poterat concordia gigni, 

1025 sed bona magnaque pars servabat foedera caste; 
aut genus humanum iam tum foret omne peremptum, 
nec potuisset adhuc perducere saecla propago. (5.1011-1027) 

 
Then after they made houses, clothing, and fire, and one woman came into union 
with a man and was joined to him…. 
…was recognized and they began to see that their progeny was created from 
themselves, then the human race first began to soften. For fire caused their cold 
limbs to withstand no longer the cold under the bare sky, and Venus weakened their 
strength, and children easily broke the haughty disposition of their parents through 
their sweetness. Then neighbors who wished to join in friendship among one another 
began neither to harm nor violate one another, and they began to entrust children 
and women [to their neighbors] when their stammering voices and use of gestures 
showed that it was right for all to pity the weak.  
Nevertheless, not in every way was unity able to come about, but for the most part 
a good many were honoring the foedera loyally; if not, then the human race would 
have been destroyed and neither would propagation have been able to draw 
generations into the future.  
 

The emphasis on the discovery of stable housing (casas) on line 5.1011, as opposed to the 

caves (cavos) described on line 5.955, suggests that men and women come to live in 

permanent domiciles rather than temporary ones.242 In the first set of arrangements (et 

mulier coniuncta viro concessit in unum, 5.1012), the past participle coniuncta (5.1012), 

                                                
242 TLL (vol. III, 1, 1, 26) divides casa into stable domiciles and temporary ones, which were alluded to  
in military texts. The evidence suggests that casa here refers to humble, yet permanent, housing rather than 
to military housing.  
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which comes from coniungo,243 is a word that has strong associations with marital ties in 

Latin. Lucretius’ choice of vocabulary here suggests that he is describing the development 

of permanent conjugal unions between men and women. 

While it is true that coniungo (and coniugium as the noun form) could be used to 

describe animal coupling,244 it was also the generic word for marital union in Latin. 

Coniugium appears in less legalistic contexts than the word matrimonium, and because of 

this it appears more often in poetry; for example, Catullus labels the married couple in his 

wedding hymn coniuges.245 Furthermore, Lucretius’ account of these marriages reflects 

Roman moral thinking in his emphasis on the moral superiority of a woman who married 

only one man in her lifetime.246 Valerius Maximus proposed that in ancient times women 

who were married once were publicly honored with a crown of pudicitia (corona 

pudicitiae), and Valerius imagines a time in the past when a woman’s single marriage 

symbolized her “sincere fidelity” (sincera fide).247 What Langlands says about Valerius 

may be true of Lucretius: “Valerius is playing the antiquarian, the moral archaeologist, 

turning up for readers of his own day the traditions and moral outlook of old.”248 

The lacuna that follows these lines is unfortunate since its survival, if there is 

indeed a lacuna here, may have helped clarify the exact quality of these domestic 

                                                
243 TLL (vol. III, 4, 1, 71). Cf. Var. R 3.1.3; Vitr. De Arch. 2.1.7.  
244 e.g. Ov. Am. 2.12.25; Fast. 1.334. 
245 Catul. 61.226; cf. Pl. Am. 475; Acc. trag. 38, 213; Cic. Cael. 78; Catil. 3.1; Verg. A. 3.317, 10.280; G. 
2.326; Ov. Tr. 2.1.62; Ep. 8.18; Prop. 2.8.29; Liv. 26.15.14. For discussion of marital terminology, see 
Treggiari (1991) 6. 
246 Epigraphic evidence supports this view: e.g. CIL 10. 3171.C2; 8.11294.6.  
247 Val. Max 2.1.3.  
248 Langlands (2011) 62. 
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arrangements. Bailey proposed that the word cognita (5.1013) modified a missing word, 

which he hypothesized was iura. His conjecture is interesting since it would indicate that 

these male/female relationships were somehow the result of legal arrangements. As 

specified in Chapter 1, ius was often invoked in contexts where there existed no specific 

law in which to justify a certain tradition that was seen as de facto legal. Perhaps iura, if it 

is the missing word, is used metonymically to refer to marital-resembling relations. A 

precedent for this meaning of the word exists in Pro Cluentia when Cicero uses the word 

ius to refer to marriage itself, if “chaste and legitimate” (ius illud matrimony castum atque 

legitimum).249 Other commentators, though, have proposed there is no lacuna since 

cognita could be a corruption of another word that metrically fits the line, such as 

conubium (Lachmann, ad loc.), coniugium, (Bernays, ad loc.), or concubitum (Stampini ad 

loc.). A more recent interpretation is provided by Campbell, who interprets line 5.1013 as 

emphasizing how the father is now able to “recognize his children,” (cognita 

sunt….coepit, 1013), which paves the way for the “realization of kinship,” and for the 

invention of fatherhood.250 Campbell’s interpretation is attractive since it places emphasis 

on the emergence of fatherhood in that there is symbolic importance in the act of “seeing 

children,” or in that sight was the material way men were able to deduce that these 

children were their own.251 While I think that any of the proposals outlined above add 

something different to the meaning of the passage, they all focus on the significant step 

                                                
249 Clu. 175. For more discussion on the word ius in marital language, see Treggiari (1991) 270. 
250 Campbell (2003) 266. He sees no textual problem with the word cognita.  
251 For similar interpretations, see Holmes (2014) 163; Dressler (2016) 51. 
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forward humankind takes when families, defined as a father, a woman who is joined to 

one man (1012), and offspring (prolem, 5.1013; pueros, 5.1017, 1021), live together in 

homes (casas, 5.1011).  

The invention of these quasi-marital relationships solves several of the problems 

posed to early humans in the past stage of their existence, including the taming of male 

aggression (et Venus inminuit viris, 5.1017) in what Campbell calls the only truly 

evolutionary shift to take place in humanity.252 The violenta viri vis (5.964) gives way to a 

softer male disposition, more amenable to raising children. The first friendships 

(amicitiem, 5.1019) form next, and the implications of this are important to the 

maintenance of the family. Neighbors agree upon a social contract to avoid harm (finitimi 

inter se nec laedere nec violari, 5.1020), and they then entrust their children and women 

to one another (et pueros commendarunt muliebreque saeclum, 5.1021, presumably for 

mutual protection under this contract. The first topic these first friends discuss may be 

surprising given the centrality of friendship in Epicureanism: they signify in simple 

language (vocibus et gestu cum balbe significarent, 5.1022) that it is “right to pity the 

weak” (imbecillorum esse aequum misererier omnis, 5.1023). This crude quasi-

conversation is aimed at protecting the family as valued possessions for the Epicurean 

father. 

The idea posed in this passage, that children are to be highly valued by fathers, is 

not out of sync with Lucretius’ views on children elsewhere, as was explored in Chapter 2. 

                                                
252 Campbell (2003) 267; Campbell explains helpfully that Lucretius’ account is evolutionary in the 
Lamarckian sense.  
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Lucretius suggests there is some inherent pleasure in having children, and he labels 

children as dulces, sweet, on several occasions.253 Children are also presented as 

inherently vulnerable throughout DRN, perhaps most famously in Lucretius comparison of 

adults who fear death to “children who fear everything in the dark” on several 

occasions.254  Book 5’s opening image of the naked baby, who symbolizes human 

vulnerability, likewise may conjure notions of pity and sympathy for children. In Book 5, 

the nude and needy infant child, (nudus humi iacet, infans, indigus omni/vitali auxilio, 

5.223-224), is described as an object of pity rather than an object of indifference: 

Praeterea genus horriferum natura ferarum 
humanae genti infestum terraque marique 

220 cur alit atque auget? cur anni tempora morbos 
adportant? quare mors inmatura vagatur? 
Tum porro puer, ut saevis proiectus ab undis 
navita, nudus humi iacet, infans, indigus omni 
vitali auxilio, cum primum in luminis oras 

225 nixibus ex alvo matris natura profudit, 
vagituque locum lugubri complet, ut aequumst 
cui tantum in vita restet transire malorum. 
at variae crescunt pecudes armenta feraeque, 
nec crepitacillis opus est, nec cuiquam adhibendast 

230 almae nutricis blanda atque infracta loquella, 
nec varias quaerunt vestes pro tempore caeli, 
denique non armis opus est, non moenibus altis, 
qui sua tutentur, quando omnibus omnia large 
tellus ipsa parit naturaque daedala rerum. (5.218-234) 
  
Furthermore, why does nature go about sustaining and creating more terrifying 
animals that are so hateful to the human race on the earth and at sea? Why does the 
turn of season bring disease? Why does early death haunt us everywhere? Then 
again, a child lies naked on the ground just like a sailor cast ashore by fierce 
waves, an infant, needy of everything for its livelihood as soon as nature scatters 
him out from the womb of his mother during birth and onto the shores of light. He 

                                                
253 Lucr. 4.1234; 4.1253; 3.895. 
254 Lucr. 2.54-58. 
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fills the room with a sorrowful cry since it is now time for him to go through so 
much bad in life. But all the kinds of flocks and wild beasts grow; they have no 
need for rattles, nurses or baby talk. They do not need an assortment of clothes for 
the change of seasons. In a word, they have no need for weapons or mighty walls 
for protection since the earth itself and fertile natura provides everything in 
abundance.  

 
The passage above reveals something very important about human nature: in order to 

thrive, humans as they currently exist need a high level of care and social relations. 

Holmes argues that Lucretius portrays humans as needy (indigus omni/vitali auxilio, 

5.223-224) in a world that is naturally more hospitable to beasts (developed in lines 5.228-

234). She says, “The naked infant is the crowning proof in a series of arguments designed 

to show how very inhospitable the world is to human beings. In fact, what distinguishes us 

from other species is that we are least at home here: 5.228-234.”255 Her argument builds 

somewhat on DeLacy’s perspective:  

There is neither harmony nor conflict between nature’s end and man’s, as nature 
has no ends. The ever-moving atoms strive for no goals and realize no values. The 
ethical agent, therefore, cannot identify himself with the natural world. He cannot 
accept and promote the cosmic order. He must stand apart examining and testing 
all that comes his way, accepting little and rejecting much.256  

 

My understanding of this passage, in conjunction with my greater analysis of Lucretius’ 

anthropology, is that human nature as depicted in DRN is rooted in a need for human care. 

Human imitation of an animal lifestyle was problematic due to extinction, which 

threatened to deal to them the same hand dealt to the animals who were deformed and 

went extinct (5.837-854). There is much value in Berns’ suggestion that humans have a 

                                                
255 Holmes (2013) 115. 
256 De Lacy (1957) 115. 
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need to develop their own nature as a way to overcome the “indifference of time and 

nature.”257  

Specifically, Lucretius notes that for the most part concordia prevailed since most 

people observed the foedera faithfully, and as a result, humans thrived and were able 

survive well into the future, printed below (1025-1027). The last part of this section now 

analyzes the nuance of the word foedera (1025) in Lucretius’ presentation of primitive 

society. The reason why humans are able to survive, rather than die as a species, is their 

discovery of how to create foedera with one another. The lines in question follow below: 

nec tamen omnimodis poterat concordia gigni, 
1025 sed bona magnaque pars servabat foedera caste; 

aut genus humanum iam tum foret omne peremptum, 
nec potuisset adhuc perducere saecla propago. (5.1024-1027) 
 
Nevertheless, not in every way was unity able to come about, but for the most part 
a good many were honoring the foedera loyally;258 if not, then the human race 
would have been destroyed and neither would propagation have been able to draw 
generations into the future. 
 

The success of the human species relied on the majority (bona magna pars, 5.1025) 

maintaining (servabat, 5.1025) these bonds loyally (caste, 5.1025). The successful 

workings of these civic foedera seem to resemble the foedus of the physical body 

Lucretius describes in Book 3, which was analyzed in Chapter 1. In this passage from 

Chapter 1, which I repeat below, Lucretius compares the body to a functioning eyeball:  

at manet in vita cui mens animusque remansit; 
quamvis est circum caesis lacer undique membris 

                                                
257 Berns (1976) 486. 
258 I follow Bailey (ad loc.) in the translation of “loyally” for caste. See the discussion of Kaster (2005) 139 
who groups the virtue of castimonia in a group of virtues that indicates restraint of passions along with 
pudor and verecundia. For more discussion on the religious nuance of the word castitas, see Langlands 
(1996) 29-30. 
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truncus, adempta anima circum membrisque remota, 
405 vivit et aetherias vitalis suscipit auras. 

si non omnimodis, at magna parte animai 
privatus, tamen in vita cunctatur et haeret; 
ut, lacerato oculo circum si pupula mansit 
incolumis, stat cernundi vivata potestas, 

410 dummodo ne totum corrumpas luminis orbem 
et circum caedas aciem solamque relinquas; 
id quoque enim sine pernicie non fiet eorum. 
at si tantula pars oculi media illa peresa est, 
occidit extemplo lumen tenebraeque sequuntur, 

415 incolumis quamvis alioqui splendidus orbis. 
hoc anima atque animus vincti sunt foedere semper. 
Nunc age, nativos animantibus et mortalis 
esse animos animasque levis ut noscere possis, 
conquisita diu dulcique reperta labore 

420 digna tua pergam disponere carmina vita. (3.402-420) 
 
Whoever still has his mind and intelligent soul intact is alive. Although someone’s 
torso may be cut off and torn from his limbs, and the spirit in the limbs has now 
been removed and is dead, he lives and breathes in vital breath. If he has been 
stripped of a great part of his spirit, but not entirely, he still stays in life and clings 
to it; this happens just as if an eye has been injured all around, but the pupil remains 
intact. There is still the living ability for it to see, unless you destroy the whole 
roundness of the eye and leave the pupil cut off from what remains of the eye. Even 
if only a little bit of the eye in the middle has died, immediately the eye dies with it 
and darkness ensues, although the round shape of the eye is intact. In this way, mind 
and spirit are always bound in a foedus. Now come, I will begin to compose my 
poetry that has been long researched and is revealed in sweet effort worthy of your 
life so that you will be able to know that animals have spirits and minds that are born 
and die.  
 

As analyzed in Chapter 1, the eyeball is described in terms of its constituent parts, which 

are its pupil and the ball of the eye. Lucretius argues that as long as a significant mass of 

the eye (e.g. the iris, nerves, etc.) maintained a foedus with the pupil, the eye functions 

and sight is possible. I suggest a parallel in how the foedera of the community and the 

anatomical foedus exist since both rely on key relationships generally being maintained, 

though not all of them. The main comparison is that community stays intact only if a 
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majority of the population (bona magna pars, 5.1025) maintains foedera with one another. 

This similarity suggests that Lucretius envisions the behavior of communities as acting 

according to the atomic laws that allow them to forge alliances to keep the community 

alive. Lucretius’ foedera naturae, then, take on even more significance since the metaphor 

of foedera actually extends into its natural meaning of “pacts.” 

 Another nuance of the word foedera in the passage may be marital since foedus 

was a term appropriated into the marital realm259 to refer to marriage itself. The most 

famous, and controversial, marital foedus in Roman legend was Aeneas’ to Dido.260 

Aeneas’ marriage to Livia was also part of the greater hospitii foedus between their 

communities, according to Livy.261 A famous example of the word foedus’ marital 

implications are found in Catullus 109 when the narrator imprudently and/or ironically 

judges his affair with Lesbia to be a foedus when it is clear their relationship least of all 

resembles the enduring and reciprocal nature of an archetypal marriage. Thus, the foedera 

kept by the majority of people in Lucretius’ text may refer to marriages as well as 

friendships and pacts against harm. There are other indications that Lucretius sees the 

state as operating in tandem with marital customs. Concordia, the word Lucretius uses to 

describe the state of society on line 5.1024, is a term that refers to marital accord as well 

                                                
259 Gladhill (2016) 112-115 favors this appearance of foedus in Catullus’ poem as referring to the marriage 
contract, though Ross (1969) 80-94 argues against this. For further analysis of this aspect of Catullus 109, 
see Copley (1949) 22-40; Konstan (1972) 102-106; Daniels (1967) 351-356; McGushin (1967) 85-93; 
Skinner (2003) 133-134. 
260 A. 4.339.  
261 Liv. 1.9.13.   
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as to civic peace in Latin idiom,262  and Lucretius’ declaration that people keep the 

foedera loyally (caste, 5.1025) evokes the modesty of those who possess sexual restraint 

and adhered to sexual mores.263   

 In Book 5, foedera appear in two other lines that describe the complexifying 

nature of society. When describing punishment, Lucretius phrases crime as the violation 

(qui violat, 5.1155) of the “common treaties of peace” (communia foedera pacis, 5.1155). 

In the final passage of the Book, Lucretius describes the acquisition of allies 

(auxilia…socios, 5.1443) by means of a pacto foedere (an agreed upon treaty) directly 

following his mention of the development of sea navigation (5.1443) and directly before 

his description of the discovery of poetry (5.1445). These instantiations of the word 

foedera, which have been vehicles for the sustained metaphor foedera naturae, now 

appearing in its proper context, are not used by Lucretius with much fanfare.  

However, the striking similarity of the description of the community to the eyeball 

is a significant step forward in understanding Lucretius’ theory of foedera. The social 

metaphor for the atomic world is now explicitly shown to work for human behavior.  

CONCLUSIONS 
 

The development of the family receives a place of prominence in Book 5, as this 

chapter has demonstrated. In his anthropology, Lucretius continues his scrutiny of 

                                                
262 Dressler (2016) 158 connects the appearance of the word concordia in this passage to the the Aedes 
Concordia that sat in the complex of the Porticus Liviae. 
263 For discussion of concordia and marital ideology, particularly as reflected in Livy, see Brown (1995). 
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male/female relations in a way that echoes other Romans in their interest to explore sexual 

mores in the past, as part of an interest to understand the mos maiorum. I have even raised 

the possibility that Lucretius describes the marital bond itself in his assertion that early 

humans were generally successful in keeping the bonds of society loyally (sed bona 

magnaque pars servabat foedera caste, 1025). In this regard, I argue that Lucretius 

advances an understanding of family life that is absent from Epicurus’ teachings, though, I 

admit that the evidence for Epicurus’ views on this matter is scant. In what I propose to be 

another Lucretian invention, which advances his own expansion of Epicurean social 

metaphorical idiom, Lucretius eventually reveals the way in which the foedera of the 

community mimic the foedus of the body and the foedera naturae more generally.  

In the following chapter, I continue analyzing the way in which Lucretius regards 

the family as the locus of concern for his Epicurean reader and propose that his regard for 

the family affects his negative presentation of religio and his own definition for pietas.  
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Chapter 4: Pietas, Religio, and the Family 

 
This chapter turns to the topic of pietas and its relationship to the foedera naturae 

in De Rerum Natura. The following arguments seek to harmonize many of the 

conclusions from the previous chapter with scholarship that has focused on Lucretius’ 

definition of Epicurean pietas and his negative presentation of religio. The approach 

offered here is to adopt a nuanced view of Lucretius’ presentation of religion in reference 

to his own cultural context. 

I begin with a brief summary of the religious climate at Rome prior to and 

contemporaneous with Lucretius’ writing. Lucretius was part of a first century BC 

intellectual culture in which people sought to understand Roman religious institutions and 

to further illuminate it as an organized system of traditions and norms.264 Roman writers 

sought to preserve traditions of the Roman past while reconciling them with the interests 

of Greek philosophy. The amalgamation between Roman gods and Greek gods that had 

already occurred by second century BC brought challenges to those who wished to make 

sense out of the system that had developed.265 Furthermore, there had been increased 

                                                
264 The topic of Roman religion is one that is too nuanced and contested for this dissertation to provide a 
full analysis of it. Scholars have moved away from the view that there existed at one time in Archaic Rome 
an “animism” that pervaded religious thinking that eventually gave way to worship of more sophisticated 
gods. The work of Dumézil, (for the most realized form of his argumentation, see Dumézil [1974]), among 
other scholars thought they could uncover the origins of Roman religion and reveal its “true form,” so to 
speak; for these kinds of analyses, see Hartung (1936); Fowler (1911); Cumont (1911); Rose (1926); 
Wissowa (1912); Latte (1960). More modern narratives see Roman religion and the Roman state as more 
closely aligned. As Rome changed, the argument broadly goes, so did Roman religion, as an institutional 
apparatus of the Roman state. Prominent arguments to this end include the works of Scheid; Beard North 
and Price (1998). For other modern accounts of Roman religion, see Ando (2008); Feeney (1998); Rüpke 
(2007; 2012). For scholarship specifically dedicated to religion in the Roman Republic, see Cornell (1995): 
Bispham and Smith (2000); MacRae (2016).  
265 For example, there were no Greek analogs to the Di Penates. For discussion, see Rawson (1985) 298.  
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contact with exotic ritualistic activity from the East, perhaps best remembered in the 

Bacchic affair of the second century.266 At the same time, Romans had become, in fact, 

initiates at Eleusis and Samothrace, which demonstrated familiarity with Greek religious 

practice.267   

Leading intellectuals adopted a variety of approaches in formulating their 

contribution to the understanding of Roman religion. For example, Cicero was interested 

in understanding the Etruscan roots of many aspects of ritual and in understanding the 

principles of divination as an art.268 Mary Beard asserts, “it may be that ‘Cicero’ should 

stand as shorthand for his whole generation” in terms of his success in rationalizing 

Roman religion.269 In Antiquitates Rerum Divinarum, Varro also wrote specifically about 

the Roman organization of civic religion and its important place in Roman society. This 

work included information on priesthoods, holy places, festivals, rites, and the gods. He, 

                                                
266 In 186 BC, the cult of Bacchus was famously said to have arrived into Rome triggering what seems to 
have been a harsh response from the government of Rome in an attempt to repress and restrict the cult’s 
activity in Italy: Liv. 39.8-14; ILS 18. The cult must have arrived prior to the Senate’s decree given 
references to it in Plautus: Am. 703-704; Aul. 408, 411; Mil. 854-858, 1016; Bac. 53, 371; Cas. 978-82. For 
varying interpretations of the suppression of the cult see Gruen (1990) 34-78; North (1979). Gruen thinks 
the episode represents a backlash against Hellenism whereas North thinks it represents an emerging 
“market” for religious experiences that threatened Roman authorities. For more discussion see Scheid 
(1985) 20-21; Pailler (1988). The cult of the Magna Mater was originally welcomed into Rome and voted a 
temple in 204 BC: Liv. 29.11.6. Lucretius describes the rites of the Magna Mater in grotesque detail: 2.581-
628; cf. Catul. 63.1-38; Ovid Fast. 4.179-190. Legislation attempted to regulate the cult activity: Dion. Hal. 
Ant. Rom. 2.19. For contextualization of the arrival of Eastern cults into Italy as part of a broader intellectual 
phenomenon, see Rawson (1985) 298-299. For more on the plurality of Roman religion, see Bendlin (2000). 
267 For discussion of this phenomenon, see Gruen (1990) 7-33; on page 7 he remarks: “Associations with 
Delphi arose not from an intensification of religious emotion but from conscious decision to reach out to the 
Hellenic world.” Romans, by way of Fabius, were said to have visited the oracle to ask for advice regarding 
the Second Punic War: Plut. Fab. 18.3; App. Hann. 5.27; see Fontenrose (1976) 259.  
268 Rawson (1985) 306. 
269 Beard (1986) 40. She is less impressed by the intellectual acumen for religious thought put forth by 
Varro and Lucretius, saying of Lucretius on page 40 “Lucretius’ brilliant exposition of Epicurean 
philosophy hardly engages deeply with Roman practice…” 
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as well as Cicero, used principles from Greek philosophy in their attempts to prove that 

Rome’s religious institutions accorded with nature.270  Etymologists, including Varro, 

sought to uncover Roman traditions using their own methods that were inspired by modes 

of Hellenistic scholarship.271 Whereas Cicero and Varro were primarily focused on 

Roman religion, Nigidius was interested in religious arts of foreign origin, primarily 

astrology. He composed his work on these kinds of Eastern traditions and systems through 

the filtration of Greek sources.272 Nigidius’ work On the Gods showed an interest to bring 

together eclectic source material from all over the Mediterranean. As Rawson 

summarizes, “they were [i.e. the likes of Cicero, Varro, and Nigidius] adopting up-to-date 

international ideas,” while also exploring what their own contribution to knowledge of the 

divine could be.273 

This chapter seeks to place Lucretius’ view on religio and pietas within this lively 

intellectual moment I have just outlined. Scholars have approached Lucretius’ engagement 

with Roman religion in several competing ways, as I will survey later in this chapter. 

Some have argued that Lucretius does not engage heavily in Roman religious critique 

while others have argued that Lucretius presents unconventional and perhaps even radical 

points of view about Roman religious culture.274 The latter point of view is an 

understandable one since Lucretius argues, as had Epicurus, that the gods have no efficacy 

                                                
270 August. C.D. 7.6; Cic. Leg. 2; Rawson (1985) 316. 
271 Prominent examples also include Aelius Stilo, Hypsicrates and Cloatius Verus. For discussion see 
Scheid (2003) 176-177. 
272 Rawson (1985) 311.  
273 Rawson (1985) 316. 
274 This is merely a generic and anticipatory summary of the types of approaches others have taken that I 
outline later in this chapter. See below for more discussion of the relevant points of view. 
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in the world and that a belief in the gods’ power in the world causes psychological 

dysfunction.  

Romans may have found Epicurean theology unsettling since Roman religious 

practice relied on what Ando calls “empiricist epistemology,” meaning that ritual 

addressed problems that happened in the world and sought to solve them to bring about 

positive results.275 Roman religion276 as a body of customs can be described in terms of 

orthopraxy, that is, a kind of religious culture that required of its participants proper action 

rather than requiring religious orthodoxy.277 Beard, North, and Price phrase the difference 

between Roman religion and orthodoxic religions as a matter of commitment. Romans did 

not need to make individual commitments to their religious beliefs since religious ritual 

pervaded Roman culture as a whole.278 One question this chapter explores is whether 

Lucretius undermines the performative aspect of Roman religion in such a way that his 

views undermine the cohesive force of Roman religion. Furthermore, it seeks to answer 

whether he preserves the positive cultural virtue of pietas through his own epistemological 

lens.  

                                                
275 Ando (2008) 13; cf. Linder and Scheid (1993) for their analysis.   
276 It may be more appropriate to speak of “religions” of Rome given the discursive nature of Roman ritual, 
but religion, as I use it throughout this chapter, will refer to all aspects of activity related to maintaining a 
relationship with and thinking about the divine.   
277 For the view of Roman religion in this way, see Ando (2008); Linder and Scheid (1993) 49-50; Lehoux 
(2012) 26-30; cf. Bell (1997) 138-69, 191-97. One hypothesis Bell presents is that orthopraxy may thrive in 
religious communities where religion, culture, and identity are intertwined. For example, a tribal society 
may rely more on the performative aspects of religion, such as ancestral worship, dances, marriages, and 
other communal festivities rather than on an explicit set of beliefs. As Bell says on page 193, “such stringent 
ritualization has the powerful effect of tightly binding one to a small community of likeminded people.” To 
the contrary, modern world religions, such as Christianity, that transcend borders rely on beliefs in order to 
maintain a coherent tradition. 
278 Beard, North, and Price (1998) 43.  
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 I argue Lucretius resolves some of the tension between Epicurean philosophy and 

Roman religious norms by redefining pietas to preserve some of its conventional Roman 

nuances and to accommodate Epicurean theology. Importantly, Lucretius does not just use 

the word pietas for tonal effect, in other words, as a way to self-fashion himself as a vates 

in his cultivation of a performative voice.279 This is an observation that has often been 

made about Lucretius, especially in reference to the Empedoclean influence on his 

poetry.280 Instead, Lucretius’ own unique formulation of natural treaties, foedera naturae, 

is an important foundation on which he defines pietas. I argue Lucretius defines pietas to 

connote an allegiance to the rhythms of nature, which essentially means the active 

maintenance of a family. Superstitious beliefs and superstitious ancestral worship, by 

contrast, are critiqued by Lucretius since he associates them counterintuitively with 

irreverence. Throughout his poem, I argue, he demonstrates how displays of religious 

pietas cause cross-generational psychological harm.  

EPICUREAN CULT PRACTICES 

 
Though Epicureans theorized gods did not engage in the world, they were not 

atheists, and in many respects, they adhered to traditional modes of communal worship. 

                                                
279 See Shearin (2015) 56-59 for a recent argument for the relevance of “Speech Act Theory” in analyzing 
sacral language in DRN. Shearin’s analysis builds on the work of Hardie (1986). See Hardie (1986) 17-22 
for discussion of the “vates concept.”  
280 I leave this connection unexplored for the purpose of this argument, which is on the Roman cultural 
components of Lucretius’ philosophy of religion. For thorough discussions of Empedoclean influence on 
Lucretius’ application of sacral language, see Jobst (1907); Conte (1994); Sedley (1998a); Sedley (2003); 
Garani (2007).  
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Epicurus was famously assailed by accusations of atheism, though Epicurus himself, and 

later Philodemus, took care to disabuse critics of this accusation. Biographical sources 

indicate that he embraced all forms of worship, and, in fact, Philodemus says in On Piety 

that Epicurus encouraged his friends to worship.281 He was said to encourage worshippers 

to take oaths by Zeus, which, although curious given Epicurus’ denial that the gods could 

uphold such oaths, suggests he was somewhat of a traditionalist in practice.282 Philodemus 

alludes to a letter in which Epicurus reported his own participation in the “urban 

mysteries,” which might refer to the Eleusinian Mysteries. The cult is often portrayed as 

involving mystical rites that presumed access to the afterlife, and this kind of worship 

would have been standard activity for adult males in Epicurus’ own community.283  In 

other reports too, Epicurus received a conventional religious education as a young 

citizen.284 Another colorful myth regarding Epicurus’ expressions of religion involved his 

trip to cast charms around the neighborhood with his mother.285  Stories such as this may 

have originated from an intent to defame Epicurus. For example, in reference to a report 

that Epicurus made provisions for funeral libations, Cicero distorts the narrative in order 

to argue Epicurus was a pious and godly man since he was preparing for things to 

come.286    This characterization certainly would have presented his core doctrine of the 

dissolution of soul at death as out of line with his personal actions.  

                                                
281 On Piety col. 28.160-161; cf. Diog. Laert. 10.18. 
282 On Piety col. 29 
283 On Piety col. 28.160-161. 
284 Festugière (1956) 59. 
285 Diog. Laert. 10.4. 
286 Cic. Tusc. 1.31. 
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On the surface, the reports of Epicurus’ attitude toward religion may render him a 

hypocrite given his disbelief in an afterlife, but in his teachings, he clearly espoused a 

theology that departed from the norm. He defined his piety differently from Greek 

religious conventions. In fact, Epicurus levied accusations of atheism toward other people 

since Epicurus thought the gods were “blessed beings” and exemplars of virtuous 

behavior. For this reason, he discouraged belief in pre-anthropomorphic divine beings as 

well as anthropomorphic gods who displayed questionable morals in myth.287 Epicureans 

maintained what Clay calls a “semi-private cult” that protected itself against the 

“demagogy” of the civic cults.288  An integral part of Epicurean cult practice was the post-

sacrificial common meal. Philodemus provides evidence that dining took place as part of 

Epicurean ritual,289 and archaeological evidence preserves various accouterments 

associated with ritual dining that were found at the Garden.290 Cicero reports his own 

knowledge of cups that featured Epicurus’ likeness on them, and, along similar lines, 

Diogenes said Strato bequeathed feasting paraphernalia to Lyko. Literary evidence 

suggests conversation and readings from “memorial literature” took place at the feasts. 

Analyzed through a sociological lens, the sacrifices provided Epicureans an opportunity to 

gather and to commemorate Epicurus’ philosophical legacy. Philodemus praises 

Epicurean commemorative discourse and remarked that in the context of the ritual their 

                                                
287 For more discussion of this aspect of Epicurean theology, see, Obbink (1989) 199-200. 
288 Clay (1998) 97. This discussion relies on Clay’s helpful survey of Epicurean cult practice. 
289 PHerc. 1232 Fr. 8 Col. 1. 
290 Clay (1998) 100. 
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followers spoke words sweeter than those uttered in Phaecia.291 Pliny says that in his own 

day Roman Epicureans continued this traditional sacrifice to Epicurus, which suggests 

these meals lasted well into imperial Rome.292  

Based on the evidence we have, Philodemus theorizes a sociological view of 

religion in his discussion of the utility of the so-called “Noble Lie,” or a belief that early 

leaders manipulated religion by way of myths to assert control over groups of people in 

early history, as Philodemus himself defines it.293  These leaders consciously used the 

fears of their followers even when they knew the powers of the gods were false, and this 

acknowledgement of religion’s social utility seemed to have worked its way into 

Pholodemus’ therapeutic emphasis on worship. Fragments suggest Philodemus saw civic 

benefits in worship that rendered it as something “natural” (oeikon) and “lawful.” It is 

unclear what he means by “natural,” though he may mean that humans have some sort of 

inborn propensity to worship and to derive benefits from it. By lawful, Philodemus may 

mean, as he said in his own words elsewhere, that religion promotes social conformity 

with the law, and to legitimate these ideas, Philodemus pointed to Epicurus’ observation 

of religious rites.294 

  When taken together, the views of Philodemus and Epicurus indicate sound 

Epicurean worship was achievable. Worship could render several benefits to Epicureans; 

adherents could avoid indictments of atheism while strengthening their own identities as 

                                                
291 For more discussion, see the analysis of Clay (1998) 93. 
292 Plin. Nat. 25.2.5. 
293 On Piety col 42. 
294 On Piety col 29. 
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Epicureans through shared, communal experiences. Furthermore, the commemoration of 

Epicurus and other model Epicureans provided exemplary figures for emulation.   

Some have postulated that Lucretius’ encomiastic rhetoric in his proems that 

describe Epicurus serves as a form of reverence for his master and of worship of him. In 

other words, Lucretius carries on the commemorative tradition of Epicurean cult by 

praising Epicurus in poetic medium. In one respect, this is a very appetizing claim since in 

every proem there is an increasing emphasis on Epicurus as laudandus. In the first book of 

DRN, Epicurus is described as a man (humana ... vita, 1.62; mortalibus, 1.65; 

homo…mortalis oculos, 1.66-67); in Book 3, he is promoted to “father” (pater es, 1.9); 

and in book 5, he is praised as god, (deus, 1.8).295 Duban proposes that the crescendo of 

praise eventually elevates Epicurus as equal to divine Venus by the end of the poem. 

Duban specifies this theory by explaining that Venus and Epicurus are complementary 

forces, syntactically joined in the phrase, naturae species ratioque, which repeats several 

times throughout DRN.296 In the phrase naturae species ratioque, Venus may be 

associated with species, as she is at 1.10, and Epicurus ratio, as he is at 3.31.297 As 

alluded, the fifth proem shows Epicurus to have gained status of a god: deus ille fuit, deus 

(5.8). This praise of Epicurus’ divinity may connect to the fact that Epicurus was praised 

as a god by his followers, as outlined earlier in this section.298 While there may be no overt 

                                                
295 For more discussion, see Cox (1971) 6-9. 
296 Lucr. 1.148, 2.61, 3.93, 6.41. 
297 Duban (1982) 166-167. His argument in part hinges on the repetition of nam simul to proceed ratio and 
species. In conjunction with Duban (1982), see Thury (1987) for the relation of Venus to Epicurus.   
298 As Lienhard (1969) 353 concludes in reference to this passage.  
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suggestion that Lucretius participated in Epicurean cult, this passage may serve as 

evidence that he was comfortable with discussing Epicurus as a human to be praised as 

god.  

The description of Epicurus as god is apt since the gods are praiseworthy figures 

who inspire excellence in humans in Epicureanism. However, there are other ways outside 

his description of Epicurus that Lucretius defines true theology. Furthermore, Lucretius’ 

praise of Epicurus is not evidence that Lucretius loses sight of his declared allegiance to 

Venus from the beginning of the poem since both figures can be praised at once. This 

chapter will proceed to show how Lucretius’ text engages Roman religion in a way that 

promotes the allegiance to Venus as the personified manifestation of the shifting foedera 

naturae that produce one generation after another.  

RELIGIO IN DE RERUM NATURA 
 

When Lucretius brought Epicurean theological views into Latin for Romans, he 

worked within a different cultural and intellectual tradition from his Greek predecessors. 

The Latin word religio itself must be understood in a nuanced manner since it is a word 

that has inspired much debate about Lucretius’ theological view. Lucretius says religio is 

the enemy Epicurus defeated by means of philosophical inquiry in Lucretius’ first mention 

of Epicurus. In the following excerpts from Book 1, Lucretius praises Epicurus as a victor 

against the oppressive weight (humana vita…oppressa gravi sub religione, 1.62-63) of 

religio on humans: 
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Humana ante oculos foede cum vita iaceret 
in terris oppressa gravi sub religione, 
quae caput a caeli regionibus ostendebat 

65 horribili super aspectu mortalibus instans, 
primum Graius homo mortalis tollere contra 
est oculos ausus primusque obsistere contra… (1.62-67) 

 … 
78 quare religio pedibus subiecta vicissim 

obteritur, nos exaequat victoria caelo. (1.78-79) 
 

In front of the gaze of all, when human life lay crushed in the earth under the 
heavy weight of religio, who showed her head from the regions of the sky and 
menaced humans from above with its horrible sight, for the first time, did a Greek 
man dare lift his mortal eyes opposite her, and he was the first to take a stand 
against her…Religio is now vanquished and trampled underfoot, and this victory 
lifts us equal to the heavens.  
 

Whereas human life had been oppressed by religio on lines 1.62-67, the Graius homo, 

Epicurus, in turn (vicissim, 1.78) is said to have subjected (subiecta, 1.78) religio in a 

philosophical feat.  It is tempting to interpret Lucretius’s passage as a critique of all 

religion, but it is important to understand the complexities of the Latin word religio before 

attempting such a claim. In Latin, there was no one word that represented the full scope of 

the English word “religion.”299 Religio, though not itself a gloss for religion, does 

encompass certain aspects of what a modern English speaker would define as religion, but 

its meaning could shift in varying contexts. The very origin of the word was not uniformly 

understood; religio was unsurprisingly subject to etymologizing over time, as part of a 

greater interest to etymologize words associated with festivals and Roman rituals.300 

                                                
299 As stated by Dumézil (1970) 132.  
300 Festival names were also subject to various etymologies; for example, Var. L. 6.13 hypothesized the 
Feralia was derived from bringing (ferendo) food to the tomb and from the word inferis, which referred to 
the dead, while Fest. p. 247L claimed the Feralia was named after the striking (ferire) of the sacrificial 
animal. 
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Servius favored the etymology of religio that derived it from religare, “to bind,” 

emphasizing the relationship between people and gods301 while Cicero preferred to relate 

the word to relegere, “to pick up again,” to emphasize the obligatory nature of ritual.302 

Such disjunctive etymological accounts represent different literary strategies taken to 

characterize the essential aspect of a word that had no one meaning.  

Cicero philosophizes the natural source of and definitions for religio more clearly 

than Lucretius does. In De Inventione, composed in the 80’s, Cicero notes that “divine 

law” (ius divinum) give people several innate instincts, one of which is religio:  

ac naturae quidem ius esse, quod nobis non opinio, sed quaedam innata vis adferat, 
ut religionem, pietatem, gratiam, vindicationem, observantiam, veritatem. 
Religionem eam quae in metu et caerimonia deorum sit appellant; pietatem, quae 
erga patriam aut parentes aut alios sanguine coniunctos officium conservare 
moneat…(Cic. Inv. 2.65-55) 
 
And divine law is something which is implanted in us not by opinion, but by a 
kind of innate instinct; it includes religio, pietatem, gratitude, revenge, reverence, 
and truth. Religion is the term applied to the fear (metu) and worship (caerimonia) 
of the gods. Pietas warns us to keep our obligations to our country or parents or 
other kin...303 

 

Cicero divides religio into two equally weighted, though very different aspects: spiritual 

fear (metu) as well as worship (caerimonia), and this definition indicates a common 

delineation.  

                                                
301 Serv. A. 8.349. Lactant. Div. inst. 4.28 also defines religio this way when commenting on Lucr. 1.931. 
302 N.D. 2.71-72. 
303 Translation and text of Cicero’s De Inventatione are adapted from the Loeb edition (trans. Hubbell 
[1949]). 
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In his analysis, Fowler identifies two aspects of religio: “the feeling which prompts us to 

worship, and also the forms under which we perform that worship.”304 The second aspect 

of the word, the one pertaining to caerimonia, has to do with cult and the propitiation of 

the supernatural world which formed “a controlling organization above peer review,” as 

Rüpke defines religio.305 The first aspect of religio is emotional, expressing the uncanny 

feeling that has a mysterious or natural source.306 The emotional force of religio could 

denote a feeling of fear, anxiety, or wonder that did not pertain to the bounds of Roman 

“state law” or to any specific part of a ritual formula.307  Put in Rüpke’s terms borrowed 

above, perhaps this emotional type of religio indicates a generalized anxiety and/or a 

sense of wonder toward the mysterious force behind the “controlling organization.”  

Religio’s psychological component is described as a motivating force for action 

throughout Roman literature. Livy refers to religio in this way when he describes the 

spiritual fervor Rome experienced as a result of Numa’s self-reported nighttime meetings 

with the goddess Egeria. 308 According to Livy, Numa’s intention in reporting (and more 

than likely fabricating, Livy suggests) this is to implant the fear of the gods into their 

minds (deorum metum iniciendum ratus est, 1.19.4). This fear was intended to bring them 

                                                
304 Fowler (1920) 11. 
305 Rüpke (2012) 209.  
306 cf. Liv 4.30; Plin. Nat. 6.250; 30.19.  
307 Fowler (1920) 7-9. This is the way Forcellini (ad loc.) divides the definition of religio. 
308 Livy suggests Scipio reported his own visions of the gods delivering admonitions either because of his 
own superstitio or to make his own commands more persuasive: Liv. 26.19.3-4. For more on the topic of 
Livy’s attitude toward and presentation of religion, see Stübler (1941); Bayet (1947); Kajanto (1957); Walsh 
(1958); Liebeschuetz (1967); Linderski (1993); Levene (1993); Forsythe (1999) 87-98; Davies (2007) 86-
142; Scheid (2014): 78-89. Feldherr (1998) 67 fn. 46: “Livy portrays the metus deorum as something that 
helps to maintain the discipline of an entire society, whereas Kritias adopts the perspective of the individual 
wrongdoer, who is made to fear that the gods are watching over him and will punish him for his actions.” 
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from being an uncouth population to being refined in their allegiance to the gods.  The 

topic of the social utility associated with religio reemerges as an issue in Book 40 when 

Livy reports that the senate repressed the circulation of books supposedly written by 

Numa that were found on a farm. Livy provides the following explanation for their 

destruction: these books, if the theological information in them were circulated, would 

potentially destroy religio (dissolvendam religionem),309 which was to be protected at all 

costs even if their circulation would identify Numa’s true philosophical thinking.310 The 

story, which is told in a variety of contexts by authors including Varro, Pliny, and Plutarch 

demonstrates the extent to which Romans valued religio even if its maintenance had the 

potential to distort the truth. 311   

In another episode from Livy that concentrates on the psychological component of 

religio, the historian narrates the self-sacrifice performed by Decius the elder. Decius’ 

self-sacrifice on the battlefield is what appears to push the Romans over the edge in 

winning the Battle of Vesuvius. 312  In Livy’s narrative, Decius has a dream in which he 

                                                
309 Liv. 40.29; cf. Val. Max. 1.1.12 for a similar account of events. 
310 An aspect I leave unexplored is Livy’s rejection of Numa as connected to Pythagoreanism: Liv. 40.29.8; 
cf. Cic. Rep. 2.15.28 
311 Other versions of the episode are found in August. C.D. 7.34; Pliny Nat. 13.84-87, Plut. Vit. Num. 22; 
Lactant. Div inst. 1.22; [Aur. Vict.] De vir. ill. 3.2. Pliny shows knowledge of other versions of the events 
found in the lost works of Calpurnius Piso, Sempronius Tuditanus, Varro (summarized by Augustine), and 
Valerius Antias. A detail Valerius Maximus includes in his account is that the senate specifically destroyed 
the books that were written in Greek. The implications of the episode suggest several possibilities for how 
Roman thinkers thought about Roman religious authority: 1) The actions of the senate carried on Numa’s 
tradition since Numa’s true revelations needed to be guarded since they threatened society, implying that 
social cohesion was to be maintained before truth was circulated 2) Numa himself withheld divine 
knowledge for the sake of social cohesion. For discussion, see Willi (1998); Della Corte (1974). 
312 For speculation about the veracity of the legend, see Cornell (1995) 362; cf. Oakley (1997-2005) ad. 
loc.; (2005) 290-291. For evidence for the legend in early Roman literature, see Guittard (1988) 259-61. The 
fragments of Accius’ drama concerning the second Decius is mentioned below. The existence of a third 
Decius is more doubtful since he is missing from Livy’s history. He may perhaps be featured in a fragment 
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sees a divine figure much larger than himself (8.6.9-10), and he is then inspired to become 

a devotus. After making the prayer of devotio, he offers himself to the gods: 

 
Haec ita precatus lictores ire ad T. Manlium iubet matureque collegae se devotum 
pro exercitu nuntiare. Ipse incinctus cinctu Gabino, armatus in equum insiluit ac se 
in medios hostes immisit, conspectus ab utraque acie, aliquanto augustior humano 
visu, sicut caelo missus piaculum omnis deorum irae, qui pestem ab suis aversam 
in hostes ferret. Ita omnis terror pavorque cum illo latus signa prima Latinorum 
turbavit, deinde in totam penitus aciem pervasit. Evidentissimum id fuit, quod, 
quacumque equo invectus est, ibi haud secus quam pestifero sidere icti pavebant; 
ubi vero corruit obrutus telis, inde iam haud dubie consternatae cohortes 
Latinorum fugam ac vastitatem late fecerunt. Simul et Romani exsolutis religione 
animis velut tum primum signo dato coorti pugnam integram ediderunt…(Liv. 
8.9.9-13) 
 
Having uttered this prayer he bade the lictors go to Titus Manlius and lose no time 
in announcing to his colleague that he had devoted himself for the good of the 
army. He then girded himself with the Gabinian cincture, and vaulting, armed, 
upon his horse, plunged into the thick of the enemy, a conspicuous object from 
either army and of an aspect more august than a man’s, as though sent from 
heaven to expiate all anger of the gods, and to turn aside destruction from his 
people and bring it on their adversaries. Thus every terror and dread attended him, 
and throwing the Latin front into disarray, spread afterwards throughout their 
entire host. This was most clearly seen in that, wherever he rode, men cowered as 
though blasted by some baleful star; but when he fell beneath a rain of missiles, 
from that instant there was no more doubt of the consternation of the Latin cohorts, 
which everywhere abandoned the field in flight. At the same time the Romans—
their spirits relieved of religious fears—pressed on as though the signal had just 
then for the first time been given, and delivered a fresh attack… 
 

The passage is saturated with references to religious action (devotum pro exercitu; 

piaculum; devotum pro exercitu nuntiare) and religious fear (terror pavorque; exsolutis 

religione animis). Decius even makes himself appear godlike in his stature, blurring the 

                                                
of Ennius: Ann. 19194. He is mentioned by Cicero as well: Fin. 2.61. There is also a creative plot twist told 
by Cassius Dio in conjunction with the devotio attempted by the third Decius. Pyrrhus is said to have 
anticipated the devotus attempting to be killed and ordered his troops not to attack: Cass. Dio. 10.43 = 
Zonar. 8.5. 
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lines between reality and truth for the onlooker. In this example, religio is a tool since its 

presence and subsequent removal of it causes a newfound sense of courage in the Romans. 

These religious actions and emotions serve the ends of the Roman army, and, as Feldherr 

observes, this episode serves as a spectacle for both armies, as this sacrifice inspires terror 

in the enemy while lifting the spirits of the Romans.313  

But religio could also inspire raw fear. Caesar describes the fear his soldiers felt at 

Aduatuca, when they experience military misfortune, as an experience of religio when 

they “construct new religions for themselves from this place” (novas sibi ex loco 

religiones fingunt, BG 6.37.).314 Caesar’s troops evidently attribute their misfortune to this 

inexplicable and therefore deemed supernatural cause, thus feeling a collective sense of 

religio. The adjective religiosus is used nearly synonymously with superstitiosus, which 

characterizes a person who indulges in too many rites or rituals outside conventional 

practice.315 Roman intellectuals such as Cicero decry superstitio as a social ill and use it as 

a pejorative term to refer to improper or excessive religious behavior.316   Seneca 

distinguishes religio from superstitio as a matter of relating well to the gods since religio, 

Seneca notes, bestowed honor on the gods whereas superstitio dishonors them (religio 

                                                
313 Feldherr (1998) 82-91. The Roman army eventually wins, but Livy acknowledges the many non-divine 
causes for the positive outcome, the historian reporting that strategic acumen, effective leadership, and 
military luck also helped the Roman cause: Liv. 8.10. 
314 cf. Liv. 4.30; cf. Plin. Nat. 6.250; 30.19. 
315 For discussion on the nuances of the word religiosus and its application to spaces and people, see Scheid 
(2003) 25; Rüpke (2007) 9; Fowler (1920) 10. 
316 N.D. 2.71-72. For discussion, see Momigliano (1984) 208. Notions of superstitious belief already had 
existed in Greek philosophical writings. Theophrastus (Char. 16) caricatured the myriad ways superstitious 
behavior manifested itself in Greek religious practices; the overly fearful man might fear snakes, purify his 
house, call on Hecate partake in Orphic mysteries, spit on sufferers of epilepsy, etc. 
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deos colit, superstitio violat, Cl. 2.5.1.).  On these grounds, Romans advertised their 

religious practice as free from the stigma of superstitio in a broad condemnation of it as a 

social ill. Such disavowals of superstitio appear in a variety of contexts, such as on the 

Laudatio Turiae, a memorial to a Roman woman who is praised for her performance of 

proper ritualistic behavior that lacked superstitio.317 

In light of my contextualization of the word religio, I turn back to the Lucretian 

passage in question, in which Lucretius says Epicurus vanquished religio (1.78-79). Over 

time, there has been no consensus regarding Lucretius’ prominent use of the word religio 

in this imagery. In the early 20th century, some prominent scholars were drawn to the idea 

that Lucretius was a traditionalist, meaning that he did not mean to indict mainstream 

reverence for the religious practice conducted during his time. Given Lucretius’ lack of 

definition for religio, some sought to solve the crux of the opening passage in varied 

ways, some of whom saw no contradiction in the text. Hadzsitz sees no contradiction 

between Lucretius’ stated animosity toward religio (which he translated as a gloss for 

religion) and his Epicurean “spiritual heritage.” In reference to the image of Epicurus 

trampling religio, he attributes Lucretius’ frustration to “Epicurean huge dissatisfaction 

with old myths and cults,” and sees Lucretius as seeking a “nobler, purer, and serener” 

portrait of divinity.318 Relying on lines from Book 3 (3.319-322), FitzGerald sees 

Lucretius as defining proper religious attitudes as contemplation and reverence, in the 

tradition of Epicurus. However, FitzGerald admits that there is no proof that Lucretius 

                                                
317 ILS 8393.30-31. 
318 Hadzsitz (1908) 71; cf. Masson (1907) 291.  
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himself participated in cult worship. 319  Lucretius’ description of Epicurus’ vanquishing of 

religio certainly leaves open the possibility that Lucretius did not see value in traditional 

worship, though the semantic ambiguity of religio allows the opposite to be a possibility 

as well. 

Merrill (ad loc.) suggests that Lucretius uses religio in an imprecise way and that 

the portrayal of “religio underfoot” indicates hostility toward superstitio, not religio.320 

Bailey (ad loc.) looks elsewhere in DRN for proof that Lucretius really does support 

worship of the gods; he thinks Lucretius, as Epicurus before him, is merely criticizing 

poor beliefs held by Romans about the gods, i.e. that the gods are vindictive and angry 

rather than blessed and harmless, as Epicurus construes them.321 A full acknowledgment 

of religio’s capacity to refer to superstitious feelings, as outlined in the previous 

paragraphs, lends credence to the instincts of Bailey and others who interprets Lucretius’ 

reference to religio as a synonym for superstitio, but these arguments do not satisfy later 

interpreters.  

Scholars of the latter half of the 20th century take a different approach in their 

attempt to correct what they interpret as a misunderstanding of Lucretius’ theology. 

Farrington reads into the passage of Lucretius quoted above a wholehearted dismissal of 

all aspects related to religio, including belief in divine involvement in the world and in the 

efficacy of worship.322 This line of interpretation assumes Lucretius’ denunciation of 

                                                
319 FitzGerald (1951) 198. 
320 Merrill (ad loc.). See also Scullard 1981 34-35 who expresses a similar point of view. 
321 As outlined in the previous section.  
322 Summers (1995) 54-57; cf. Friedlander (1941) 18. 
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religio signifies a condemnation of Roman political culture, as well, since politics and 

religious practice were intertwined in Rome, as explored at the beginning of this chapter.  

Nichols, for instance, claims the entirety of DRN must have “political character” since its 

purpose was to argue against what Nichols calls, “customary religious beliefs”: 

In one way the entire De Rerum Natura has a political character, in that as a whole 
it is directed against customary religious beliefs, and the genesis and existence of 
religion are intimately associated with political life…Lucretius does not merely 
attack religion he gradually sets forth a profound analysis of the roots of religion in 
the human soul and how they put forth their growth as men interact (in ways that 
change with time).323   

 

 

Nichols departs from earlier commentators such as Merrill and Bailey in his assertion that 

superstitio and “customary religious beliefs” are intimately connected and intractable 

from one another. More recent scholarship has surpassed Nichols and Farrington in their 

identification of Lucretian radicalism; Harrison calls Lucretius’ indictment of religious 

practice “dangerously radical,” and describes the poem as unpatriotic, given the 

connection between religio and political life.324  

In a sustained analysis, Summers, following the tradition of Farrington, interprets 

Lucretius’ use of the word religio as indicating the pragmatic, political meaning explored 

earlier. He proposes Lucretius’ critique of religio amounts to a revolutionary and 

countercultural attack on religious life and related cultural values en masse: 

Undoubtedly a contemporary Roman reader would have had a much different 
reaction to what Lucretius writes than we do today. He or she would have 
perceived much more of their own religious life in the very words and phrases that 

                                                
323 Nichols (1976) 18. 
324 Harrison (2016) 29-44, particularly on page 36-38. Norbrook (2016) 13 summarizes Harrison’s paper as 
describing Lucretius’ point of view as “scandalously unpatriotic.”  
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we now consider well-justified attacks on paganism. Yet because Lucretius' 
attacks seem less harsh today, many have resisted seeing the anti-religious 
elements of his poem. Lines 5.1198-1203 are the most open censure of Roman 
religion, but the poem is full of echoes of ordinary piety in late republican Rome 
and contains a redefinition of the conception of piety.325 

 

He furthers this line of reasoning in his analysis that the lines from the programmatic 

passage (1.62-79) “forebode further invectives against religio,” and furthermore,  

Nothing in them [i.e. the lines from the programmatic passage] causes the reader to 
believe that only superstitious fear is at issue; at stake is traditional religion as 
practiced before the temple altars, at home before the hearth, and at the ancestral 
graves. Lucretius promises that this religion, deeply embedded in the Roman way 
of life, will be eliminated and replaced, but it must not have been clear to the 
average Roman what would take its place.326 

 

It is true that Lucretius undermines certain aspects of Roman religious life, and Summer’s 

line of reasoning regarding Lucretius’ dismissal of religio as all worship is understandable 

in light of the contemporary scholarship on religion at Rome, referred to at the beginning 

of the chapter, since these scholars often highlight the pragmatic and political nature of 

Roman religious practices. Evidence from Roman writers themselves even support this 

interpretation; Varro put civil theology first in his formulation of the essentials of Roman 

religious knowledge.327 Cicero also presented the good political leader as striving toward 

immortality of the soul by way of showing virtue in political life.328 To Polybius, an 

outside observer of Roman political life, he finds the connection between superstition and 

                                                
325 Summers (1995) 44. 
326 Summers (1995) 57. 
327 Var. fr. 9 Cardauns = August. C.D. 6.4. 
328 Cic. Rep. 6. 
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religious practice paramount to Roman exceptionalism, commenting on how the two 

together kept Romans in check.329  

However, it is important to keep in view the two different aspects of religio 

outlined above in reference to Lucretius. The following discussions adopt a measured 

approach to contextualizing Lucretius’ religious views. On the one hand, I sympathize 

with Warde Fowler’s hypothesis that Lucretius represents excessive religious feeling and 

superstitio as inextricably bound to religio as a whole. In essence, this interpretation of 

Lucretius sees the poet as collapsing the two meanings of religio, (metu and caerimonia), 

into one idea.330 But on the other hand, I am hesitant to interpret that Lucretius defends 

this position in a radical way. His deployment of the word pietas, as I will argue, 

demonstrates that he is still a Roman traditionalist in some important ways. 

Lucretius, I argue, critiques religio with an eye to preserving the notion of Roman 

pietas that corresponds to a sense of duty to family and to community, thus offering an 

alternative way to envision allegiance to the gods, particularly Venus, the goddess of 

sexual reproduction. I suggest Lucretius offers a replacement to religio in embracing a 

natural religion that places value on the maintenance of key social relationships, 

particularly family. Furthermore, whereas pietas binds families and countrymen together, 

according to Lucretius, religio demonstrably causes the opposite effect throughout DRN, 

and thus he presents a possible rebuttal to presentations of natural law and pietas 

formulated by other intellectuals in Republican Rome. The following section explains 

                                                
329 Lucr. 6.56.6-17 
330 Fowler (1920) 12. 
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how Lucretius sees acts of worship as passing on religious fear from one generation to the 

next, which causes psychological and bodily harm in acts of impietas. 

 

PIETAS IN DE RERUM NATURA 
 

In this section, I contextualize Lucretius’ use of the word pietas and analyze 

passages in which the word appears. Pietas and its related forms appear six times in 

DRN,331 and Lucretius primarily defines it by what it is not; it is not, Lucretius says, 

praying, prostrating, and other actions related to the pragmatic aspect of religio (5.1194-

1203). Pietas was an old virtue and perhaps it needed no full definition.  

The existence of a temple to the personified goddess Pietas was already in 

existence by 181 BC, having been vowed in 191 BC by M. Acilius Glabrio during the 

Battle at Thermopylae.332 Weinstock suggests that, since the temple was vowed in Greece, 

this goddess must have been one that advertised Roman civic pietas to the East.333 Later 

accounts of the temple’s founding suggest it originated out of an expression of filial 

pietas, and this strand of legend mythologized it as having its origin in the story of a 

daughter who nursed her imprisoned mother with her own breast milk.334 Evidence 

                                                
331 All of the instances of words related to pietas that appear in Lucretius are listed as follows: 1.83; 1.81; 
2.622; 2.1170; 3.84; 5.38. 
332 Liv. 40.34.4; Val. Max. 2.5.1; Cic. Leg. 3.28. The temple was destroyed by Caesar in 44 BC to make 
room for the Theater of Marcellus.  
333 Weinstock (1971) 250. 
334 Fest. 209; Val. Max. 5.4-7; Plin. Nat. 7.121. In the Renaissance the mother became a father, represented, 
for example, in Caravaggio’s “Roman Charity.”  
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provides a terminus post-quam of 91 BC for the existence of a temple to Pietas in the 

Circus Flaminius, though no other information is known about its origin.335 The comedies 

of Plautus also give evidence for the prominence of the deified Pietas in Roman culture, 

as she is referred to as the deity of filial loyalty.336 

In Latin literature, the semantic range of the virtue pietas (as opposed to the 

personified deity, discussed above) extends well beyond the English cognate “piety.” The 

TLL divides pietas into two distinct categories: 1) obligation toward the gods337 2) 

obligation toward humans. In the second definition, obligation toward other people 

includes kin338 or countrymen.339 In the scope of relationships, pietas refers to the 

obligation children have to parents, obligation parents have to children, and obligations 

between siblings. The OLD (ad loc.) defines pietas as: “an attitude of dutiful respect 

towards those whom one is bound by ties of religion, consanguinity, etc. …” emphasizing, 

in the example of Cicero’s delineation of the two in De Inventione (mentioned above), the 

relationship between pietas and religio. The OLD (ad loc.) defines pietas as a tripartite 

feeling of obligation: obligation to the gods, obligation to the family, and obligation to the 

state. The range of the semantic value for pietas perhaps gives Lucretius liberty to make 

of it what he will to suit his Epicurean philosophical sensibilities.  

                                                
335 Cic. Div. 1.98; cf. Leg. 2.28. 
336 Pl. As. 506; Cur. 639; Bac. 1176. 
337 TLL X 1, 2088, 4. 
338 TLL X 1, 2090, 75. 
339 TLL X 1, 2095, 44 
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Lucretius is not the only author of his time to describe pietas by what it is not. 

Catullus defines it in a negative way as well, associating his own pietas with not having 

violated a sacred agreement, fidem, nor having become a party to any treaty in poor faith 

(foedere nulla): 

Siqua recordanti benefacta priora voluptas 
est homini, cum se cogitat esse pium, 
nec sanctam violasse fidem, nec foedere in ullo 
divum ad fallendos numine abusum homines, 

5 multa parata manent in longa aetate, Catulle, 
ex hoc ingrato gaudia amore tibi. 
nam quaecumque homines bene cuiquam aut dicere possunt 
aut facere, haec a te dictaque factaque sunt; 
omnia quae ingratae perierunt credita menti. 

10 quare cur tu te iam1 amplius excrucies? (Catul. 76.1-10) 
 

If a man can take any pleasure in recalling the thought of kindness done, when he 
thinks that he has been a true friend; and that he has not broken sacred faith, nor in 
any compact has used the majesty of the gods in order to deceive men, then there 
are many joys in a long life for you, Catullus, earned from this thankless love. For 
whatever kindness man can do anyone by word or deed has been said and done by 
you. All this was entrusted to an ungrateful heart, and is lost: why then should you 
torment yourself now anymore?340 
 

Catullus’ anticipation of joys, gaudia (6), to come reflects an almost karmic view of pietas 

given his expectation that duty and allegiance to others will be repaid. 

 Weinstock identifies a political development in the use of the word pietas that 

resulted from the civil wars of the first century. Prior to the Social War (90 BC), 

Weinstock demonstrates that fides rather than pietas expressed patronage, reciprocity, and 

                                                
340 Translation and text of Catullus’ Carmina are from the Loeb edition (trans. Cornish, Postgate, Mackail 
[1913]; rev. Goold). 
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political loyalty, but the Social War marked a turning point.341 This language went on to 

be used by Cicero when praising those who supported his return from exile in 76 BC.342 In 

their correspondence, Balbus phrases Cicero’s loyalty as one of pietas and fides toward 

Caesar.343 The virtue of pietas was one that was cultivated by Caesar and later by the 

imperial family to describe the loyalty political followers and foreign clients paid to them. 

Caesar’s embrace of pietas in part came from his advertised descent from Aeneas, who 

already had been described in terms of his exceptional pietas to the gods, his family, and 

his community.344 Pietas became an integral shorthand to describe political loyalty to 

Caesar and his family, demonstrated in a variety of contemporary and later pieces of 

evidence where pietas is maneuvered in this way.345 In sum, pietas came to describe a 

generalized loyalty of people toward rulers in first century BC and would become a key 

qualifier of Aeneas, the exemplar of pietas par excellence, in Vergil’s Aeneid.346 

                                                
341 Weinstock (1971) 256. For example, Velleius reported specifically that Minatius Magius, who stayed 
loyal to the Romans during the war, was rewarded with citizenship in appreciation for his pietas: Vell. 
2.16.3. 
342 Cic. Fam. 1.1.1 (56 BC); 1.8.2 (55 BC); 1.9.1 (54 BC); 1.9.23; 2.63 (53 BC); 2.6.5; Mil. 100.  
343 Cic. Att. 9. 7B 2; in reference to other influential political figures Cicero describes in this same manner, 
see Cic. Phil. 13.43; Cic. Fam. 10.31.3. 
344 This relationship was promoted in the building of a temple to “Venus Genetrix,” dedicated before the 
Battle of Pharsalus in 48 BC and dedicated in 46 BC. On the Roman side, Naevius and Ennius propagated 
this picture of Aeneas, evidence for which remains in fragments. On the Greek side, Stesichorus Tabula 
Iliaca PLG 3.212; Diod. Sic. 7.4: Hyp. Lyc. 1270; Xen. Cyn. 1.15; Apollod. Epit. 5.21.  
345 This is particularly well documented in early imperial sources, and such use of the word occurs across a 
variety of genres and written media: e.g. Vell. 2.71.1; Ov. Pont. 2.2.21; Suet. Aug. 66.2; Tac. Ag. 3.16.6; 
3.51.2; 4.40.1. This was not just a high literary trope; a father and son pair in Sicily set up a statue of 
Tiberius with an inscription noting that they erected it as a token of their pietas: ILS 939.23.  
346 Aeneas is called pius frequently throughout Vergil’s Aeneid: 1.10, 1.220, 1.305, 1.545, 3.42, 3.480, 
4.393, 5.26, 5.286, 5.418, 5.685, 6.9, 6.176, 6.232, 6.403, 6.405, 6.688, 6.769, 7.5, 8.84, 9.255, 10.591, 
10.783, 11.170, 11.292, 12.175, 12.311. Aeneas identifies himself as pius twice in the poem: 1.378, 10.826. 
For analysis of the connection between pius and Aeneas, see Galinsky (1969) 3-62 (chapter 3); Lee (1979) 
17-22; Weinstock (1971) 258. 
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In rationalizing the meaning of pietas outside the immediate expediencies of 

political life in the first century, Cicero defines pietas in varied ways over the 

development of his oeuvre. An early appearance of pietas in Cicero’s work is found in De 

Inventatione, already quoted earlier in this chapter, written when he was a young man. 

Cicero says in De Inventatione, quoted above, natural law (ius divinum) implants, along 

with religio, pietas into people, which Cicero defines as a duty to others.347  Cicero makes 

the same sort of distinction between pietas and religio in his speech against Verres in the 

year 70 BC;348 however, in this speech he also adds the virtue of humanitas to religio and 

pietas to compose a triad of Roman natural morals Verres ignored. Up until 46 BC, Cicero 

primarily described pietas as duty toward parents,349 but this changed in his later years 

when he began to describe pietas primarily as duty to the gods. Why his definition for 

pietas evolves is beyond this discussion, but it provides an important context for thinking 

about how Cicero, as a contemporary Late Republican thinker to Lucretius, defines pietas 

differently over time and emphasizes various aspects of its meaning in different works.350 

 Cicero’s religious formulations of pietas provide a pointed contrast to Lucretius’ 

characterization of the relationship between religio and pietas since Cicero treats them as 

coequal whereas Lucretius values pietas over religio in his presentation of his own 

formulation of natural law. In the following negative definition for pietas, Lucretius 

                                                
347 Inv. 2.22.66; cf. 2.53.161; Part. 22.78. Cicero says that he was a young man when he wrote De 
Inventatione which is how we can roughly approximate the time of composition.  
348 Ver. 4.6.12. 
349 Brut. 33.126; Rep. 6.15.15.; Planc. 35.80 
350 Wagenvoort’s is hypothesis that, in the face of turbulent political times, Cicero became increasingly 
influenced by Stoics. See Wagenvoort (1980) 5-17. See also Momigliano (1984) for further speculation on 
Cicero’s change in religious attitudes and its connection to political activities of the first century BC. 
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laments the proclivity of humankind to seek divine approval through varied public forms 

of religious practice:  

 O genus infelix humanum, talia divis 
1195 cum tribuit facta atque iras adiunxit acerbas! 

quantos tum gemitus ipsi sibi, quantaque nobis 
volnera, quas lacrimas peperere minoribu’ nostris! 
nec pietas ullast velatum saepe videri 
vertier ad lapidem atque omnis accedere ad aras, 

1200 nee procumbere humi prostratum et pandere pal- 
mas ante deum delubra, nec aras sanguine multo 
spargere quadrupedum, nec votis nectere vota, 
sed mage placata posse omnia mente tueri. (5.1194-1203) 
  
How wretched is the human race, since they attribute such action to the immortals 
and ascribe them bitter anger! How many laments for themselves, how many 
wounds for us, what tears for our children have they produced! There is no pietas 
in covering your head and turning toward a stone and approaching every altar. 
Neither is there any pietas in throwing your hands on the ground with your palms 
spread out before the temples, nor in splattering the altars with the blood of 
animals, nor in binding vow to vow, but there is more pietas in possessing the 
ability to look on everything with a composed mind.  
 

There is no doubt that Lucretius expresses hostility to ritual aspects of religio since 

prostrating, participating in ritual, and prayer are all obvious allusions to elements of 

religion, some of which appear heterodox and others orthodox in nature. In establishing a 

positive theological definition for pietas, Lucretius aligns in part with Epicurus echoing 

the theological argument that conventional mythology blasphemes the gods since in 

reality the gods enjoy a blessed existence, far away from our world. The “composed 

mind” of true pietas recalls the blessed, peaceful, and ataraxic mind of the gods in the 

Hymn to Venus,351 and further supports Epicurus’ vision of the gods as inspiring 

                                                
351 See the Introduction and Chapter 2 of this work.  
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composure. Pietas, then, is revealed by Lucretius to be the cultivation of a peaceful mind 

that imitates the impeccable bliss of immortals.  

 But the aspect of pietas that denotes loyalty to other humans, I propose, is key to 

Lucretius’ condemnation of religion in this passage, and I suggest Lucretius reveals a 

paradox in the tripartite definition of pietas. Lucretius’ critique depends on his 

characterization of religio harming an individual (ipsi sibi, quanta nobis volnera…pepere, 

5.1196) and harming descendants (lacrimas pepere minoribu’ nostris, 5.1197). In fact, the 

verb pepere is used elsewhere by Lucretius to describe the natural production of 

material,352 and in this context, fear is pathologized as originating from an inheritance. The 

logic of the passage presents a flaw in the conception of a religious definition for pietas; 

there can be no pietas in the transfer of fearful thinking from one generation to the next 

since religious thinking births (pepere, 5.1196) fear and harm. I think we are to assume 

that the material effects of this disturbance are no less embodied than any other kind of 

psychical disturbance, and one may imagine that Lucretius envisions religious fear as a 

physical ailment caused by trauma passed from one generation to the other. 

In Book 5, Lucretius describes pius in an overtly material manner as part of his 

depiction of the destructive tendencies of atoms to swerve apart:  

Denique tantopere inter se cum maxima mundi  
pugnent membra, pio nequaquam concita bello,   
nonne vides aliquam longi certaminis ollis  
posse dari finem…(5.380-385) 
 
In a word, the elements fight so greatly among one another and engage futilely in an 
impious war—do you not suppose some end of the fight must give way? 

                                                
352 cf. Lucr. 2.899; 5.234; 5.334.   
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The imagery of warfare reveals the universe as a conglomerate held by a series of 

antagonistic relationships. It is reminiscent of Empedoclean cosmic order since the “not 

pious war” is emblematic of strife, and the imagery of war continues past the passage 

cited, as Lucretius goes on to report winners in the conflict. Bailey notes that pio 

nequaquam is equivalent to impio bello, meaning “civil war”: “the elements are regarded 

as the inhabitants of a single state, the mundus” (ad loc.). The commentators Merrill (ad 

loc.), Munro (ad loc.), and Leonard and Smith (ad loc.) are all in agreement with Bailey’s 

interpretation that the conflict represented in the image of the atoms fighting is very 

clearly described by Lucretius as a civil war. The use of similar phrases to describe civil 

war in later Latin authors support their point of view.353 There is another theory proposed 

by Gale that Lucretius heroizes the elements in the manner of a Homeric narrator; Gale 

suggests that this passage alludes to Book 20 of the Iliad when the gods join battle.354 

Both interpretations may be simultaneously valid, but the observation of Bailey and others 

shed helpful light on Lucretius’ definition of pietas. Lucretius’ explicit commentary that 

this is not a pius war may allude to the Roman notion that war needed to be bellum iustum 

et pium and one waged with just cause for it to be a valid war.355 Furthermore, Greek 

thinkers had already construed the virtues of piety and justice together, as illustrated in 

                                                
353 For example, see Hor. Carm. 2.1.30; Verg. A. 6.612; Liv. 1.32.12. 
354 Gale (2009) 138. See also the argument of Feeney (1991) 8-11. 
355 See examples of this construal in Cic. Inv. 2. 70; Rep. 6.16; Liv. 3.25.3; 9.8.6; 33.29.8; 42.6; 42.47.8. 
Greeks had already construed the virtues of piety and justice together, as illustrated in Platonic writings, see 
for instance Euthphr. 12d. 
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Platonic writings.356 If we are to imagine that Lucretius is aware of the cultural and 

philosophical connection between pium bellum and iustum bellum, then the kind of war 

Lucretius describes is one that is, as Cicero labels it, “a war taken up without cause,” and 

thus iniustum (illa iniusta bella sunt quae sunt sine causa suscepta, Rep. 3.23.35).  

Furthermore, a just war, as described in Latin literature, was one that did not 

violate Roman treaties, the foedera.357 In Lucretius’ account of the warring atoms, one can 

infer, Lucretius describes atoms that have broken their treaties, foedera, and are as a result 

waging this unholy war (pio nequaquam…bello, 5.381) due to their failure to uphold 

fides, or rather the making good on their metaphorical oaths to one another. Pietas in this 

context corresponds to peace and the maintenance of constructive relationships rather than 

destructive relationships. The universe breaks down as a result of the destruction of 

foedera, and the quality of pietas is what had cemented the foedera. It would appear that, 

for Lucretius, civil war results from the degradation of social foedera whereas pietas is 

what keeps the foedera strong. Pietas, then, in the cosmological sense stands as 

metaphorical shorthand for an allegiance to the natural foedera that keeps conglomerates 

of matter together. In consideration of both the previous passages, Lucretian pietas 

pertains less to an avoidance of worship and more to the cultivation of peaceful rather than 

violent relationships, which is in keeping with his view of the universe, as argued in 

Chapter 1. 

                                                
356 See previous footnote; cf. Diod. Sic. 12.20.3; Posidonius found this connection in the Romans: 
FGrHist.87F 59. 
357 Weinstock (1971) 244.  
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Lucretius gives a more complete portrait of what the breakdown of human pietas 

looks like in human behavior in the proem to Book 3, which I will proceed to summarize. 

The proem commences Lucretius’ argument against the fear of death, and one of its 

opening tableaux portrays those who fear death as performing unthinkable deeds of harm 

against their family and society at large. Individuals are said to greedily (avidi, 3.71) take 

advantage of the ill-gotten gains procured from civil war (sanguine civili rem conflant 

divitiasque/conduplicant, 3.71-72), and they rejoice in the deaths of their country-men in 

anticipation of taking their money (caedem caede accumulantes, 3.61.72); this fear of 

familial violence also causes people to cease dining with their relatives, due to 

expectations of foul play (et consanguineum mensas odere timentque, 3.72). In an 

evocative turn of phrase, people are described as allies to their crimes, socios scelerum 

(3.61), rather than to their kin. They long to escape the terror and to remain very far away 

from the scene. The Latin phrase used to describe this longing, effugisse volunt longe 

longeque remosse, “they want to remove themselves far, far away” (3.69), is reminiscent 

of the lived eternal reality of the blessed gods in the proem to Book 1 whose nature enjoys 

peace (pace fruatur, 1.45) and exists far away (semota…seiunctaque longe, 1.46) from the 

chaotic world of human affairs (ab nostris rebus, 1.46).358  The frightful humans of Book 

3’s proem long for the peacefulness of an Epicurean life, but they are characterized 

harshly as the agents of war, fratricide, and the very fear they long to escape. In one 

respect, the passage resembles several other passages in Roman literature that incorporate 

                                                
358 For the full description from Book 1, see 1.44-49.  
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motifs of moral decline in Roman poetry.359 However, unlike these other narratives that 

portray the breakdown of functioning traditional morals, Lucretius identifies fear of death, 

the topic of Book 3, as the cause of this civilizational decline.360  

There are two caricatures of those who commit acts of impietas. The first are those 

who are hypocritical pseudo-philosophers, desiring praise for their enlightened worldview, 

yet who are still plagued by superstitious thinking: 

nam quod saepe homines morbos magis esse timendos  
infamemque ferunt vitam quam Tartara leti  
et se scire animi naturam sanguinis esse 
aut etiam venti, si fert ita forte voluntas,  

45 nec prorsum quicquam nostrae rationis egere,  
hinc licet advertas animum magis omnia laudis  
actari causa quam quod res ipsa probetur…(5.41-47) 

 
For although humans say that diseases and poor reputations are more frightening 
than death’s Tartarus, and they say that they know the nature of the soul is blood 
and wind, if that’s where their whim leads them, and they say that they do not need 
our explanation, from the following it would be possible for you to know that they 
are boasting more out of the desire for praise than because they believe their own 
explanations.  

 

Even worse than their own intellectual hypocrisy is that, when they are out of the view of 

others, they slaughter animals to their ancestors in a bitter turn to religio (5.54): 

extorres idem patria longeque fugati  
conspectu ex hominum, foedati crimine turpi,  

 omnibus aerumnis adfecti denique vivunt,  
et quocumque tamen miseri venere parentant  
et nigras mactant pecudes et manibu’ divis  
inferias mittunt multoque in rebus acerbis  
acrius advertunt animos ad religionem. (5.48-54) 

                                                
359 For discussion, see Kenney (2014) 87; cf. Hor. Carm. 35-34; Verg. G. 2.505-12; Catul. 64.384-407. 
360 This was not a unique proposition formulated by Lucretius. Others had shown how the fear of death has 
the ironic effect of leading one closer to it: e.g. Democr. fr. 203; Sen Ep. 23-24. 
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These same ones, when exiled far from their home out of human sight, polluted by 
some wicked crime, afflicted with every kind of trouble—no matter what’s 
happening, wherever they may go—these wretched people make sacrifices to their 
ancestors. They slaughter dark animals, and they send them down to the 
underworld gods. And in these desperate times of theirs, they even more 
desperately attend to religio.  
 

The climax of Lucretius’ critique is in conjunction to ancestor worship (parentat, 5.41), 

and it becomes the outward sign of their spiritual turmoil labeled as their turn toward 

religio (5.54). In many ways, this passage from Book 3 foreshadows Lucretius’ negative 

definition of pietas analyzed at the beginning of this section (5.1194-1203). In both 

passages, Lucretius describes familial harm as a result of spiritual fear. In the excerpt from 

Book 5 quoted above, Lucretius concentrates on the inheritance of wounds (volnera, 

5.1197), groans (gemitus, 5.1196), and tears (lacrimas, 5.1197) from one generation to the 

next (peperere minoribu’ nostris, 5.1197). In this passage, Lucretius focuses on the 

negative consequences of these wounds as inspiring a miserable (miseri) turn toward 

worshiping the ancestors miseri venere parentant, (3.51).  

In both these passages from Book 3 and Book 5, there is also a focus on the blood 

sacrifices indulged by these superstitious worshipers. In Book 5, Lucretius notes that 

pietas lacks the splattering of altars with animals blood (nec aras sanguine multo/spargere 

quadrupedum, 5.1201-1202). In Book 3’s tableaux of immoral behavior, Lucretius also 

emphasizes the presence of blood sacrifice in the critique that these spiritual seekers send 

“dark animals” (nigras…pecudes) to the underworld (et nigras mactant pecudes et 

manibu’ divis/inferias mittunt, 3.52-53). The sacrifice of the “dark animals,” 
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nigras…pecudes (3.52), verbally echoes Lucretius’ very characterization of the fear of 

death itself lines earlier, which is said to have a “dark” (nigrore, 3.38) character as well:  

et metus ille foras praeceps Acheruntis agendus, 
funditus humanam qui vitam turbat ab imo 
omnia suffundens mortis nigrore neque ullam 
esse voluptatem liquidam puramque relinquit. (3.39) 
 
That fear of Acheron ought to be driven headlong, which deeply disturbs human 
life suffusing everything with the darkness of death and leaves no pleasure smooth 
and pure. 
 

The characterization of the fear of death as besmirching everything (omnia suffundens, 38) 

is only heightened by the climactic build-up of words relating to pleasurable qualities that 

follow (voluptatem liquidam puramque, 3.39) The violence associated with the sacrifice 

of animals described by Lucretius becomes a metaphor for how fear harms the soul.  

Lucretius also levels accusations of immorality against non-pseudo-philosophers 

who are afflicted by the fear of death. Rather than desire for philosophical praise, their 

crimes are “greed and blind lust for honors,” which drive them to be cronies to crime 

(socios scelerum, 3.61): 

Denique avarities et honorum caeca cupido, 
 quae miseros homines cogunt transcendere fines 

iuris et interdum socios scelerum atque ministros 
noctes atque dies niti praestante labore 
ad summas emergere opes, haec vulnera vitae 
non minimam partem mortis formidine aluntur. (3.59-64) 
 
Greed and blind lust for honors—which drive wretched men to cross the 
boundaries of law and sometimes to become cronies with and attendants to crime, 
as they toil night and day in competition to climb to the heights of wealth—these 
ulcers of life swell up in no small part from the fear of death. 
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The manifestation of this fear is qualitatively different from the fear experienced by the 

pseudo-philosophers. Whereas the pseudo-philosophers sought praise for their 

proclamation of philosophy, these competitors search for other ways to achieve 

immortality: the collection of wealth and display of honors. Their quest for immortality 

equates to the quest to be remembered hence leading to Lucretius’ critical depiction of 

those who seek statues and plaques (statuarum et nominis, 3.78): 

intereunt partim statuarum et nominis ergo. 
et saepe usque adeo, mortis formidine, vitae 

80 percipit humanos odium lucisque videndae, 
ut sibi consciscant maerenti pectore letum 
obliti fontem curarum hunc esse timorem: 
hunc vexare pudorem, hunc vincula amicitiai 
rumpere et in summa pietatem evertere †suadet; † 361  

85 nam iam saepe homines patriam carosque parentis 
prodiderunt, vitare Acherusia templa petentes. (3.78-86) 
  
Some perish in pursuit of statues and plaques. And often, because of the fear of 
death, this pursuit strikes humans so hard that they sentence themselves to death 
since they have forgotten that the source of their distress is fear: this fear tarnishes 
their decency, this fear breaks the ties of friendship, and, in short, overturns pietas; 
for very often humans betray their country and their dear parents while seeking to 
avoid the regions of Acheron.    
 

The play on various words to denote tokens of memorialization (statuarum et nominis, 

3.78) and memory (obliti, 3.82) are key to my interpretation. In a quest to memorialize 

themselves, these people fail to remember the source of their suffering (obliti fontem 

curarum hunc esse timorem, 3.82). Their fear of mortality leads to criminality, since they 

blemish their decency (pudorem, 3.83) and break the vincula amicitiai, chains of 

                                                
361 Line 84 is clearly problematic. I take suadet to be a corruption. Bailey (ad. loc) gives a good overview of 
the textual problems in this passage, one of which is that suadet seems to fit uncomfortably in this passage 
since it has no subject, and the passage works grammatically without it. Kenney (2014) 88 follows Leonard 
and Smith (ad loc.) in thinking that suadet is corrupt. 
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friendship. The summation of this criminality is in their action of “overturning pietas.”  In 

a nod to the traditionally relational form of pietas, Lucretius specifies what this looks like 

as the betrayal of vital relationships and loyalties.  

Although the effect of religious fear causes unique subsets of problems for the 

pseudo-philosopher and the ambitious achiever each, they each demonstrate the character 

traits and psychological states that lead to impietas. For the pseudo-philosopher, he suffers 

from a deeply held belief in the efficacy of maintaining the ancestor cult, espousing a 

recognition of supernatural agency. For the social climber, he suffers from a pathological 

sense of ambition that leads him to subvert traditional pietas in his betrayal of others for 

money and prestige.  Lucretius’ critique of the man who believes he still has more 

business to take care of upon death is reiterated later in Book 3 when Natura rebukes a 

paterfamilias who resists death.362 She tells him: 

‘…nunc aliena tua tamen aetate omnia mitte 
aequo animoque agedum iam annis concede: neces- 
sest.’ (3.961-962) 
 
‘Now send away all the things unbefitting your age and with a calm mind yield to 
your years. It is necessary.’ 
 

O’Keefe comments that the “Cycle of Life Argument,” the notion that the old man needs 

to die in order to recycle his atomic material, and thereby make room for future 

generations, fits poorly in Epicureanism. According to O’Keefe, such an idea betrays 

                                                
362 Lucr. 3.965-971. 
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strong emphasis on hedonism, which is focused on the “first-person perspective” and 

experience of pleasure.363  

My interpretation suggests the old man’s refusal to let go of his life perpetuates the 

myth that death is a frightful affair. While there is no immediate material need for the 

father to hasten the decomposition of his material for the sake of his descendants, there is 

a metaphorical need for him to model for his descendants that death is not to be dreaded. 

This is because, as Lucretius says in Book 5, parents pass fear to their children in a vicious 

cycle (quantos tum gemitus ipsi sibi, quantaque nobis/volnera, quas lacrimas peperere 

minoribu’ nostris! 3.1196-1197). Should the father let go of life, he reveals the pietas 

implanted by nature, so to speak, which emerges as the allegiance to the foedera naturae 

and a trust in the inevitability of the dissolution of his own atomic matter in exchange for 

the continuation of his family, which is the most any mortal can hope to leave behind after 

death.  

CONCLUSIONS 

 
This chapter has shown how Lucretius’ engagement with religio and pietas 

throughout DRN would have resonated as culturally and philosophically relevant in Rome 

during the Late Republic. Religio and pietas were multi-faceted concepts in Roman 

society and could mean various things in varying rhetorical settings. What Lucretius does, 

I believe, is to show how a system that embraces a traditionally religious meaning of 

                                                
363 O’Keefe (2003) 48. 
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pietas is in conflict with itself, since it perpetuates spiritual harm, and he offers remedy in 

the encouragement of his reader to obey natural social bonds rather than attend to 

religious feelings. These social bonds are the cooperative forces of the universe manifest 

in the foedera naturae rather than the social bond of cultus deorum. In the conclusion of 

this project, I proceed to explore the cultural resonance of the religious sacrifice 

committed by Agamemnon, a Greek. Agamemnon’s exemplum is meant to serve as the 

ultimate indictment of fearful religio in its portrayal of the threat to the family, as the most 

important social bond. 
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Conclusion 

 
I have argued that De Rerum Natura is a poem that displays concern for Roman 

culture, particularly for Roman ideals of family, in a way unfamiliar to Epicurus’ 

philosophical fragments. In the Introduction, I proposed that the Hymn to Venus (1.1-43) 

announces that the poet will reformulate aspects of Epicurean ethics, particularly in 

reference to the role of family. To place his brand of Epicureanism firmly in Roman 

culture, Lucretius invokes Venus genetrix and specifies that she is the mother of his 

Roman readership, the descendants of Aeneas (1.1).  In light of my findings, I will now 

conclude by offering a reading of the Sacrifice of Iphigenia, as I summarize several of the 

key claims I have made over the duration of my project. I contend that Lucretius presents 

Agamemnon’s deed as an affront to the cooperative nature of the universe, to Roman 

ideals of marriage and family, and to his own rendering of the Roman virtue pietas.   

The Sacrifice of Iphigenia marks one of the few episodes in De Rerum Natura in 

which Lucretius uses a mythical exemplum to present a philosophical argument.364  

Lucretius draws upon the Attic tragic tradition in this episode,365 and it is possible that 

                                                
364 For more discussion of Lucretius’ deployment of mythology, see Gale (1994), particularly on page 96. 
Other examples of Lucretius’ formulation of myth include a reference to the Trojan War (1.464-82) and a 
survey of typical mythological characters who are purported to live in the underworld (3.912-1075).  
365 Aesch. Ag. 209-11; 93-4; Eur. IA 1220; Pind. Pyth. 11.22-23. There are many variations on the narrative 
as it is told by Euripides and Aeschylus. For instance, one tradition preserves that Agamemnon shot a deer 
sacred to Artemis: Cypria Fr. 23; Sophocles El. 563-576. In another rendering of the tale, Iphigenia is said 
to have been transported to another place leaving a hind or a stag in her place: Cypria Frag. 23; Eur. IT 
1462–6; Ov. Met. 12.29-34; Apollodorus Epitome 3.21-22; Hyginus Fab. 98. The Hesiodic Catalogue of 
Women indicates that her image was sacrificed and that she turned into Hecate: Fr. 23. The myth also 
foreshadows the slaughter of the baby cow in Book 2: 2.352-366. The scene also recalls Empedocles 
criticism of animal sacrifice: B137. For discussion of the connection between Lucretius’ narration of 
Iphigenia’s sacrifice and the sacrifice contained in Empedocles’ poem, see Sedley (1989) 293; Furley (1970) 
62.  
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Lucretius also draws upon the Roman tradition as well, as Ennius was said to have written 

a tragedy on Iphigenia.366 In Lucretius’ poem, the sacrifice scene (1.80-101) follows after 

Lucretius has presented first, the prayer to Venus (1.1-43), second, an appeal to his 

dedicatee Memmius (1.50-61), and, third, the portrayal of Epicurus as the conqueror of 

religio (1.62-79).  

In Chapter 1, I explored the way Lucretius creates atomic social metaphors that 

would appeal to his Roman audience. The scene of this sacrifice is prefaced by a plea to 

the readership that they suspend any suspicion that they are embarking upon an impious 

affair by learning about atomism (impia…rationis…elementa, 1.80).  

Illud in his rebus vereor, ne forte rearis 
impia te rationis inire elementa viamque 
indugredi sceleris. quod contra saepius illa 
religio peperit scelerosa atque impia facta (1.79-83) 
 
I fear in these matters that you happen to think you are embarking on impious 
principles of reasoning and you are starting on the road of crime. To quite the 
contrary, too often Religio has produced terrible and impious crimes… 

 
In this passage, Lucretius declares that his first principles, elementa (1.80), which is also a 

word Lucretius uses to mean atoms, are not impious. As Lucretius unfolds the poem, the 

reader learns that atoms strive to create cooperative relationships, exemplified in the 

metaphor of the foedera naturae. This episode indicates a Lucretian strategy, discussed in 

Chapter 1, to paint his atomic world in a positive light.  

                                                
366 For a possible Ennian model, see Rychlewska (1957) 75-6; Harrison (2002) 5-6. Cicero indicates that 
Iphigenia, as told by Ennius, died willingly: Tusc. 1.49.116. For more on the Roman tradition on the 
consenting Iphigenia, see Croisille (1963) 209-225. 
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A new deity, Diana, goddess of the hunt is introduced on line 84 (Triviai virginis). 

Contrary to the peaceful presence of Venus at the very beginning of the proem, Diana 

represents a destructive force, represented by her bloody altar (Triviai virginis 

aram/…sanguine foede, 1.84-84). Her worshipper, Agamemnon, who is not named in the 

passage, commits the ultimate act of evil (tantum…malorum, 1.101) out of religious fear 

(religio, 101): 

Aulide quo pacto Triviai virginis aram 
85 Iphianassai turparunt sanguine foede 

ductores Danaum delecti, prima virorum. 
cui simul infula virgineos circumdata comptus 
ex utraque pari malarum parte profusast, 
et maestum simul ante aras adstare parentem 

90 sensit et hunc propter ferrum celare ministros 
aspectuque suo lacrimas effundere civis, 
muta metu terram genibus summissa petebat. 
nec miserae prodesse in tali tempore quibat 
quod patrio princeps donarat nomine regem; 

95 nam sublata virum manibus tremibundaque ad aras 
deductast, non ut sollemni more sacrorum 
perfecto posset claro comitari Hymenaeo, 
sed casta inceste nubendi tempore in ipso 
hostia concideret mactatu maesta parentis— 

100 exitus ut classi felix faustusque daretur. 
tantum religio potuit suadere malorum. (1.84-101) 

 
In this way the elected leaders of the Greeks, foremost men, foully sullied Trivia’s 
altar with blood at Aulis. As soon as the fillet was bound around her maiden hair 
and hung down over each cheek, and as soon as she sensed that her father stood 
gloomily in front of the altar and she sensed that his attendants were hiding the 
sword near him and his fellow countrymen were crying at her sight, she sought the 
earth with her knees muta because of fear. Full of fear, she was lifted up by the hands 
of the men and led to the altar. This did not happen after the performance of the 
wedding song before her marriage, but as a pure girl in impure hands, at the very 
time for her marriage, she was slaughtered as a sacrificial animal at the stroke of her 
father. He did this so the fleet would have a successful and auspicious departure. 
Religio has been able to inspire so many bad deeds.   
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The first line of this passage transports the reader away from the idyllic world of Venus 

(1.1), patroness of the Romans, and into Aulis (Aulide, 1.84) where the Greek elite men 

(ductores, 1.86), their aristocratic status drawn out in the adjective delecti and the 

appositional phrase prima virorum (1.86), commit what Lucretius posits to be a true act of 

impietas. The emphasis on the episode’s setting and cast of noble Greek characters creates 

a dichotomy between, on the one hand, the ethos of the poet himself, who is Roman and a 

follower of Venus, along with the aristocratic Roman Memmius, and, on the other hand, the 

Greek elite who are allies to Diana. The implication is a distancing of Lucretius’ poem, 

which portrays Epicurean principles that are friendly to Roman ethics, from Greek 

mythological stories, which memorialize heinous acts of superstitio.  

In Chapter 2, I maintained that the phrase muta cupido (4.1057) represents an 

isolated form of sexual desire that produces psychological harm. Here, I propose that 

Iphigenia is described as muta metu (1.92) to indicate her social isolation. Preceding his 

identification of Iphigenia as muta metu, the passage places emphasis on the ironic presence 

of her own countrymen, who watch on in sorrow (aspectuque suo lacrimas effundere civis, 

4.91) yet alienate her from the community. Her own entrapment is heightened in the detail 

that she intuits the hidden intentions of the community, symbolized in her sensing (sensit, 

1.90) their concealed arms (ferrum celare ministros, 1.90).  

I also argued in Chapter 2 that Lucretius presents mutual pleasure (e.g. 

mutua…voluptas, 4.1201) and specifically conjugal affection (consuetudo concinnat 

amorem, 4.1283), as the most favorable condition for love. In the passage at hand, bridal 

motifs dominate its imagery, and the violence of Agamemnon’s act subverts the ideal of 
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marriage: the infula, which is wrapped around Iphigenia’s virginal hair, is reminiscent of 

the vitta worn by the bride at her wedding; deductast (1.96) is a phrase taken from the 

wedding ceremony to symbolize the joining of the bride to her new husband; finally, she is 

labelled casta (1.88), which recalls the Roman ideal of pudicitia, as discussed in Chapter 3. 

Leaving little to the reader’s imagination, Lucretius heightens the mock-marital motif by 

indicating that this was her time in life for marriage (nubendi tempore in ipso, 1.98) and by 

also noting that this sacrifice lacked a wedding hymn (claro comitari Hymenaeo, 1.97). The 

inverted wedding scene will be supplanted by the peaceful presentation of connubial love 

at the very end of Book 4. 

In Chapter 3, I explored Lucretius’ presentation of the family as the primary social 

unit in his brand of Epicureanism. In this episode, Lucretius’ choice of tragic scene is a 

father’s sacrifice of his daughter. Lucretius could have chosen to portray another 

mythological sacrifice, such as the sacrifice of Polyxena, as Catullus did.367 Instead, he 

picks one that illustrates a breach of the social contract, which he defines in Book 5 as aimed 

at protecting children and women (tunc et amicitiem…et pueros commendarunt 

muliebreque saeclum…significarent/imbecillorum esse aequum misererier omnis, 5.1019-

1023). The text of the sacrifice scene emphasizes the tension between holding an allegiance 

to one’s family, as will be shown to be favorable in Book 5, and holding an allegiance to 

one’s fatherland at the expense of family’s protection. For example, line 94, quod patrio 

princeps donarat nomine regem, very eloquently encapsulates Agamemnon’s dilemma 

                                                
367 Catul. 64.362-370.  
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since he both is leader (regem) and father (patrio…nomine). Lucretius will make clear in 

Book 5 that fathers ought to form social relationships to protect family, but in this passage, 

Agamemnon, in his frightful allegiance to Diana, chooses to appease his countrymen at the 

cost of his daughter’s survival.  

In Chapter 4, I explored what Lucretius finds harmful about religio, and I suggested 

that he consistently presents religio as antithetical to pietas. This passage’s presentation of 

Lucretian pietas, by way of negative exemplum, anticipates other passages in the poem that 

formulate pietas by what it is not (5.1194-1203; 5.380-385; cf. Catul. 76.1-10). I argued in 

Chapter 4 that Lucretian pietas embraces the nuance of the word that indicates regard for 

family but rejects the aspect of it that indicates regard for the gods. Line 83 makes the 

negative connection between impietas and religio explicit: religio peperit scelerosa atque 

impia facta. The summative line, “religio has been able to inspire so many bad deeds” 

(tantum religio potuit suadere malorum, 1.101) of this passage recalls the way religio 

persuaded people to overturn pietas (rumpere…pietatem evertere suadet, 3.84) in the proem 

to Book 3. 

As I have suggested in my concluding statements, the narration of Agamemnon’s 

sacrifice exemplifies how Lucretius adapts Epicurean ethics to render a philosophical 

system that is agreeable to his audience. Lucretius’ aim, stated on lines 1.79-83, is to 

reassure the reader that the ethics presented in De Rerum Natura complement Roman 

values. In fact, unlike Agamemnon, the follower of Venus adheres to the Roman ideal of 

pietas, which Lucretius reformulates throughout the poem as the regard for family and for 

ideals of social harmony.  
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Abbreviations  
 
Abbreviations of Latin authors and works follow the OLD (Oxford Latin Dictionary). 
Abbreviations of Greek authors (including Epicurus) follow the OCD (Oxford Classical 
Dictionary) unless otherwise specified.  
 
Arr.   Arighetti, G. Epicuro Opere. Turin, 1973. 
Bailey   Bailey, C. Titi Lucreti Cari De Rerum Natura Libri Sex. Oxford,  
   1947.  
DK   Diels, H and W. Kranz. Die Fragmente der Vorsokratiker. Berlin,  
   1952. 
Forcellini Forcellini, A. Totius Latinatis Lexicon, revised by V. De Vit, 6 

vols. Prati, 1858-75.  
Lachmann Lachmann, K. Titi Lucreti Cari De Rerum Natura Libri Sex. Berlin, 

1850.  
Lambinus Lambinus, D. Titi Lucretii Cari De Rerum Natura Libri Sex. 

Paris, 1563/4. 
Leonard & Smith  Leonard, W.E.L. and S.B. Smith. De Rerum Natura. Madison, 

1942. 
Merrill Merrill, W.A. Titi Lucreti Cari De Rerum Natura Libri Sex. New 

York, 1907.  
Munro,   Munro, H.A.J.  Titi Lucreti Cari De Rerum Natura Libri Sex.  
   London, 1900.  
OLD   Glare, P.G.W., ed. Oxford Latin Dictionary. Oxford, 1982. 
Smith    Smith, M. The Epicurean Inscription. Naples, 1993. 
Us.   Usener, H. Epicurea. Leipzig, 1887.  
Wehlri   Wehrli, F. Die Schule des Aristoteles. Basel and Stuttgart, 1969.  
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